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In The Community College Presidency,
George Vaughan provided us with

the first major examination of the
community college chief executive offi-
cer. He continued his analysis of the
position with his 1989 volume,
Leadership in Transition. Together the
two volumes constitute what many
scholars and practitioners consider to
be the definitive statement on the
community college presidency.

In this volume, Vaughan turns
his attention to an analysis of the
community college's chief academic of-
ficer. Using many of the same ap-
proaches he used in his studies of the
presidency, the author breaks new
ground in understanding this impor-
tant position.

Community college faculty, ad-
ministrators, and board members will
find the volume invaluable as they
continue to understand the role of
the community college's chief academ-
ic officer. The deans who are the sub-
ject of the study will he able to relate
to much of the material covered in
the volume and will certainly find the
material useful as they evaluate their
own performance. Presidents and
fa,:ulty should gain a new apprecia-
tion for the role of the dean of in-
struction. Board members can use the
book to learn what the next genera-
tion of presidents will likely look like.

George B. Vaughan is the direc-
tor of the Center for Community
College Education at George Mason
University in Virginia. He was a com-
munity college president for almost 17
years prior to assuming his current
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position and was selected as one of
the 50 most effective presidents in the
nation. He was the dean of instruc-
tion at two community colleges prior
to assuming the presidency. A former
member of the Board of Directors of
the American Association of Commu-
nity and Junior Colleges and former
chair of the AACJC Presidents
Academy, Vaughan is well known for
his many writings and speeches on
the role of the community college in
America.

Published by The Community College
Press, a division of The American
Association of Community and
Junior Colleges.
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Preface

In 1966 I took a leave of absence from my position as an instructor
of history at a branch campus of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University to return to graduate school to work on a Ph.D.
in history. While I was in graduate school, the state of Virginia passed

legislation creating a system of public community colleges. The branch
campus where I had been employed was to be absorbed into the com-
munity college system prior to my return.

Don Puyear, the director of the branch campus and the soon-to-be
president of the soon-to-be community college, asked if he could pay me
a visit. The purpose of his visit was not to inquire about the progress
of my Ph.D.; rather, he came to ask me to be the dean of instruction
at the newly created community college. My response: "What is a dean
of instruction?" His response to my response: "I'll be damned if I know,
but if you want the position, we'll find out together."

Two deanships, two presidencies, a Ph.D. in higher education rather
than history, and over two and a half decade' later I am prepared at least
partially to answer the question I posed so innocently and so long ago:
"What is a dean of instruction?"

Much has happened over the past three decades to the community
college. Playing a key role in the development of these institutions has
been, is, and likely will be the dean of instruction. Indeed, president after
president with whom I have talked agree that to have an outstanding
community college one must have an outstanding dean of instruction.

In spite of the importance of the dean of instruction's position, how-
ever, very little is known about the individuals who occupy these critical
positions. What are their family backgrounds? Academic preparation?
Perceptions of their roles? And what does the future hold for the com-
munity college as many of the current deans move into the presidency
of these institutions? These, and a number of other questions, will be
addressed in the following pages. In addition to providing answers, a

ix
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x PREFACE

-.,number of questions will be posed, especially to those individuals respon-
risible for employing the future leaders of these important institutions.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

The title "dean of instruction" is used to designate the person responsi-
ble for the instructional program at the community college, or, stated
another way, the institution's chief academic officer. Some colleges use
the title academic dean; larger ones often use academic vice-president.
While titles vary from state to state and from campus to campus, the
most common tide tends to be dean of instruction, the one I have chosen
to use in this study. Occasionally, in order to avoid repeating dean of
instruction each time, I will use the term academic dean, chief academic
office:, deanship, or simply dean when discussing the dean of instruction.

The term "community college" includes public two-year technical col-
lege; and public junior colleges as well as public community colleges, Only
public institutions are discussed in this study.

"President" is used to refer to the chief executive officer of a public
community, junior, or technical college. As is the case with the dean
of instruction's position, the chief executive's title varies and includes chart-
cellor, director, and superintendent-president.

METHODOLOGY

A number of approaches were used in conducting the study. I drew
upon my own Lief experiences as a dean of instruction at two commu-
nity colleges and upon my extensive experience (17 years) as a communi-
ty college president.

A "Career and Lifestyles Survey" (CLS) almost identical to the one
I used in developing parts of the book, The Community College Presidency
(Vaughan, 1986), was sent to the individuals identified by the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC) as the chief
academic officers of public community, junior, and technical colleges.
Gathering essentially the same type of information on the deans of in-
struction that I gathered on the presidents provided a basis of compari-
son between the two groups. Part of the information gathered from the
survey of the deans was used in a chapter in my second volume on the
community college presidency, titled Leadership in Transition: The Com-
munity Collqe Presidency (Vaughan, 1989b).
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In separate surveys, I surveyed female, Black, and Hispanic deans.
These surveys were essentially duplicates of the ones I used to survey fe-
male, Black, and Hispanic presidents, again providing a basis of compare
bon between the deans and the presidents. The results of the presiden-
tial surveys are reported in Leadership in Transition (Vaughan, 1989b).

Those deans identified as leaders also were surveyed regarding their
views on the dean's position. The survey used was essentially the same
as the one used to survey presidents identified as leaders by their peers,
the results of which were reported in The Community College Presidency
(Vaughan, 1986). As above, by using essentially the same survey, the
deans identified as leaders can be compared with the presidents so iden-
tified even though the method of selecting deans to participate in the
survey differed from the method used to survey presidents identified as
leaders by their peers.

I conducted extensive interviews with 15 deans of instructions from
13 different states. A major purpose of the interviews was to offer the
deans an opportunity to discuss their positions in more detail than was
possible on the survey form.

Whereas with the study of the presidency I found a number of sources
dealing with the subject, most with the four-year college presidency, I found
very little published on the community college's dean of instruction; there-
fore, the references dealing directly with the subject of this volume are
limited. Nevertheless, a search of the literature on the subject was con-
ducted and the sources used, where applicable. I did not, however, attempt
to track down dissertations dealing with the dean of instruction's position.

OVERVIEW

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the role of the dean of instruc-
tion. Included in this chapter are definitions of the dean of instruction's
position. Special emphasis is placed on the role of the dean as the insti-
tution's chief academic officer.

Chapter 2 provides an intimate profile of current deans of instruction.
Family background is discussed, as is educational background. This chapter
compares current deans with current presidents in a number of areas.
Are current deans mirror images of current presidents? If so, so what?

Chapter 3 examines the pathway to the deanship. Division chairs
often become deans of instruction. What are some other avenues to the
deanship? Included in this chapter is a discussion of some of the things
the deans were not prepared to face upon assuming the position.
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Chapter 4 discusses the frustrations and satisfactions derived from
being a female dean of instruction, including looking at some of the ob-
stacles faced by some women on the pathway to the deanship. The ques-
tion, "Is the dean of instruction's position asexual?" is answered.

Chapter 5 approaches Black deans in much the same way as Chap-
ter 4 approaches female deans. Black deans are asked if the dean's posi-
tion is araciall And, if not, why not?

Chapter 6 continues to look at minority deans, coveting much of
the same ground with Hispanic deans that is covered with female and
Black deans. All three chapters are important in understanding the com-
munity college as well as the dean's position.

Chapter 7 is devoted to leadership. In this chapter the views of the
deans are compared with those of community college presidents. The
similarities between the two groups are striking.

Chapter 8 offers advice for those who have the dean of instruction's
position as a career goal and for deans who have as a career goal tile
community college presidency. Includtd is a discussion of how one can
enhance one's chances of becoming a dean and a president. This chap-
ter can be especially important to those deans who have not developed
a clear career path leading to the presidency.

Chapter 9 concludes the volume with a series of conclusions and
recommendations, including some recommendations from deans to presi-
dents on how presidents can more effectively work with deans of instruc-
tion. The chapter also includes some things that deans want from
presidents.

13
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part I of this volume (Chapters 1-3) provides the setting for the
remainder of the volume. In this section, a very brief look is taken
at the evolution of the dean of instruction's position, including
a t-ationale as to why the title itself is important. Current deans of

instruction offer their definitions of the position. The deans' definitions,
in conjunction with the few sources that were available and examined,
provide the reader with an overview of the dean of instruction'sposition
in the total scheme of community college education.

Part I also provides a number of statistics and information on those
individuals who currently occupy the dean's position, including infor-
mation on the deans' family background. Much of the information on
the deans' background came from my Career and Lifestyle Survey, re-
ferred to in the remainder of the study as the CLS, which was sent to
the deans for data collection purposes (See Appendix 1). A number of
deans discuss what influence, ifany, family background has on the way
they view the dean's position.

Finally, in order to provide the setting for the remainder of the vol-
ume, the pathway to the deanship is examined in somt detail. Selected
deans discuss how well-prepared they believe they were upon assuming
the deanship. Frustrations and satisfactions are a part of all professional
positions; the dean of instruction's position is no exception, as a num-
ber of deans acknowledge. When helpful, the dean of instruction's post-
don is compared with the community college presidency. The readermay
be shocked to find how closely current deans of instruction resemble
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current presidents. With this in mind, a question the readers might ponder
as they read this first section is what the future community college
presidency will look like, assuming a number of the current deans will
be future presidents.



An Overview

In the preface to this volume, the question "What is a dean of in-
struction?" is asked. A first step in answering this question is to de-
fine the term.

The dean of instruction is defirscd ii. this study as the institu-
tion's chief academic officer, that person who is responsible for faculty
recruitment and development and program identification and develop-
ment, and who has the overall responsibility for the institution's aca-
demic program. The dean of instruction reports directly to the president
of the institution and is a member of the president's administrative team.
The dean of instruction's major constituencies are the teaching faculty
and those administrators, such as division chairs, who provide support
for the institution's academic program, and ultimately the students.

Titles are important, I believe. On the community college campus,
the dean of instruction is the counterpart of the academic vice-president
or provost at four-year institutions. The temptation was to title this study
"The Academic Dean," rather than "The Dean of Instruction," in order
to comply with the more popular terminology used by much of acade-
mia. To have done so would have, however, run the risk of having some
readers confuse the dean of instruction's position with more traditional
deans, such as the dean of arts and sciences, although in most institu-
tions that have deans of schools and colleges, it is clear that they head
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a segment of the academic program and report to a provost or academic
vice-president who is the institution's chief academic officer.

Defining the community college's chief academic officer as the dean
of instruction immediately opens doors of confusion, for the title given
to the chief academic officer in community colleges varies from campus
to campus. For example, some campuses use the title of dean for other
positions that report to the chief academic officer, especially on larger
campuses where titles such as vice-president and provost are used. Titles
used by community colleges for the chief academic officer include aca-
demic dean, academic vice-president, vice-president for instruction, in-
structional dean, dean of the college, and a..w number of other titles that
are used at a particular college at a particular point in time. In additim,
community colleges often use the title "provost" to designate the head
of a campus in multi-campus or multi-college operations; in many cases,
the provost also serves as the chief academic o ;; cer for the campus. Defi-
nitions aside, however, each institution recognizes its chief academic of-
ficer as the person responsible for the institution's academic programs,
the academic leader who works directly with the faculty. As one source
notes, the chief academic officer must have a view of the "academic health
of the entire campus," including determining if there are "soft spots" in
the curriculum, a productive and satisfied faculty, and support services
that help to create an atmosphere in which students can reach their poten-
tial (Wolverton, 1984, pp. 13-14).

AN EMERGING TITLE

A 1973 survey of all of the deans of public community colleges found
that 48 percent of the chief academic officers had the title of dean of in-
struction (Anderson, 1973). Another study conducted 12 years later found
that in the state of Kansas 84 percent of the chief academic officers used
the title "dean of instruction" (Parker Et Parker, 1985); in Virginia, the
official title for the chief academic officer at the state's 23 community
colleges is dean of instruction, although recently a number of colleges
have combined student services and instruction under the ubiquitious
title "dean of the college," a position that encompasses admissions, thereby
making the responsibilities of the dean of the college resemblt. more closely
those of the provost at some four-year institutions.

Today, "dean of instruction" seems to be the most common tide used
by community colleges to designate the individual on campus who has
the major responsibility for the institution's instructional program,

ei
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including faculty matters. While titles varied, everyone interviewed for
this study understood the term "dean of instruction," although those with
titles such as vice-president were careful to refer to their position by its
correct tide, giving the impression that they feel the title "vice-president"
carries more prestige and responsibility than does that of "dean of in-
struction." Nevertheless, the community college popularized the title "dean
of instruction," making it its own, and thereby making it even more ap-
propriate to use the tide "dean of instruction" for this study.

Until the community college popularized the term, the title "dean
of instruction," while not unknown, my; somewhat alien to higher edu-
cation's lexicon. Indeed, one study conducted in 1973 on the dean of
instruction's position noted that "the researcher set out to ascertain and
examine the characteristics, preparation, and attitudes of a very new two-
year college administrator. Had the same study been conducted 10 years
earlier, the results would certainly have shown that the chief academic
officer was the president" (Anderson, 1973, p. 2). (Maybe my question
asked in 1966, "What is a dean of instruction?" was not so naive after
all.) Those individuals who attended college in the 1950s and before recog-
nize such titles as dean of men, dean of women, and academic dean or
dean of faculties. Later generations recognize such terms as academic vice-
president, provost, or simply dean as designating the institution's aca-
demic leader, although at universities made up of colleges and schools,
the dean normally is in charge of a school (school of engineering) or col-
lege (college of arts and sciences) and reports to an academic vice-president
or provost. Few of either generation were exposed to the title "dean of
instruction" until conummity colleges popularized the term.

No attempt was made to trace the origins of the tide. One can specu-
late on how the term evolved, however. As is well known, early commu-
nity colleges emerged as something of a hybrid, drawing heavily from the
public high school and from higher education. A common title in some
public school systems during the 1950s and 1960s was director of instruce
don. The title "dean" was an accepted term in American higher educa-
tion by the early twentieth century. One can speculate, then, that com-
munir,, colleges may have borrowed the tide "dean" from higher education
and that of "instruction" from public schools, thus the title "dean of in-
struction." On the other hand, some four-year institutions, including some
former teachers colleges, used (and some few still do) the title "dean of
instruction" for their chief academic cer, thus suggesting that the title
was borrowed directly from higher education. My observations regarding
the origin of the title are pure speculation and are likely to raise more
questions than provide answers; moreover, whether tracing the origin of
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the use of the title in community colleges would shed light on the de-
velopment of these colleges in Amer:ca also is subject to conjecture.

More important than offering a definition for the term "dean of in-
struction" or tracing the origins of the tide, however, is an understand-
ing of the role at the community college, thereby partially answering the
question: What is a dean of instruction?

BACKGROUND

A brief ERIC topical paper published in 1974 discusses the role of
the dean of instruction at one community college. The study was written
by William F. Shawl, who at the time of the publication was dean of
instruction (he used the title "academic dean" for himself and in the tide
of the topical paper) at Golden West College, California. The author
makes it clear that his study is not a "highly-researched, well-validated
study of the role of the academic dean" (p. v), but rather it is "the impres-
sions and ideas of one dean of seven years' experience" (p. v). Nevertheless,
Shawl's brief study provides a benchmark in the evolution of the dean
of instruction's position and is useful in placing the position in perspective.

Shawl (1974) cites studies that assigned at least 41 duties to the dean
of instruction; one dissertation he cites developed a comprehensive list
of 168 duties associated with the position. Even after listing 168 duties,
the study concluded that deans of instruction lack a clearly defined set
of duties and, moreover, are required to perform duties that are not com-
patible with the position (p. 1). Turning to another dissertation that asked
deans to rank a series of 78 selected duties in terms of importance, Shawl
reported that the deans ranked in order of importance and as extremely
important; (1) coordinating and supervising instructional departments
and divisions; (2) formulating educational policy; (3) interpreting and ad-
ministering academic policies; (4) recommending or approving person-
nel actions, including promotions and dismissals; (5) recommending faculty
appointments, assignments, and salaries; and (6) providing for faculty par-
ticipation in developing curricula (p. 2). Shawl observed that, in their
daily lives, deans rarely stop to think about a job description; rather,
"The most immediate things are the relationships that exist between the
dean and the individuals and groups that he deals with in his leadership
role" (p. 2). (Shawl's observation was borne out time and again in the
interviews I conducted with deans of instruction.)

In words as relevant today (and words that will win the hearts of
all current deans of instruction) as they were in 1974, Shawl captured the

et
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complexity of the role of the dean of instruction in dealing with an ever
increasing number of external and internal forces.

It takes a very persistent and skillful dean to steer a new pro-
gram through a local advisory committee, the campus curricu-
lum committee, the regional planning committee, the local board
of trustees and, finally, the state chancellor's office. After work-
ing with all of these decision-making and advisory groups, one
really wonders if he is providing leadership in curriculum develop-
ment. Others seem to be in control of the resources needed for
the program's success, and they (not the dean) are really deter-
mining which programs will be tried and which will not. The
dean plays the persuader-politician role to get the new curricu-
lum which he and his faculty colleagues feel is essential for stu-
dents (p. 3).

In considering the above, the reader should keep the date it was written
in mind and realize that the author was the dean at a California com-
munity college, a state that prides itself (more so in 1974 than today)
on local control of its community colleges.

To conclude the discussion from Shawl (1974), he saw three major
roles for the dean of instruction: (I) interpreter/mediator of policies and
procedures; (2) advocate for the instructional needs of the college; and
(3) instructional leader of the institution. His conclusion is that "The
central focus of the academic dean's role will be as it has always been
instructional leadership" (p. 16).

In a recent publication I discussed the role of the dean of instruc-
tion.1 In my discussion I cited the example of a dean of instruction who
had been directed by a state agency to contact his counterparts at 15
four-year institutions, ranging in size and prestige from one with fewer
than 1,000 students to two major research universities with a large number
of deans (one had an academic vice-prsident and another hada provost
in charge of the acrgietnic program) and very complex organizational struc-
tures. His frustrations grew out of trying to decide just who would be
viewed as his counterparts at the four-year colleges and universities. The
purpose of contacting his "counterparts" was to discuss transfer issues

'My previous analysis of the role of the dean of instruction Is found in Leadership in Transition:
The Community College Presidency. New York: ACE/Macmillan, 1989, pp. 109-123. Much of the
following discussion is taken from this volume.
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between two- and four-year institutions. Who, in dealing with transfer
issues, are my "counterparts?" the dean asked, for most universities to
which community college students transfer require that students be ad-
mitted to a specific school or college, such as the college of arts and sciences
or the school of engineering. Schools and colleges have deans; one of
the universities in the state had six who might be viewed by a state agen-
cy as counterparts to the dean of instruction. Had this dean of instruc-
tion followed directions and contacted those who might be viewed as
his counterparts by those individuals unfamiliar with community colleges,
he would have had to contact approximately 38 individuals at eight univer-
sides and at least seven other individuals at the remaining institutions.

An understanding of the role of the dean of instruct..on, as is true
with so much else in the development of the community college, has of-
ten been gradual and somewhat by trial and error. Nevertheless, most
faculty members in a community college know more about the dean of
instruction's position than they do about other administrative positions
such as the presidency if for no other reason than that they work more
closely with the dean than with the president. Nevertheless, the above
example regarding the request for transfer information gives an indica-
tion of some of the complexities inherent in understanding the dean of
instruction's position in a community college, a position that is in some
ways unique to these colleges and in other ways similar to other posi-
tions of academic leadership in higher education.

In an earlier discussion of the dean of instruction, I made an effort
to describe the role, placing emphasis on the broader aspects of the posi-
tion. My description follows:

For example, deans of instruction at community colleges perform
most of the duties assigned to the chief academic officer at small,
four-year private colleges; deans of instruction perform many of
the duties performed by provosts or academic vice-presidents at
major universities; they perform many of the duties performed
by the deans of the various schools or colleges within major univer-
sities (i.e., passing judgment on faculty for tenure and promo-
dons); and many deans of instruction oversee the college's con-
tinuing education program, a function performed by deans of
continuing education at most colleges and universities with a con-
tinuing education division. Deans of instruction even perform
some of the functions assigned to deans of professional schools
(Le., accreditation and license e) in those community colleges with
nursing and other health programs. To summarize, deans of
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instruction deal daily with college-wide issues; pass professional
judgment on all teaching faculty; report to and advise the col-
lege president; are responsible for the college'sprograms of study
and schedule of classes; help with long-range planning; work with
the college's public relations program; plan, monitor, and spend
a budget; deal with external agencies; and, in general, have their
fingers on the pulse beat of the entire college in a way that is
equalled only by the college president. The successful dnan of in-
struction must be a leader with vision, a manager of details, an
advocate of the faculty, and a representative of the president's
office. Indeed, the dean of instruction's position probably requires
more time, energy, and attention to a myriad of details than any
other administrative position on campus, including that of presi-
dent. Significantly, the dean of instruction is the only individu-
al on campus who deals with the entire academic program on
a day-to-day basis. The dean of instruction has responsibility to
ensure that the college does not stray from its central mission
of teaching and learning. Ultimately, the effective dean of instruc-
tion serves as an 'internal auditor' responsible for maintaining
the college's academic integrity (Vaughan, 1989b, pp. 110-111).

0 0 0

In an interview on the subject of the chief academic officer (Mar-
chese, 1989), Richard Miller discusses the findings of his study on the
chief academic officers at four-year and two-year institutions. Among his
conclusions is his belief that "There's not much question that [the] CAO
[chief academic officer] is the second most important position in any post-
secondary institution. Some people say it's number one, but I think the
president has a broader set of responeibilides" (p. 3). Miller goes on to
note that "there's been very little study of CAOs" (p. 3).

A sourcebook on the role of the chief academic officer, titled Leader-
ship Rola of Chief Academic Officers (Zrown, 1984), provides indghts into
the role of the chief academic officer. Particularly helpful in understanding
the role is the chapter, "The Chief Academic Officer: Argus on the
Campus," by Robert E. Wolverton (1984), vice-president for academic
affairs at Mississippi State University at the time the chapter was written.

Wolverton (1984) believe; the chief academic officer (CAO) must have
the following views: (1) up, to the president and governing board; (2)
down, to those administrators who report directly to the chief academic
officer; (3) sideways, to peers who are responsible for student services,
financial affairs, and similar operations; and (4) oblique, to associate and
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assistant vice-presidents, associate and assistant deans, and assistants to
the president.

At the same time, the CAO must take a campus view of faculty,
students, and curricula; a system view to answer queries on such
subjects as duplication of programs, tenure and academic free-
dom, the quality of students, and the mission of this institution
as opposed to that of others in the system; and a national view
to be aware of new concerns and issues within the profession in
other parts of the country. Finally, for their own sense of sur-
vival and well-being, CAOs must occasionally have a review of
where they are going, what they are doing, and what they are
becoming (Wolverton, 1984, p. 7).

0

Wolverton continues: "The CAO, then, like Argus, must have clear and
open eyes, for on the CAO's views rest the quality and the reputation
of the institution, as well as the satisfaction of students, faculty, and other
administrators" (p. 8).

While Wolverton (1984) views the chief academic officer's role from
the perspective of a four-year university, he nevertheless captures the es-
sence of the chief academic officer's role at community colleges in his
concluding remarks. "In summary, the CAO in every institution of higher
education has a unique role: to lead, administer, and manage the people
and the ideas that are the lifeblood of the institution . . .. The Argus-
eyed CAO makes a major contribution to the campus and all its con-
cerned constituencies" (pp. 16-17).

DEANS OF INSTRUCTION DEFINE THEIR POSITION

In an attempt to gain a fuller understanding of the role of the dean
of instruction, I asked a number of the deans interviewed for this study
to define the position. One dean made a point to avoid giving what he
referred to as a "textbook" definition. He views the role of the dean as
aiding the instructional divisions in providing instruction to students,
including finding the necessary resources; aiding in curriculum develop-
ment; and serving as an advocate for instruction. He observed: "You have
the administrative structure which includes the finance side and the in-
structional side, and sometimes you have to be a strong advocate to make
certain that the academic divisions receive positions and other resources."
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Sounding a similar note, another dean believes that the dean is the person
who "aids in the leadership of the entire college, which in Nudes the faculty,
to develop curriculum through an orderly process and of delivering that
curriculum to reach the needs of the student community." A dean whose
background prior to moving into administration was art history, while
seeing herself responsible for the instructional program, notes that in reality,
"I see that Ws the faculty that carries out the mission, but I'm responsible
for making sure that the appropriate decisions are made as effectively as
possible and that the needs of the students are met." Many of the deci-
sions, she notes, deal with requesting and distributing funds, evaluation
of programs, scheduling, and staffing. Another dean notes that "one of
the major components of the position is working with division directors
and gathering their input to implement curricular ideas, directions for the
college, program ideas, and that type of thing." Similarly, from another:
"My job as academic officer is a leadership role. I like to look at it as the
person who is the advocate for the academic area, who breaks down bar-
riers for individuals and the bureaucracy of the institution, whether faculty,
division chairpeople who report to me, or other administrators."

A de fo who moved through the administrative ranks quickly and
who had accepted a presidency at the time I interviewed him, but had
not yet reported for his new position offers the following definition of
the dean's position:

It is a multi-faceted position that varies depending upon the nature
of the organization and the kind of skills you bring to it. Basically,
I would say it is a leadership position, responsible for directing the in-
structional leadership of the organization, partiadarly in terms of faadty,
curriculum, and instruction. The effective dean must have the ability
to work with people, to motivate people, and to have some sense of
direction about what the instructional segment of the organization needs
to go toward. I believe the individual has to have some creativity in
problem solving and flexibility in terms of solving problems. The in-
dividual, I think, also has to have enough foresight to anticipate prob-
lems and solve most of them before they become major issues; but must
of all, I think that the individual has to have a plan of action to maxi-
mize the teaching-learning process, which is the college's primary mission.

111

Another dean places emphasis on his role as manager and leader.
The dean "is the person who must demonstrate good leadership skills
and must also manage a diverse group of individuals through the division
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chairs." Similarly, from another: "The dean, I would say, is a partner
in the leadership of the college, rather than being the leader. I think its
my job to organize and to keep it moving, basically, as a catalyst, not
necessarily as the leader. The leader is the composite of you and those
people who are forming the same mission." In the same vein, a dean at
a technical institution notes that she places a great deal of emphasis on
the daily operations of the institution. Beyond assuring quality instruc-
tion throughout the institution, she sees her role as "making sure the
programs run smoothly and that we havequalified faculty and those types
of things." Another dean sees his role simply as an advocate for students
and the faculty and as a supporter of the comprehensive community col-
lege in his community.

Another dean defines the position in terms of setting and accom-
plishing goals. The first step is to identify the goals that are important,
"being specific where you can, not being afraid if they're too general, but
get the goals down." The second step is "to try to motivate and give respon-
sibility to those who are responsible for carrying out the goals."

One dean defines her position rather broadly with emphasis on her
role as the instru"ional leader.

The dean `s position is to provide academic leadership, but at our col-
lege, one of the things that may be atypical is that all instruction is
combined into one division, including day, evening, regular session, win-
ter, summer, credit, and non-creditincluding continuing professional
development, avocational and recreational coursesall in one division.
So my job is not just academic leadership in the traditional sense but
instructional and community services leadership. So I see myself at the
center of the comprehensive mission of the community college. I work
with full-time faculty, adjunct faculty, and all of the people we call
in to do the continuing and professional development as well as avoca-
tional instruction.

0 0

One veteran of three deanships defines his role succinctly: "Well, my
role has always been that of chief academic officer, and I think that's
the most central way to look at it. The dean is the person who is respon-
sible for managing the whole of the curriculum, the whole of the educa-
tional offerings, for providing the support necessary for the faculty to
do their job, to deliver an effective instructional program."

While working with the president is an important aspect of the dean's
position and one that will be discussed in more detail later, one veteran
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dean, alluding to the importance of planning, budgeting, and working
with the faculty, observes that, in the final analysis, "I do everything the
president doesn't wan . to do." According to one dean who has no de-
sire to become a president, to be an effective dean one must be comfort-
able working in a middle position between the president and the other
administrators and faculty. Mother dean concludes that the dean's po-
sition "varies, depending upon the comfort level of the president you're
working for."

=LS AND PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES

The overwhelming set of skills required by the successful dean ofin-
struction is what a number cf deans refer to as "people skills." Every dean
interviewed alluded to these skills in one way or another.

The following quotes, all from different deans, are representative of
what the deans mean by people skills and how these skills are used to
serve the institution:

I think you need to be able to listen to people and to know who they
are. I think early in my career I tried to make too many people over
to be like me, or like someone else, and now I think you need to be
able to say, well, now that person has these skills and abilities. Let's
put them on this side of the court because that's where they can do well.

The one thing I think (you must have) is interpersonal skills, being
able to build a team of individuals who will work together to move
the institution, move its curriculum. The interpersonal skills and an
understanding of the learning process are important.

I think it's good to be a good organizer, to have a vision, be forward-
thinking, have a thick skin and a sense of humor. But I think you have
to be people-oriented. And I think that's the most important part, be-
cause so much of your work is with people, either students, faculty,
or other administrators.

I think an understanding of what faculty feel is important. I've spent
a lot of time talking with faculty, and I think I understand what they
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mean when they talk about teaching excellence and other kinds of things.

We communicate well together.

I would say that the strongest skills required are really what we call
people skills: working with folks, trying to provide leadership by ex-
ample, working to bring people together, having an interest in work-
ing with people and helping than to achieve the goals they set as you
work with them to set those goals.

think the best skill that anyone needs to have would be that of the
human skill; caring for what you're doing; caring for the people you
work with; and respecting those people and knowing that you are a
partner in the effort. You can learn the mechanics of the job, but you
can't learn how to deal with people and you can't learn good commu-
nications skills. You can improve them, but you have to have some
of those, and I think you have to be sincere.

Probably the most important skills I use on a daily basis are my human
relations skillsjust dealing with people on a day-to-day basisbeing
able to trouble-shoot and make decisions that will facilitate and help
people do their jobs.

0 0

I think the most important things are people skills, certainly listening
skills, and the ability to step out, in certain ways, of role as ad-
ministrator and be able really to listen to individuals, listen to their
problems, and try to assist them in seeking alternative ways to get to
whatever their issue is, either resolve it or to expedite what they are

Ming to do.

I flippantly tell people that I go to meetings and return phone calls.
But I find I spend most of my time dealing with people, and that re-
quires most of my attention. I work with the faculty, developing cur-
riculum, with outreach into the community, relationships with schools
and universities, and with business and industry.

30
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Finally, one dean believes that the more important skills are those used
in negotiations and conflict resolution, which are ultimately "people skills."
"These are the kinds of skills it takes to deal with faculty who have different
goals, with department chairs who may be at odds with each other, get-
ting them to recognize what they have in common. I deal less with stu-
dents than with faculty and other professionals, but I would say that
'people skills,' in terms of conflict resolution and negotiations, are number
one."

One personal attribute that one dean insists is mandatory is having
a lot of energy, both physical and mental. Other skills mentioned often
are ones that one would expect any successful academic administrator
to have: skill in working with a budget; being able to write a proposal;
understanding the instructional program; being able to set priorities; and
any number of other skills and attributes needed to carry out the duties
of the office.

Another dean also alludes to negotiation skills in the more formal
sense, for she finds her role shaped by the institution's collective bar-
gaining agreement. She notes:

Certainly, good management skills are essential because I work in
an institution that is under very stringent collective bargaining regu-
lations. It is a statewide contract, versus an individual campus con-
tract, and so, as happens in many institutions, the governance process
gets mixed up into collective bargaining issues, and they are looked
upon as statewide issues, not institutional issues, so where you would
normally be able to resolve a problem through trust between either
the division chairperson and the faculty member, the dean and the
faculty member, or the president, there is no trust relationship that
can be built up because you're dealing with an outside group which
is the whole state, and if it becomes an issue on a single campus,
you cannot break down that barrier, and I think that's one of the
biggest problems.

Her college's way of keeping the personal touch in the administra-
tive process was to break the institution into "mini colleges," thereby
permitting her and other administrators to have a "one-to-one relation-
ship with our faculty, rather than a faculty of 100plus full -time individuals,
plus 150 adjunct faculty, all trying to filter toward one individual who
is then seen as the person who is implementing the collective bargaining
rules and regulations."
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SUMMARY

Despite the pivotal role played by chief academic officers, few research-
ers have examined the professional lives and responsibilities of these key
community college educators. The following conclusions are drawn from
the few studies about chief academic officers that have been conducted:

Titles for the chief academic officer at community colleges vary and
include, among others, "dean of instruction," "academic dean," "aca-
demic vice-president," and "vice-president for instruction." Regard-
less of the title, each institution recognizes its chief academic o
cer as the person who works directly with the faculty and who is
responsible for the institution's academic programs.

Deans of instruction have numerous duties that vary greatly from in-
stitution to institution depending, as Shawl (1974) points out, on "the
relationship between the dean and the individuals and groups that he
deals with in his leadership role" (p. 2). These duties require the dean
to bring leadership, management, and interpersonal skills to bear on
the task of advocacy for the college's academic program. Indeed, the
dean of instruction has the overall responsibility to ensure that the
college does not stray from its central mission of teaching aad learning.

In carrying out these duties, deans operate as middlemen in the
college, linking faculty work to the educational goals of the presi-
dent. Deans of instruction are the primary link between the faculty
and the college's administration. Success depends largely on the
dean's "people skills," a point repeatedly raised in my interviews
with deans from across the country.

Regardless of the title, it is no exaggeration to say that the dean of
instruction must work well with practically all of the members of the college
community, especially faculty. Working with the various campus consti-
tuencies requires that the dean have excellent interpersonal skills and
an ability to mediate in both formal (unionized) and informal settings
(a number of deans referred to the need for negotiating skills). A sense
of humor and flexibility in one's approach to the job are as important
as good management and planning skills. Working with both adminis-
trators and faculty to promote the teaching and learning mission, the
effective dean of instruction must view the institution from a broader
perspective than was the case before moving into the dean's position.

ho is the dean of instruction? The following chapters will continue
to explore this complex question and to provide some additional answers.

32
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instruction

The dean of instruction is critical to the success of the communi-
ty college, both on individual campuses and nationally. Respon-
sible for the instructional program, these individuals are at the
center of what is ultimately of greatest importance to the com-

munity college, teaching and learning. Deans of instruction also occupy
that middle ground where many of the tensions of the college come to-
gether, where daily battles are fought: administrative concerns versus
faculty concerns; student services concerns versus instructional concerns;
financial concerns for non-instructional activities versus financial con-
cerns for instruction; division chair concerns versus presidential concerns;
and the list goes on.

Not even the president's office is subjected to the daily cxmllicts from
so many important segments of the campus community as Is the dean
of instruction's office (this may not be true on some unionized campuses),
for as one source notes, "if you're a CAO, everyone wants a pime of
you. That's less the case for a president" (Marchese, 1989, p. 6). The same
source observes that presidents are involved in many duties external to
the campus such as fund raising and legislative work. "In that sense, the
presidency does have escape hatches. Presidents can be off the campus
more they can control their agenda more" (p. 5). Moreover, in contrast
to the president who often has the final word in resolving campus tensions,
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the dean of instruction must deal with other deans as peers and faculty
who are, in the best sense of the term, colleagues of the dean. Who are
the individuals who occupy these critical positions on campus?

Understanding the dean of instruction's position can be enhanced
through exploring the background of those individuals who occupy the
position. Moreover, if the past is prologue to the future, a number of
current deans of instruction will occupy the president's office in the fu-
ture. With this in mind, this chapter looks at a number of similarities
between the deans and presidents, thereby providing an interesting and
perhaps useful perspective for viewing the community college's past, pres-
ent, and future, for by gaining a better understanding of the two most
important leadership positions on campus, one's knowledge and under-
standing of the community college is increased.

FAMILY BACKGROUND

In The Community College Presidency, I examined the family back-
grounds of current presidents in the areas of parental occupations and
educational levels, both important indicators of a family's socioeconomic
status (Vaughan, 1986, pp. 10-11). In Leadership in Transition (Vaughan,
1989b), Chapter 7 is titled "The Next Generation," the thesis of which
is that the most important source of community college presidents for
the next generation will be current deans of instruction. Drawing upon
these two previous works, the present chapter examines the family back-
grounds of the deans of instruction, using parental occupations and educa-
tional levels as the major socioeconomic indicators of family background.

Parents' Education
Before addressing the educational levels of the parents of deans of

instruction, a brief look at the educational levels of the parents of cur-
rent presidents provides a basis of comparison between the deans and
presidents. The information on the presidents was obtained from a Career
and Lifestyles Survey (CLS) sent to 838 presidents of public two-year in-
stitutions, to which 591 (70.5 percent) responded. The information is
reported in The Community College Presidency (Vaughan, 1986). Essen-
tially the same survey was sent to 1,169 chief academic officers of the
nation's public two-year colleges; 619 (53 percent) returned the survey.
The information on the family backgrounds of deans of instruction was
obtained from the CLS and was reported, in part, in Leadership in Tran-
lition (Vaughan, 1989b, pp. 109-424) and in an article in the Community,
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Technical, omd Junior College Journal (Puyear, Perkins, and Vaughan, 1990).
The same information was gathered on deans and presidents in order
that the two might be compared, thereby increasing one's understanding
of both positions and, one would hope, increasing one's understanding of
the community college.

Fifty-one percent of the fathers of current community college presi-
dents did not complete high school; another 29 percent finished high
school but did not continue their formal education. Stated another way,
80 percent of the fathers of current community college presidents have
a high school diploma or less. The erlucatiori level of mothers of cur-
rent presidents, while slightly higher than that of the fathers, is similar.
Almost 40 percent of the mothers of current presidents did not finish
high school; 38 percent completed high school but did not attend col-
lege; therefore, 78 percent of the mothers have a high school diploma
or less. My conclusion in The Community College Presidency was that, based
upon the educational level of their parents, the majority of the current
community college presidents came from a working-class or blue-collar
background (Vaughan, 1986, pp. 10-11).

Turning now to the deans of instruction, one finds that the fathers
and mothers of current deans of instruction are somewhat better educated
than are the parents of current presidents. Whtle the difference of those
with a high school degree or less is not major, the percentage of high school
graduates is significantly higher. Almost 38 percent of the fathers of the
deans of instruction have less than a high school diploma; almost 39per-
cent have a high school diploma but did not attend college; thus, almost
77 percent of the fathers of current deans of instruction have a high school
diploma or less. Slightly over 29 percent of the mothers of current deans
of instruction have less than a high school diploma; 46.5 percent finished
high school but did not attend college; thus, over 75 percent of the mothers
of current deans have a high school diploma or less (CLS).

The fathers of female deans are better educated than are the fathers
of the deans as a group, with 62.6 percent having a high school diploma
or less; similarly, 63.7 percent of the fathers of Hispanic deans have a
high school diploma or less. Almost 90 percent of the fathers of Black
deans have a high school diploma or less. Nearly 63 percent of the mothers
of female deans have a high school diploma or less; almost 73 percent
of the mothers of Hispanic deans have a high school diploma or less;
and 66.7 percent of the mothers of Black deans have a high school diploma
or less (CLS).

The educational level of the parents of current deans of instruction
indicates that deans, like presidents, come from blue-collar backgrounds.
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Parente Occupations
As with the educational level of the parents of the deans of instruc-

tion, a brief look at the occupations of the parents of presidents provides
a point of comparison between presidents and deans.

Almost 18 percent of the fathers of presidents worked in administra-
tion and management. Included in this category are positions such as
foreman, textile manager, accountant, banker, general contractor, and
any number of similar positions. Among the other occupations ranking
high were the follow agriculture (14 percent); muwfacturing (9 per-
cent); sales (8 percent); construction (8 percent); and service occupations
(6 percent). Many other occupations were identified; they were too numer-
ous to classify but were ones not normally requiring a college degree. Ap-
proximately 13 percent of the fathers of presidents held jobs in teaching,
law, and the sciences, positions that normally require the bachelor's de-
gree or above. The majority of the mothers of presidents were homemak-
ers, with 60 percent of the presidents reporting that their mothers did
not work outside the home. The largest category of employment outside
the home for the mothers was in education, with 10 percent so occupied.
Over 9 percent of the mothers were in administrative support positions
such as secretary, and 3 percent were in health-related fields such as nurs-
ing (Vaughan, 1986, p. 11). The occupations of the mothers and fathers
of current presidents further suppotted the blue-collar backgrounds of
presidents.

Twelve percent of the fathers of current deans fall into the
administrative-management category. As was the case with the presidents'
fathers, 14 percent of the deans' fathers were in agriculture. Approxi-
mately 13 percent of the fathers of deans were engaged in fields requir-
ing a bachelor's degree such as law and teaching, again an identical fig-
ure with the presidents. Seven percent were in sales; 7 percent in
construction; 14 percent in manufacturing and mining; and over 30 per-
cent in any number of occupations, including service occupations, all
of which required less than a coi.4ge degree. The occupations of the
mothers of current deans fell into the following categories: 48 percent
of the mothers were homemakers; 10.5 percent were in positions requir-
ing the bachelor's degree or above, with education being the dominant
category; almost 19 percent were in secretarial work or a similar field;
and over 4 percent were in health-related fields, including nursing. Four
percent worked in manufacturing and 8.6 percent in service occupations
(Vaughan, 19891,, p. 113).

The educational levels and the occupations of the parents of current
deans of instruction clearly indicate that most deans, as is true with most
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presidents, come from blue-collar backgrounds. Ifone describes the com-
munity college presidency as the "blue-collar presidency," as I did in my
work on the subject, then one can also describe the community college's
dean of instruction position as the "blue-collar deanship."

The majority of the deans, as is true with presidents, have far ex-
ceeded the educational level of their parents; moreover, they have left
their blue-collar backgrounds in their past in terms of their occupational
and educational achievements as well.

Significance of Family Background
What eta be concluded regarding family background other than that

most deans have left their blue-collar childhood behind? In The Commu-
nity College Presidency (Vaughan, 1986) I presented some tentative hy-
potheses regarding the family background of presidents. One is as follows:

One can conclude that most of today's presidents were somehow
able to extricate themselves from the great mass of people asso-
ciated with the community college, including those who were in-
terested in assuming positions of leadership, and acquire the top
leadership posts themselves. In addition, these presidents could
be viewed as the leading edge of a new generation freed from the
Depression and World War II and catapulted to high office by
rapid social, economic, and political events (p. 12).

I also concluded that family background might help to explain the
missionary zeal exhibited by many community college presidents; that
it might explain some of the defensiveness exhibited by presidents when
the community college is criticized; and, that family background (primarily
blue-collar) might help to explain the president's willingness to embrace
the community college's comprehensive mission, especially occupational-
technical education (Vaughan, 1986, pp. 12-14). The conclusions were
based upon literature on the community college and on my own interpre-
tations, not on interviews with presidents regarding family background.

During the interviews conducted with deans ofinrtruction, I pointed
out to them that most deans come from blue-collar backgrounds. I then
asked them what effect, if any, having the majority of the deans with
blue-collar backgrounds might have on the deanship and on the com-
munity college. As one might guess, there were advantages and disad-
vantages associated with the family backgrounds of current deans of
instruction.
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Advantages of Family Background
Almost without exception, the deans believe that their blue-collar

backgrounds aided them in understanding community college students,
many of whom come from backgrounds similar to those of the deans.
A sort of "my kind of people" mystique seemed to surround the student%
as I learned from interviews with a number of the deans. One dean, for
example, suggests that many community college students have a work
ethic which causes them to be upwardly mobile, with the community
college viewed as the vehicle for the mobility. Along the same lines, an-
other dean believes that family background causes deans to be dedicated
to their own college and to the community college in general. Speaking
of deans, she notes that "probably they've seen education as something
important in their lives and, in fact, as something that brought them
up, improved their status. Therefore, they are convinced that the work
they engage in can make the American dream come true for students."
Another dean, who identified his own-background as blue collar, feels
that he readily identifies with the students who come to the community
college: "1 think I'm sensitive to their needs." The same dean feels that
he wants to pass on to students what he has learned about the value
of education because most students from blue-collar families do not real-
ize its importance. A female dean at a two-year technical institute whose
background is largely in technical education believes that her blue-collar
background gives her a greater appreciation for students in the technical
programs at her college. She remarks: "Having come from that type [blue
collar' of family situation, maybe I realize the importance and value of
technical positions more than those coming from stronger academic back-
grounds." Another dean believes that having a blue-collar background
is an advantage for community college deans. He explains:

[The blue-collar background] allows the deans to have a good feeling
about what the community college student needs--understand the type of
background the students come fromand to have a greater sense of
empathy for the studentsan understanding of what they are going
through. Personally, I'm from a blue-collar background. I'm the first
member of my family to have ever gotten a college degree, and I've
got brothers and sistersthere are five of usand one brother and sister,
younger, didn't even graduate from high school. Coming from that back-
ground, most of us had to work our way through college, and I see
that as a strength in that we work with many students from thesame
background.
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A female dean from a blue-collar home believes that "we probably
feel strongly about the mission of the community college because educa-
tion helped us. I think a blue-collar background makes it ft fairly prag-
matic kind of approach, if nothing else. For me it makes me fairly student-
oriented and interested in advocating for students and making opportu-
nities for student success, for people who are coming from the same back-
ground that I came from."

Another dean who "was very, very lucky" in being able to attend
a liberal arts college and graduate school and participate in two postdoc-
toral programs in Europe, credits working in the community college with
inculcating in him an appreciation for students who were less fortunate
than he. The blue-collar nature of the student body "made me a believer
in and a fighter for the community college. I think it made me appreci-
ate that you can work with your hands and have honor, you can be a
two-year nurse and have honor . . . You can go here [the community col-
lege] and then go to the university after you have matured and act honor-
ably. I think its those values that that background gave me. And it makes
me a good spokesman for the community college."

Another dean acknowledges that his own blue-collar background in-
fluenced his attitude toward the community college: "I clearly see that
the community college is serving so many people, young people of the
same background that I had, and I can see what the community college
can do under a dean's or president's or faculty's leadership. I think from
that standpoint, my background has assisted me. My background was
certainly blue collar and that's the same background I see in my students
in all of the institutions I've been in."

One female dean who had been at her college over 10 years but had
only been a dean for one year at the time of the interview sees her blue-
collar background as an asset in her current role: "I think that the more
acquainted you are with a variety of perspectives, the better you do the
job. So if you come from a background that matches that of many of
your students, you'll understand more directly their goals and difficul-
ties. We have so many students who are first-timers at any college, and
to understand that is important rather than coming from a background
where everybody's been to college and takes it for granted. I think the
blue-collar background is helpful."

Disadvantages of Family Background
As anyone from a blue-collar background can attest to, there are some

disadvantages inherent in that background. Deans of instruction pointed
out some of the disadvantages as they relate to the dean's position,
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although a number of deans interviewed saw no disadvantages, and a
number felt that whatever disadvantages had existed at first had been
overcome through their own education and association with other edu-
cated individuals.

One dean finds himself "in situations I did not experience as I was
growing up; that is, the kinds of expectations that you would find in a
dean's positionsocial events, cocktail hours, and those kinds of things;
that's just something I've had to learn; they just didn't come with my
upbringing." The same dean feels that perhaps he and those with similar
backgrounds had to overcome an inferiority complex, but as the com-
munity college has matured so has the dean's position and those in it.
"I think sometimes we apologize for our backgrounds a little bit. But I
think we've overcome that quite a bit in the past 10 years. We have es-
tablished a place for the community college, and we're proud of what
we have done, what we are doing," he said. One dean, who seemed pleased
with his own role and himself, believes that family background causes
some deans some discomfort in their inability "to move up and down
the full spectrum of the social scale as a result of family background."
He goes on to note that one result may be that some deans do not feel
comfortable moving into some circles within society because of their back-
ground I 'at "they're not going to move confidently and competent-
ly in thci. .roles." And one dean believes that since so many of his col-
leagues came from blue-collar homes, the deanship loses some diversity
and perceptions that "might be a healthy mixture." Another dean feels
that the community college still acts as if it is "a kind of step-child of
the universities and four-year colleges; we don't garner the respect that
we see employees of those types of institutions having. We're still strug-
gling to make it, in a sense, which may be part of the blue-collar back-
ground." She suggests that some community colleges continue to suffer
from an inferiority complex, especially those institutions without trans-
fer programs.

From a dean who came through the ranks from faculty member, to
division chair, to dean of instruction, to academic vice-president, and
who was to assume a presidency 10 days from the date of the interview,
comes the following observations regarding the question on the "blue-
collar deanship."

I haven't really thought about that. That's interesting; community col-
leges have a little less structure, a little more focusing on the old-boy
network, a little less attention paid to research. (The blue-collar back-
ground! may well have influenced the nature of community college
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leadership particularly in the late Sixties and early Seventies, although
I think that's changing. [Stall I think when we enter into the colle-
giate environmentthere's always a bit of elitism associated with that,
a taint of elitismand I think the blue-collar background probably
has influenced that to a certain degree. There is some paranoia, some
discomfort, because of that elitism at the higher levels of sophistica-
tion that one assumes is present at the collegiate level.

0

A female dean who has been in her position for 14 years recalls her
own background:

When I was in high sdlool, and this is the God's truth, there was a
librarian who is a real model for me, and a really important woman.
She took a bunch of us who were in high school who didn't know our
left hand from our right., and sat us down and said, "Now this is a
knife and this is a fork, and this is how you cut your MM." Along
t h e l i n e t h e r e were s o m e p e o p l e like that who did some things for me.
My father said to me early on that it's important to be able to mix
with people. Being able to talk to people, I think, is kind of signifi-
cant. I'm just brush enough that my blue-collar badcground didn't bother
inc to much after I became a dean.

As suggested in The Community College Presidercy (Vaughan, 1986),
the significance of family background on one's personal performance is

cult to determine. Nevertheless, if one is to understand current deans
of instruction and their roles as current and future community college
leaders, one way of lc,. 'king at where the community college is going is
to look at where its current academic leaders came from.

01;

MOBILITY

Community colleges tend to be provincial in their outlook. Whether
this is an asset or liability has been debated by their defenders and crit-
ics for a number of years. The purpose of this study is not to debate the
merits or shortcomings of the provincial nature of the community col-
lege. Rather, by looking at the background of presidents and deans of
instruction one can understand why community colleges might be con-
sidered by some to be provincial in their outlook.
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High School Graduation
In order to determine whether the leadership of community colleges

might contribute to its provincialism, both current presidents and deans
were asked if they were employed in the state in which they finished high
school. Forty-five percent of the current presidents were so employed,
which means that almost one-half of the community colleges in the nation
are led by individuals who grew up in the region served by the college
(Vaughan, 1986, p. 15-16). Deans of instruction are even more likely to
work within the state in which they finished high school than are presi-
dents, with 49.4 percent of the deans currently holding positions in the
state in which they grew up. Female deans are less likely to be deans in
the state in which they finished high school (40 percent as reported on
the CLS survey and 37 percent as reported on the Women's Survey dis-
cussed in Part II) than are male deans k52 percent); Black deans are much
more likely to remain in the state in which they finished high school
(63 percent) than are either presidents or the deans as a group; 54 per-
cent of the Hispanic deans live in the state in which they finished high
school (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 114).

Does it matter where a dean or president finished high school? If a
purpose of the community college is to bring about changes in attitudes
among the people it serves, the fact that a large number of deans and
presidents come from the region served by the college might tend to per-
petuate existing customs and mores. On the other hand, family back-
ground and geographic origin might well be what is needed in order to
lead a community college to achieve its full potential in a specific region.
Certainly one cannot or should not generalize about what an individual
will do in a given situation; nevertheless, if a purpose of the community
college is to bring about changes in attitudes, governing boards might
want to consider the wisdom of employing presidents and deans from
the college's service region. It would seem risky for a college to employ
both a dean and a president from the area served by the college, for to
do so is to run the risk of maintaining the status quo and losing the per-
spective that may result from employing at least one of the institution's
two top leaders from outside the region.

Tenure in Current Position
Current deans of instruction on the average have been in their cur-

rent positions for 5.4 years, with women, Blacks, and Hispanics being
in the dean's position for less time than white males (CLS). In contrast,
the average tenure of presidents in their current position is 7.2 years;
noteworthy, however, is that over 50 percent of the current presidents
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have been in their current position for five years or less (Vaughan, 1986,
p. 210). Almost 68 percent of the current deans of instruction state that
they are very likely or somewhat likely to move to a new position within
the next five years (CLS). Advice often given to aspiring presidents is:
be willing to change positions by moving to a new college, a new city,
a new state. Those deans aspiring to the presidency tend to be more will-
ing to move than those deans who do not have the presidency as a ca-
reer goal.

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Almost 70 percent of the current deans hold the doctorate. Of those,
almost 33 percent hold the Ph.D., and 36 percent hold the Ed.D.; 25
percent of the current deans hold the master's degree (Vaughan, 1989b,
pp. 117-118). The 70 percent of deans with the doctorate compares with
75 percent of the presidents with the doctorate. Thirty-two percent of
the presidents have the Ph.D., and 44 percent have the Ed.D. (Vaughan,
1986, p. 19). In the case of both deans and presidents, those possessing
the Ph.D. may have the degree in education, including higher education.
For example, 54 percent of the deans holding the Ph.D. majored in edu-
cation with 41 percent of them majoring in higher education (CLS). In
any event, if one is seeking major differences between the educational
background of deans and presidents, they are likely to be disappointed,
for the educational backgrounds are indeed similar.

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS

Membership in professional associations may give some indication
of where individuals place their professional loyalties. Deans of instruc-
tion were asked to list the professional organizations to which they be-
long, excluding institutional memberships, such as the AACJC.

Over 80 percent of the deans responding to the survey question regard-
ing professional membership stated that they belong to one or more profes-
sional associations. It should be noted, however, that of the 619 deans
responding to the survey, 118 (19 percent) did not respond to the ques-
tion on professional membership. The most popular organization listed
by the deans responding to the survey was the American Association
of Higher Education (AAHE), with 34 percent (207 deans) stating that
they are members (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 118). Interestingly, of the



approximately 70 percent of the current presidents who responded to
the question regarding professional membership on the presidential sur-
vey (181 of the 591 presidents did not respond to this question), 53 per-
cent (218 presidents) stated that they belong to the AAHE (Vaughan,
1986, p. 214).

In one report of its membership, the AAHE (Edgerton, 1989) noted
that chief academic officers and deans comprise the largest category of
membership with nearly 1,800 of the 6,500 members coming from those
groups. By grouping deans and chief academic officers into one catego-
ry, it is impossible to determine how many of the members of AAHE
are chief academic officers. The same source noted that more than 900
of its members are presidents of four- and two-year institutions. In any
event, the nation's community colleges are well represented in the AAHE,
thereby providing a potentially important forum for community college
leaders, and one that is not used as often or as well as it could be.

The next most popular organization among deans is the Phi Delta
Kappa (PDK), with almost 28 percent of the deans who responded to
the question regarding professional membership holding membership in
that organization (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 118). The PDK was the most popu-
lar organization among presidents, with 62 percent of those responding
to t! ,e question on professional membership stating that they belong to
it (Vaughan, 1986, p. 214). Other professional organizations to which
deans belong are the National Association of College and University Bust.
ness Officers (almost 9 percent belong), although the percent belonging
might be misleading since this organization offers institutional member-
ship that is likely paid for by the institution; the Association for the Study
of Higher Education (6 percent); the American Educational Research Asso-
ciation (over 3 percent); and the American College Personnel Associa-
tion (3 percent). Foray -six percent of the deans responding to the survey
mentioned various other professional associations to which they belong,
many of which are based in their discipline or teaching field (Vaughan,
1989b, pp. 118-119).

Professional memberships help to interpret the roles of deans and
presidents. For example, the large percentage of presidents (over 30 per-
cent) and deans (19 percent) who listed no professional memberships would
seem to be high for members of a profession that depends upon the dis-
tribution, interpretation, and advancement of knowledgekey roles played
by professional associations.

Professional memberships also may be an extension of the position
one occupies. For example, I suggested earlier that organizations such
as the locally based PDK provide presidents with excellent political (in
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the broader sense of the term) and social contacts, as well as professional
ones. Perhaps these contacts are not seen as being as important to the
deanship as they are to the presidency. I also suggested that presidents
may tend to be more active (in terms of attending national meetings)
in some professional associations than deans simply because when presi-
dents travel, someone must stay at home and mind the store, a task often
performed by the dean of instruction (Vaughein, 1989b, p. 119).

PUBLICATIONS AND RESEARCH

Forty-nine percent of the deans responding to the survey stated that
they had done research within the last five years; 38 percent stated that
they had published something within the past five years. Women are more
likely to have done research or published something within the last five
years than their male counterparts, while Hispanics are more likely and
Blacks are slightly less likely to have done research and published some-
thing during the same time period than the deans as a whole (CIS and
Vaughan, 1989b, pp. 119 -120). In contrast to the deans, 39 percent of
the presklents stated that they had engaged in research in the past four
years, and 36 percent stated that they had published something within
the same four-year period (Vaughan, 1986, p. 216).

Should the chief academic officer of a community college engage in
research and produce publications? One would think that if any adminis-
trator on campus should engage in such activities, it should be the aca-
demic dean. On the other hand, the community college has not empha-
sized research and publications, and the dean who devotes an inordinate
amount of time to these activities might face some resistance within the
institution. Perhaps rather than engaging in research in the traditional
sense of the term, deans should devote more time and energy to the
broader aspects of scholarship. More will be said on this subject later.

DEANS' WORKLOAD

The workload of any professional person is difficult to determine.
For example, is the evening meeting of the service club or professional
organization a part of the workload? Certainly, ifa dean is expectccl to
represent the college in an organization, then attending meetings cf the
organization would be a part of the workload, regardless of when the
organization meets. On the other hand, ifone belongs to an organization
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for one's own enjoyment and self-fulfillment, then attendance at meet-
ings is hardly part of the workload. In any event, the deans were asked
how many hours a week they work.

Deans of instruction work an average of 51 hours a week, with little
difference between sexes (females work 51.4 hours per week) or ethnic
or racial minorities. Those deans aspiring to the presidency do not work
longer hours than those who do not have presidential aspirations (CLS),
thus suggesting that there may be an optimal number of hours required
in the dean's position, regardless of one's career plans. (This is not meant
to imply that deans with presidential ambitions would be expected to
work longer hours than other deans, although some individuals relate
career ambitions to hours worked.)

Deans must enjoy their work, for although they earn an average of
20 days of vacation each year, on average they take only 13 days
(Vaughan, 198913, p. 123). Deans' use of vacation time mirrors that of
presidents, who earn an average of 21 days of vacation annually and take
13 days (Vaughan, 1986, p. 213). One can speculate that presidents set
the vacation pattern and deans follow the pattern. Or, maybe deans,
as is true with professionals in many fields, just like to keep some vaca-
tion days "in the bank." And there is always the possibility that the dean's
position is perceived by those occupying the position to be so demand-
ing that vacation time must be limited.

THE DEANS' CHIEF CONFIDANT

The professional relationship between the dean of instruction and
the president of an institution often is close, with each needing someone
in whom to confide. Presidents especially suffer from the "lonely at tae
top" syniliume. To whom do presidents and deans turn when they need
someone in whom to confide?

Over 27 percent of community college presidents named the institu-
tion's chief academic officer as their chief confidant. The 27 percent con-
trasts sharply with the 2.7 percent of the presidents who named the insti-
tution's chief student services o cer as their chief confidant (Vaughan,
1986, p. 39). Does the president-dean confidant relationship hold from
the dean's perspective?

Two-hundred and twenty-two (33 percent) of the deans responding
to the survey named the president of the institution as their chief con-
fidant. The next largest group (24 percent) of confidants is made up of
other deans, including deans of instruction, deans of student services,
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and deans of financial services. Other confidants are associate deans,
spouses (3.43 percent of the respondents listed their spouse), chancellors,
division chairs, and v'rious other individuals on campus (CLS).

Based upon the number of deans and presidents who share each
other's confidence, one can readily conclude what most presidents and
deans have always known: the relationship between the president and
dean of instruction is extremely important to those occupying the posi-
tions, and that relationship requires mutual trust and respect.

THE DEAN AT HOME

The deanship, as is true of the presidency, does not exist in a vacuum.
Deans marry, have children, participate in recreational activities, and
have friends. The following is a brief look at some of the more personal
aspects of the lives of those individuals who currently serve as deans of
instruction in the nation's community colleges.

Marital Status
Of those deans responding to the CLS survey, over 87 percent are

married, over 6 percent are divorced, 5.6 percent are single, and I.2 per-
cent are widowed. Sixty -three percent of the female deans are married,
according to the CLS (65 percent of those responding to the Women's
Survey reported thzt they are married) and 19 percent are divorced, imply-
ing that, for whatever reasons, it may be more "Si cult for women to main-
tain both a high-level professional position and a marriage than it is for men.

The marital status of deans varies somewhat from that of presidents.
Ninety-two percent of the presidents reported that they are married, with
only 2 percent reporting that they are single (Vaughan, 1986, p. 20). The
difference may suggest that some presidents stay married in order to promote
the image of the happy family, an image that is seen as an asset in some
pre iential positions, while the less visible dean may not feel the need
to project the family image. Also, only about 6 percent of thecurrent presi-
dents are women, whereas 21 percent of the current deans are women;
therefore, the larger number of women deans coupled with the larger per-
centage of women who are divorced or single would increase the percent-
age of unmarried deans. In any event, the marriage profile of the deans
as a whole does not vary greatly from that of the presidents as a whale.

The Dean's Spouse
The average age of the dean's spouse is approximately 46, two years

younger than the average age of deans. Almost eight out of 10 spouses
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of deans work in paid occupations outside the home, whereas over six
out of 10 spouses of presidents work for pay outside the home (Vaughan,
1969b, p. 122). As more and more of the current deans assume the presiden-
cy, the idea of getting two for one (historically, the female spouse came
"free") when the president is employed becomes less likely for those govern-
ing boards and institutions that cling to the idea of a spouse who devotes
large amounts of time in the service of the college coming along as part
of the presidential package. Also, as more and more women become presi-
dents, the chances that their spouses will function exclusively as home-
makers decreases. Working spouses have neither the time, energy, nor in-
dination to do any great amount of entertaining, especially if they are
expected to do more than just be there. The faculty wives' dubs and simi-
lar organizations have all but disappeared from the scene (Vaughan, 1986,
pp. 153-154). One must wonder if entertaining in the home, with the spouse
hosting the event, can be far behind (even if there were not inherent legal
risks), especially if the spouse is supposed to prepare the food.

Eighty-six percent of the spouses of deans have at least a high school
diploma, compared to 80 percent of the spouses of presidents. Of those,
over 51 percent of the spouses of deans have the bachelor's degree, with
31 percent holding the master's degree; close to 9 percent have the doc-
tor's degree; and almost 29 percent received an associate degree from a
community college (CLS).

While there are some differences between the spouses of deans and
the spouses of presidents, the differences are in degree rather than kind.
Indeed, those deans who assume the presidency will have spouses who
are, for the most part, very similar to the spouses of current presidents,
with the likely expectation that more spouses will be males in the future.

Friends and Acquaintances
As shown by the educational levels of the parents of current deans,

most come from blue-collar backgrounds. Indeed, the great majority of
deans are first-generation college students. Most deans have far exceeded
the educational level and professional accomplishments of their parents.
One result of moving up the economic and social scale is that it is very
difficult to maintain friendships from one's childhood. In addition, the
mobility of deans removes many of them from the environment of their
childhood. Not surprisingly, both deans and spouses of deans have left
their childhood friends in the past, with only 5 percent of the deans and
8 percent of the spouses stating that they spend at least 30 minutes a
week with childhood friends. Whom, then, do deans and their spouses
see socially for at least 30 minutes a week?
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Not surprisingly, deans spend more time with their colleagues than
with any other single group, with 77 percent stating that they spend more
than 30 minutes a week in social situations with their colleagues. Over
50 percent of the spouses also spend more than 30 minutes a week so-
cializing with colleagues. The next most important social group for both
deans (52 percent) and spouses (61 percent) are neighbors. Friends from
church compose important social contacts for both spouses and deans,
with 46 percent of both stating that they spend 30 minutes or more each
week with friends from church. Other important social contacts for both
deans and spouses are club associates and other friends (CLS).

Club Memberships and Leisure-Time Activities
Sixty-eight percent of all deans and 56 percent of the female deans

responding to the survey stated that they belong to one or more civic
or fraternal organizations. The most popular service club for deans is the
Rotary, with 26 percent stating that they are members (65 percent of the
presidents belonging to a service club state that they belong to the Rotary).
Other popular service clubs to which deans belong are the Kiwanis (11
percent), the Lions (8 percent), and the fraternal organization, the Masons
(5 percent). Almost 16 percent of the Blacks list membership in the Masons
(CLS). In no case does the percentage of deans holding membership in
a civic or fraternal organization exceed that of presidents.

One conclusion reached by this writer earlier was that a smaller per-
centam of deans join service clubs than do presidents because presidents,
more so than deans, use service club membership as an extension of the
president's office (Vaughan, 19891), p. 121). The percentage of deans who
are women versus the percentage of presidents who are women also would
influence service club membership, since most service clubs to which presi-
dents and deans belong in large numbers, and especially the popular Ro-
tary and Kiwanis clubs, are male-dominated and in some cases exclu-
sively male.'

'In order to decide what service clubs to include on the original CLS sent to presidents, a small
poll of club membership among presidents was taken. The clubs listed on the presidential CLS sur-
vey included those that were identified by the poll, as did the CLS survey sent to the deans of
instruction. Both surveys had an 'other" category for listing organizations not included on the nu,
vey. The "other" category, however, did not prevent some female deans from criticising this section
of the survey. One female dean wrote me a rather lengthy and harsh letter explainingthat she re-
fused to complete my sexist NMI. Seventeen female deans responding to the survey wrote com-
ments on the survey indicating their displeasure with the clubs and organisations listed. One of
those comments, "Why Lop' groups?." should serve as a reminder to men (including this author)
to be sensitive to asking questions on surveys that could be interpreted as sexist. Another simply
aids 'Tula All male bastions." Ironically, no female president responding to the original CLS survey



Fun and Games
In general, deans and presidents engage in similar leisure-time activi-

ties, such as golf, jogging, tennis, swimming, skiing, fishing, hunting, and
any number of activities pursued by many Americans (Vaughan, 1986,
pp. 23-24; Vaughan, 1989b, p. 122). jogging tops the list of physical ac-
tivities engaged in by deans of instruction (90 percent of the deans en-
gage in one or more sports), with 30 percent of the deans who answered
the survey listing Jogging as one of their physical activities, whereas 31
percent of the presidents jog. In contrast, the top sport for presidents
is golf, with 39 percent stating that they play golf, whereas 23 percent
of the deans play golf. Often golf and country club membership go hand
in hand. Sixteen percent of the deans are members of a country club
(12 percent of the women deans are members), and 54 percent who be-
long to a country club use it for professional entertaining (CLS). In con-
trast, 32 percent of the presidents belong to a country club, and 80 per-
cent of those who belong use it for professional entertaining (Vaughan,
1986, pp. 23-24). Playing golf and holding country club membership may,
even in today's society, indicate that the community college professional
has "made it," and while speculations are always somewhat suspect, in-
fluences regarding the percentage of deans who play golf versus the per-
centage of presidents who play may aid in understanding some subtle
differences between the positions: presidents may well use golf and country
dub membership as a means of making contacts and "deals" that are
viewed as beneficial to the institution (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 122); it may
be easier for a larger percentage of presidents to get away from the office
during "golfing hours" than it is for deans, especially if the dean is in
charge when the president is away at play; country club membership is
part of the benefits package offered to some presidents, if not implying
that presidents should play golf, certainly making it easier for them to
do so; and, as suggested above, presidents have more control over their
agenda, more escape hatches, than do deans, thereby being able to engage

critidted the service club membership section. Perhaps once one makes ft to the presidency, service
club membership is pieced in a broader perspective. On the other hand, the larger number of deans
and the percentage of female deans versus female presidents responding to the survey increased the
chances of criticism. In any event, service dub membership remains a point of contention for some
community college professionals. For example, one president of a mediumed community college
in the South noted that "Membership in the Rotary Club comes with the presidency in this area"
(Vaughan, 198%, p. 121). A female president, when asked if there were any advantages in relation
ship to the presidency resulting from her sex replbech "Yes, I don't have to join the Rotary Clubr
(Vaughan, 198* p. 86). In any event, should I ever again ask a question regarding service club
membership, I will be more sensitive and will include clubs to which women traditionally belong,
including all.female dubs.
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in off-campus activities on a regular and irregular basis more easily than
deans.

SUMMARY

In order to draw a composite profile of the community college dean
of instruction, I surveyed the chief academic officers of the nation's public
community, technical, and junior colleges using an instrument almost idea-
tical to the questionnaire employed in my 1985 survey of community college
presidents. Major findings from the dean's survey include the following

Chief academic officers and presidents have similar family and educa-
tional backgrounds. Most grew up in blue-collar environments and
have far exceeded the educational levels attained by their parents.
While the majority of the deans and presidents hold doctorates (70
and 75 percent, respectively), 75 to 80 percent report that their par-
ents attained no higher credential than the high school diploma.
Interviews with the deans confirm that their blue-collar roots led
them to empathize with community college students who are (on
average) likely to have similar backgrounds and see the college as
a vehicle for upward mobility.

Almost half of the presidents and deans of instruction (45 and 49
percent, respectively) held positions in the states in which they grew
up. While there may be advantages to filling leadership positions
with professionals from the local community, this practice may have
the untoward effect of perpetuating the community college's provin-
cial outlook.

Approdmately 80 percent of the deans belong to professional as-
sociations, compared to 70 percent of the presidents. When asked
to name the professional associations they belong to, the American
Association of Higher Education (AAHE) was most often cited by
the deans, along with a wide range of organizations that are based
on the deans' teaching fields. It is discouraging to note, however,
the surprisingly large proportion of both presidents and deans (30
and 20 percent, respectively) who listed no professional memberships.

On average, deans work 51 hours per week and, like the presidents,
rarely use all of their vacation time. When asked to name their chief
on-the-job confidant, one-third of the deans listed the president,
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another 25 percent listed other deans on campus, and the remainder
listed a variety of other individuals, including spouses, associate
deans, chancellors, and division chairs.

Despite the fact that community colleges do not emphasize tradi-
tional research leading to publication, sizable minorities of the deans
Indicate that they have conducted research at some time over the
past five years (49 percent) and that they have published something
over the past five years (38 percent). Nonetheless, research and writ-
ing remain peripheral tasks in the deans' professional lives, which
are dominated by administrative concerns.

On the shole, the personal lives of the deans of instructionin
terms of marital status, spouses' characteristics, friends a- acquain-
tance s, club memberships, and leisure-time activitie.do not vary
significantly from the personal lives of the presidents. Where differ,
ences do occur, however, gender seams to play a role. The fact that
deans are slightly less likely to be married and less likely to join
service clubs may stem from the fact that 21 percent of the deans
are women, compared to only 6 percent of the presidents. More
will be said about the role of women in Chapter 4.

There is little in the findings to suppor: bite hypothesis that the next
generation of presidents will differ greatly from the current generation,
assuming that deans of instruction will continue to move up the ladder
in the future to the same degree that they have in the part. As I concluded
in Leadership in Transition (Vaughan, 1989b):

The overwhelming conclusion reached here is that the next gener-
ation of community college presidents will, assuming the current
deans of instruction fill their fair share of the presidencies, be
a mirror image of the current generation of presidents in almost
all respects. This mirror image runs the gamut from family back-
ground to family life, from academic degrees to views and prac-
tices of scholarship, from sports activities to professional mem-
berships. Even the numbers of days of vacation taken each year
by deans is a mirror image of the number of days taken by presi-
dents ... If one accepts as fact that many of the next genera-
tion of presidents will come from the current group of deans of
instruction, then indeed, the community college presidency will
change little over the next decade . (p. 123)
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This is not to say that the president's role will remain unchanged.
Stated another way, will the currmic deans who assume the presidency
resemble current presidents? The answer is yes. Will they approach the
presidency in the same way as current presidents? The answer is "likely
not," for as the presidency changes, the successful occupant of the posi-
tion must also change, must have new visions, and must face new
challenges, for the position molds the individual just as the individual
molds the position.



3

Assuming the Deanship

The previous chapter presented facts, figures, and observations
regardi 2 (i tans of instruction in the nation's community col-
leges. MaTli of the data were personal: educational level, family
background, activities away from the office, and other informa-

tion that contributes to the profile of the individuals who occupy the
position. The present chapter examines the pathways to the deanship,
including some steps not taken, some lessons not learned.

MOVING THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATIVE RANKS

The dean of instruction's position is so interrelated with the com-
munity college president's position that it is difficult to discuss the path-
way to the deanship without some reference to the presidency, especial-
ly when one considers that one out of every two deans of instruction
will likely become a president. With this in mind, a brief reference to
the presidency helps one to understand some aspects of the pathway fol-
lowed as one moves through the community college's administrative ranks.

The Community College Presidency (Vaughan, 1986) confirmed what
many individuals associated with community colleges suspected: one can
increase one's chances of becoming a community college president by
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moving through the academic pipeline. The typical pathway is from
teacher to department head or assistant division chair, to division chair,
to associate or assistant dean, to dean of instruction or academic vice-
president. Of the 590 presidents responding to the question regarding
their position prior to assuming their first presidency (positions preced-
ing the deanship were not examined), over 38 percent were chief aca-
demic officers immediately prior to assuming the presidency, and over
12 percent were vice-presidents, a position that normally oversees fle
instructional program (Vaughan, 1986, pp. 27-28). Thus, using the ter-
minology of this current volume, over 50 percent of the current presi-
dents were deans of instruction immediately prior to assuming their first
presidency. Of course, presidents came from practically every source im-
aginable; nevertheless, one can increase the odds of becoming a commu-
nity college president by moving through academic positions, for the path-
way most traveled on the way to the preeident's office is the one leading
directly from the dean of instruction's office.

One of the reasons many individuals want to become a dean of in-
struction is that the position is the major jumping-off point for the
presidency. Once individuals reach the dean of instruction's position,
they realize they have reached a plateau in their career that is "only a
heartbeat away" from the presidency; they also know the pathway they
followed in reaching the deanship. On the other hand, for those individu-
als who want to move through the administrative ranks but have not
yet reached the dean's position, the most immediate question becomes
not "How does one become a president?" but rather, "How does one be-
come a dean of instruction?"

PATHWAYS TO THE DEANSHIP

The most important single source of deans of instruction is the divi-
sion chair's position, with over 29 percent occupying the chair's position
immediately prior to assuming their first dean of instruction position.
Another 11 percent were either associate or assistant deans of instruc-
tion prior to becoming a dean, thus dearly establishing the traditional
academic pipeline as the most important avenue to the deanship (CLS).
Although the division chair's position is the most important single path-
way to the deanship, it is by no means the only one. Even by adding
to the total the 11 percent who were associate or assistant deans, the
40 percent moving into the dean's position through the traditional path-
way is below the more than 50 percent of the presidents who were their
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institution's chief academic officer prior to assuming the presidency. One
can conclude that the roadway that deans of instruction travel is rela-
tively broad but becomes a narrow pathway once one assumes the dean-
ship and aspires to the presidency.

Nine percent of the deans of instruction were deans of student services
(the title varies) immediately prior to assuming the dean of instruction's
position. A number of talented deans of student services with whom I
have talked over the years indicated that they felt they would have to
move into the instructional pipeline if they were to achieve the presidency,
thus, in part, accounting for the 9 percent who chose to switch rather
than fight. A dean of student services expressed his views on the pathway
to the presidency with a pithy comment "I know what it is not; it is
not through the dean of student services" (quoted in Vaughan, 1986,
p. 39). While one dean's comments do not make the case for switching
positions if one wants to be a president, the aspiring president should
not ignore that 7.8 percent of the current presidents were deans of student
services prior to assuming the presidency whereas, as noted above, almost
50 percent of the current presidents were their institution's chief academic
officer prior to assuming the presidency (Vaughan, 1986, pp. 27-29).

Even if one does not have the presidency as a career goal, there are
other reasons why a dean of student services might want to switch to
the dean of instruction's position. For example, on most campuses an
Orwellian pecking order exists whereby all of the deans are equal on the
organizational chart, yet one dean, the dean of instruction, is more equal
than the others. Faculty members, presidents, and board members tend
to favor deans of instruction when seeking a leader. The dean of instruc-
tion is often in charge when the president is off campus; 25 percent (137)
of the presidents pointed to the dean of instruction as their chief con-
fidant, whereas 2.7 percent (16) of the presidents named the dean of stu-
dent services as their chief confidant (Vaughan, 1986, p. 39). These acts
are observed and noted by members of the college community and by
members of the college's board, thus adding to the prestige of the dean
of instruction's position while, perhaps by default, lessening the prestige
associated with the dean of student services' position.

A high percentage of the deans moved into their first deanshipfrom
the position of faculty member, with over 12 percent of the current deans
stating that they were faculty members prior to assuming their first dean-
ship. The percentage of faculty members seemed large; therefore, the data
were examined to see if any discernible patterns existed that set apart
those deans who had moved from the faculty to the deanship from those
who had followed different routes.



Fifty-six males (11.7 percent of all male deans) moved into the dean-
ship directly from a faculty position, as did 18 females (14.4 percent of
all female deans). The male-female mix does not indicate any pattern that
would set these deans apart; the percentage and mix of male and female
faculty assuming the deanship do, however, support the above sugges-
tion that the base for the deanship is relatively large, whereas the path-
way narrows once one moves from the dean's position to the presiden-
cy, for the number of faculty members moving directly into the presidency
is insignificant, although one can almost always find an exception when
dealing with over 900 presidencies, and one or two presidents indicated
that they had moved directly into the presidency from a faculty position
(Vaughan, 1986, p. 28).

The average age of those deans who moved from a faculty position
to the deanship is almost 48 years, the same as the average age of the
deans as a whole. Had the deans moving from faculty positions been con-
siderably older than the average age of all deans, one might conclude
that they had obtained the deanship at a time when community colleges
were younger and deans with administrative experience were less avail-
able. The average college size in which the former faculty members serve
as deans is 2,265 full -time students, thus dispelling any belief that they
assumed the deanship at only small colleges. What can one conclude?
Probably that the faculty members were well respected by members of
the college community and were in the right place at the right time, con-
clusions one can make about most positions.

Over 9 percent of the deans of instruction were deans or directors
of community services and continuing education (the title varies) prior
to assuming the dean of instruction's pa ...ion. While this category should
perhaps be grouped with positions of academic leadership, and therefore
should be considered as a part of the academic pipeline (equal to divi-
sion chair, or in some cases equal to the dean of instruction's position
in terms of preparation for the presidency), community services and con-
tinuing education positions vary so much from state to state and even
from campus to campus within a state that a separate category seems
warranted for this study. Nevertheless, previously I argued that the dean
of community services' position should be considered as an important
training ground for the presidency, for individuals in these positions man-
age budgets; plan programs; employ and work with large numbers of
faculty, many of whom teach part time; meet with diverse constituents,
including leaders of business and industry and local political leaders; and
perform any number of the tasks required in the presidency (Vaughan,
1987, pp. 3-10). As a matter of fact, 4.6 percent of the current presidents
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were deans of community services immediately prior to assuming the
presidency (Vaughan, 1986, p. 28). More importantly for this study, the
9 percent of community services deans who moved into the dean of in-
struction's position make community services and continuing education
important jumping-off points for assuming the dean of instruction's po-
sition, and once there, the former community services deans are in an
excellent position to assume the presidency and to use the skills they
learned in both deans' positions.

Almost 6 percent of the deans of instruction came from positions
at four-year institutions; over 2 percent were department chairs; almost
2 percent were assistants to the president; slightly over 4 percent made
lateral moves (from one dean of instruction position to another); less than
1 percent were high school administrators; and less than 1 percent were
directors of evening programs.1 The remainder came from any number
of sources, including four who were former community college presidents,
a hospital administrator, a director of guidance, an executive director
of the state-level commission for community colleges, an associate direc-
tor of an accrediting agency, three directors of admissions, and from any
number of other positions, including one who stated that the position
occupied prior to becoming a dean was that of student.

One conclusion regarding the pathway to the deanship is that it is
far from straight and narrow but rather has many branches. Neverthe-
less, the most traveled pathway is the one leading through the academic
forest, with the division chairib position as the jumping-off point most
likely to land one in the dean of instruction's position.

PREPARATION FOR THE DEANSHIP

Deans of instruction rarely experienced the "shock waves" upon as-
suming their first deanship often felt by presidents assuming their first
presidency. Indeed, none of the deans interviewed felt intimidated upon

rThe myth persists in some circles that community colleges still turn to public schools and four-year
institutions for their deans and presidents. The myth did not develop without some basis. For ex-
ample, in 1960 over 24 percent of the community college presidents came from positions in public
school administration, and over 15 percent came from positions at four-year institutions. By 1986,
over 90 percent of the presidents came from community college ranks. The small percentage of dams
coming from public schools and four-year Institutions further indicates that it is time to put the
myth to rest: the community college does not now and probably will not in the future turn to pub-
lic schools or foutlear institutions for its top leaders. See The Comma*" College Pr esidascy (Vaughan,
1986, pp. 28-29; 40) for a discussion of the decline in the number of presidents coming from the
public school and four-year institution's ranks.
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assuming the deanship. To the contrary, most deans felt that their educa-
tional background and experience prepared than well for most aspects
of the position. Nevertheless, most deans felt that there were certain gaps
in their experience and background and, as is true with most positions,
that they had a number of things to learn about the position once they
became dean&

One of the most important differences most deans discovered upon
moving into the position was that in order to be successful deans of in-
struction, they had to view the college from a much broader perspective
than was the case when they were division chairs or in similar positions
with narrower scopes and more limited responsibilities than the dean's
position. For example, just the seemingly obvious task of keeping up with
the literature in higher education became more important for one in-
dividual who moved from the division chair's position into the deanship.
He notes: "Even though I had a doctorate in higher education adminis-
tration, I really did not spend as much time as I should on the literature
of higher education while a division chair. That hurt me some, required
me to catch up when I became a dean." Another dean of instruction
explains his reaction to his expanded responsibilities as follows:

As a division director, I was a fulkime administrator responsible for
a smaller areamath, sconce, and health occupations. By moving to
the dean's level, my responsibilities were obviously broader and more
encompassing. [As dean] I certainly was comfortable working with the
faculty in those three areas and was able to work with them closely;
when they spoke about needs I had an laiderstanding of what those
needs were. It is much more difficult in the social sciences, the human-
ities, or developmental education. That's not my background; it's not
my experience. So, being able to interpret the kinds of things I was
hearing from faculty was difficult.

0

One current dean who had been at her college for 10 years prior to
becoming dean of instruction and who felt generally well prepared for
assuming the deanship (she had been both an assistant and an associate
dean) found that in order to survive, she had to master the budget quickly,
which, with the help of her staff, she did. She is now looking at what
skills and experiences she will need should she take the next step (the
presidency) in the administrative hierarchy, a step she feels she will likely
take in the nottoodistanc future.
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Another dean who came to the deanship from the dean of student
services' position found no surprises when he moved to the instructional
side of the house, although he found that working with the faculty "and
trying to provide leadership for them was a challenge, but I don't think
there were any surprises."

Voids in Preparation
While there were not many surprises awaiting deans upon assuming

the deanship, a number discovered voids in their background that had
to be filled once they assumed the position. One dean noted the following:

Oh, I think the voidand I think it's probably common in a lot of
deansis that we tend to anne from academic backgrounds. We don't
come from backgrounds that emphasize leadership and management.
That whole area, and there's a whole world out there, most of us learn
it by the seat of OUT pants. We take a course here, we take a course
there, we read, but really, we have no formal training in leadership
and management. I think that's a real void.

ID II

Another dean echoes a similar theme regarding the lack of leader-
ship training prior to assuming the deanship. Some of the strengths he
brought to the position were more narrowly focused than might be desira-
ble. He notes the following, for example

I was trained in the discipline of biology and had attended a very good
program that focused very strongly on the teaching-learning process.
But I had absolutely no training or exposure to leadership respimsibili-
ties. Even some of the simple techniques and tricks in terms of how
to motivate people, how to dint t a reladvely challenging group of faculty
to come to some kind of conclusion, simple reading of financial state-
ments, maldng reports, coalescing data for accreditation documents,all
that information which is fundamental to the kinds of roles that one
has as a chairperson and as a deanwere not there.

lb

The void in leadership training prevented one dean from solving a diffi-
cult organizational problem early in his career. He believes had he had
more time and more training in providing leadership, he could have been
more effective in solving the problem.
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In contrast to the above statement regarding coming from an aca-
demic background, one dean discovered that the lack of a traditional
academic background presented him with some problems upon assum-
ing the deanship. He describes his situation as follows:

Yes I have found that I have some voids. I guess the greatest void
in my educational background was that I taught in public schools and
went into public school administration and from there into college
administration in continuing education. So my degree are in educa-
tion; my master's, for instance, is in public school administration, and
my doctorate in higher education administration. The void: I would
rather have a master's degree in a discipline area.

The dean noted, however, that he had not experienced a credibility gap
with the faculty as a result of his educational background. Nevertheless,
he felt that a master's degree in a discipline would enhance his perfor-
mance as a dean.

A dean whose academic discipline was art history discovered that,
although she had been the chair of a large division, she was not fa-
miliar with vocational programs and how they are funded. She also
discovered the need to understand state financing more than was the
case as division chair, but most impcntantly she had not "previously
had the opportunity to be in closed sessions with the board." Meeting
in dosed sessions was an eye-opener for her, end she says she can
now "really appreciate the relationship between the board and the
president."

A dean who had been in her position for nine months notes that
dealing with the budget and other financial matters presented her with
a major problem and "the one I'm feeling most." She also had .I.;; culty
in planning how to use personnel in the service of the entire institution.
Mother dean, in spite of 19 years of edministrative experience (two aca-
demic deanships and tenure as a dean of admissions) still discovered a
void he had to fill upon assuming his cunent deanship: the ability to
listen to what people have to say, "to really hear them, not just have
them talk, for what they have to say is important and adds to the pic-
ture something I might not have thought of." Mother dean, alluding
to a lack of time to do everything, found that his previous position of
division chair had not taught him to delegate tasks as well as he should,
a skill he had to learn as dean in order to survive.
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ASSUMING THE OFFICE

How do deans of instruction view the position once they assume the
deanship? What are the major rewards associated with the position?
Frustrations?

Rewards
The greatest reward of the office for a number of deans comes from

seeing students achieve their goals. One response 'Well, last week was
commencement. Watching the students that I've helped was rewarding.
I may not be helping them individually, I may never see them, but knowing
that because I worked with the faculty to create a new program, to get
fu_tcling for someth!ng, or ,ecured other resources, whether computers or
books or whatever it took to get the services for students, that's the reward."
From another dean: "I guess I'd say my major rewards are usually the stu-
dent outcomes. When we see our students go through our system, being
able to compete with any other institution academically and succeed, that
is rewarding." He continues: "Education is a people endeavor. I enjoy being
with people, and I enjoy being a part of it. I think when any of us succeed,
the student, the rest of the staff, all of us succeed; and it's a kind of reward
for me as well as for them." One veteran of three deanships confesses:
"I can still get moist-eyed at some of our graduation ceremonies. Probably
one of the most moving times I ever saw was when I gave a man, I believe
he was 82 years old, his GED." Mother veteran who has been an academic
dean for 13 years points to "student success, watching students graduate,
seeing students who have been successful because of a particular service
or program that you've set up. I think that's perhaps the greatest reward."

Another dean, in discussing his rewards, places the deanship into
a perspective that helps all administrators to "nderstand the need to step
back from the position occasionally. His analysis:

The greatest rewards are when you back up and look at the whole
thing and you see the growth opportunities that you're providing; you
see students of all ages coming through those opportunities and realiz-
ing their goals and finding the fulfillment they're looking for in life
that's the greatest satisfaction of all. One has to reflect upon that as
an administrator because it's somewhat further removed than the fut
fillment the teacher finds in the day-to-day interaction with the stu-
dent in the classroom. You don't have quite the same sense ofsatisfac-
tion without sitting back and reflecting on it now and then.
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Another dean gets her reward from "tremendous faculty support,"
support and recognition that helped her obtain the position and that
has helped her gain the support of the president for the institution's in-
structional program. She also admits that she enjoys the prestige of the
position: "I wanted this position for quite some time. To get the posi-
tion, I had to wait for my predecessor to retire since I was not willing
to relocate geographically. So, I waited." Another dean finds that he "cer-
tainly gets more recognition, and there's no question that can be a heady
experience. I think that when your college is doing well and it is attributed
to the dean's position, that feels good. Also, a lot of people depend upon
you for advice and ask for your opinions, and that is important to a per-
son's ego." Similarly, from another dean: "Taking an idea right through
and then seeing a graduating class from that program, that's been very
rewarding. Helping a faculty member, a new faculty member, who indi-
cates afterwards that `yes,' something you did made it a little more com-
fortable. That, those things, I think are the rewards."

One dean, while finding working with the faculty rewarding, finds
working with other administrators as part of a team extremely reward-
ing. Especially satisfying to him is working with the president because
he and the president complement each other. The same dean, reflecting
upon the satisfaction he achieves from teamwork, achieved great satis-
faction from his role in developing a master plan that involved the faculty
and the community and is the "kind of document that doesn't collect
dust on a shelf for the next seven years . . . I think to be able to see that
kind of plan fulfilled is a great reward for me." Another dean refers to
the planning role of the dean: "I think that you can identify long-range
goals, and as a result of identifying these goals, you can organize the col-
lege in such a way that you can see the college move toward the goals.
That's very rewarding, not only for you as an individual, but for the col-
lege as a whole."

Serving as a mentor and role model, while not mentioned specifical-
ly by a large number of deans (no specific questions were asked during
the interview relating to the role of mentor or role model), was implied
by many throughliescribing their relationships with faculty and students.
One dean speaks specifically of the satisfaction he gets from serving as
a mentor. Indeed, one of the major satisfactions coming with the dean-
ship is that he "really enjoys seeing an individual who is working with
me develop, and for me to feel that I contributed to that a real
reward for me." The same dean believes that he should serve as a role
model for faculty and other administrators, especially in the area of profes-
sional development. He notes:
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I encourage faculty to attend professional meeting; to be active. I've
always ncouraged them to publish if they've got something publish-
able. I try to do that through talking, letting them know I support this
type of thing. One of the standing rules that I've always used as far
as guiding myself is that faculty members who have a paper accepted
at a meeting, we'll find the travel money for them. I've always tried
tx) publish myself, as a model.

0 0 0

One dean gets his rewards from 'inaldng things work." The follow-
ing analysis of what he considers to be good about the position is reveal.
ing and offers a good snapshot of what the position might well be like
on a daily basis:

Well, if you do it right, it's a little like the rewards of the president's
office, but maybe without some of the political and external hassles.
Were really here for instruction. And if I pull off a new program,
the finance dean and the student services dean have to agree with
me. We have to do it together, and I have to get all this stuff to-
gether from the community. When I look at it, I really don't do that
much work. I have somehow asked, cajoled, hopefully motivated others
to do the work for me. But when it all comes together, it really is
mine. I sometimes don't even get the credit for it. Often, I send a
department chair who has really done the work before the board, but
I know, and I think the president knows, that I pulled thine things
together. It's making a success of a program that really makes me
fed good. I think that there's a fear or a problem with instructional
deans who think they're just doing instruction. But if you are doing
programming and instruction, airricubon building, and faculty de-
velopment, you, as dean, have to orchestrate the whole unit. If you're
doing that, you're able to do just about anything. Hike managing
orchestrating the whole businessbut occasionally I like to take one
little pet project and enjoy doing it.

Other comments of a similar nature were offered by a number of
deans. One dean, however, reflecting on her 14 years in the position,
offers a good summary of the rewards associated with the position, rang-
ing from the vicarious rewards of graduation ceremonies and mentoring
to the more personal rewards of being in the eye of the MOM
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I love working with the different subject areas. The way an English
teacher approaches the problem contrasted with the way an engineer
approaches it is a thing of gossamer gaiety. l mean, it really is. I love
that. There's a kind of conoffaderie with the president and the presi-
dent's cabinet that I enjoy. I like the perks of the position. I really
like that. I like being in charge. I like thinking I'm making the differ-
ence. I like setting the agenda. I like the opporttmities it provides to
do things like work with the National Council of Instructional Ad-
ministrators, to go on the circuit and make a speech now and then.
I enjoy that. Are you going to ask me the things I dm it like? 11 did.)

0

The above perspectives bring a personal flavor to the deanship and
likely reflect the thinldn:, of many more deans than those quoted. One
thing learned from the interviews is that many of the rewards associated
with the dean's position are the ones one would expect to come from
helping people achieve their potential. Another discovery is that the re-
wards experienced by deans are similar to those experienced by presi-
dents. A number of presidents referred to the thrill they get from the
graduation ceremony; some enjoyed talking with faculty and students;
others in working with the community. Presidents, unlike deans (not sur-
prisingly), pointed to the satisfaction they receive from reaching the top
of their profession (Vaughan, 1986, p. 100-102). Presidents (p. 102) rare-
ly referred to the rewards one would think would be inherent in being
a part of something bigger than one's self, of playing a key role in achieving
the nation's dream of universal higher education. On the other hand,
several of the deans tended to feel that their role was important because
of the contributions ft made to the larger picture, especially in relation-
ship to helping students. (Ironically, deans tend to think in terms of em-
bodying the larger picture more than presidents, who tend to focus on
personal accomplishments and failures.) In any event, deans, as is true
with presidents, find their position satisfying, and those deans who as-
sume the presidency should continue to reap many of the rewards they
enjoy as deans.

Frustrations
While rewards are inherent in the dean of instruction's position, so

are frustrations. As with most administrative positions, deans find that
their time is taken up with having to perform relatively trivial tasks. One
dean sums up this frustration in a way that most community college ad-
ministrators, including presidents, understand.
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It seems that a great deal of a dean's role is handling complaints. Some-
times they're easy to handle, sometimes they're not For the people com-
ing into the office with a complaint, it's a top priority, but it may be
a very insignificant piece of your day. However, you have to treat it
as something very important, and sometimes that is difficult to do. That
gets a little frustrating.

Time, or the lack of it, is the bane of deans of instruction, as it is
for most administrators. One dean who has an open-door policy finds
that "I tend to let almost everyone come into my office." Another dean
describes his position as "the kind of position in which there are so many
things to do that sometimes you're frustrated because you can't do them
all." The same dean notes that "there is so much work to do in the posi-
tion that your work is never really done. I think you need to take a long-
range view. Sometimes you want to get things done, or at least I do, within
a short period of time, and you have to realize that oftentimes things
that are important are going to take a lot longer. You're going to have
to involve a lot of people." The dean quoted above who wanted to know
if she were going to be asked what she did not like about the position
gave this answer: "The things I don't likes I hate the clerical part of ad-
ministration, and there's so much of it. I just hate that. The major frus-
tration is that you get something knit up on Monday, and by Wednes-
day it's unraveled and you have to knit it up again. My major frustration
is in thinking you have something headed in one direction, and then
it all comes apart and you've got to go back and put it together again.
That is the major frustration."

As with time, the lack of resources was a source of frustration
for a number of deans. One dean shared his frustrations on the lack of
money:

There is one great envy I still have of the four-year colleges. If eve had,
here at our college or at any good community college, a couple of hun-
dred million dollar endowments, there isn't anything that the Univer-
sity of is doing that we couldn't do. I really mean that.
I don't mean it in the sense of ?wear* rather, I mean it in the sense
of truly making a difference in our state. In our four-county region,
most of the Black students who get any education at all get it from
us. And that's a deeply ingrained problem in our society. But would
Exxon give us $200 million like they gave Tulane? No. Would Coca-
Cola eve us $100 million like they gave Emory? No. You know if
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they did, we'd pay that back. And that's really a frustration; I wish
I could get the money together.

It

Another dean experienced one of her greatest frustrations when funds
were cut. She explains:

We asked everyone to look at ways in which computers can support
instruction. They did such a good job that everybody cane in with
a full schedule, and I only had one computer lab. I have to find more
computers. But, I just called my office today and found out that our
county WO= US to cut the budget by $300,000. So, people did what
I askedthey found ways to support instruction with new technology
and now I can't deliver what they need. Well find a way, but some
of those people are not going to be able to use the resources as much
as they'd like. So, that keeps me up in the middle of the night. How
am I going to do that? I need to reward them for doing a good thing,
and instead, I'm kind of taking something away.

Another frustration results from having to depend upon other peo-
ple. As one dean notes: "You need to depend upon people to do the
work. You can't do it all by yourself. And so, you need to organize some
folks to do it and oftentimes they let you down. They have their priori-
ties. You feel you want to move at a certain pace and they're not coming
along at the same pace with youthat would be another frustration I
find with the position." In the same vein, another dean notes: "Well,
naturally, the frustrations are that ultimately you don't make all of the
decisions; you've got to work with the system. And, no matter where
you are in the system, ... you have to deal with the community, with
the legislature, the board of trusteesall of those thingsand usually you
would like to move faster."

One dean finds that it is not only lonely at the top but lonely near
the top also. She is frustrated over her lack of contact with people.

I spend so much time shut away in the office dealing with numbers,
dealing with program proposals which I know are essential, etc., but
when I'm working on them, I don't feel like they have anything to
do with education. The bureaucracy that we have to deal withstate
education departments and so forththey want everyday a certain
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vxty. 1 don't necessarily think these things have anything to do with
quality, but I have to put everything in the right language to convince
other people, and that's very frustrating.

Ø S

As is true with rewards and satisfactions, many of the frustrations
experienced by the deans are similar to those experienced by presidents,
including dealing with internal politics. One dean is frustrated by "the
whole process of campus politics." He observes that 'we're political
animals. Every campus has its political environment, its political conk
uration, and people use those kinds of behaviors to pursue their own
vale' interests, and they don't contribute much to the common good."
Further, just as is true with deans, presidents point to a lack of time and
resources as a source of frustration. Not surprisingly, presidents found
external pressures more frustrating than did deans. One president sums
up outside pressures well: "The most frustrating thing is the politicaliza.
don of the community college. Not only the board, but the state and
others feel they have an oversight responsibility. Keeping it all in bal-
ance is very frustrating" (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 64). Understandably, presi-
dents feel more pressures from state legislators, local politicians, special
interest groups, and the state's executive branch than do deans (Vaughan,
1986, pp. 66-78). Presidents, on the other hand, do not experience as
many frustrations emanating from daily contact with faculty and stu-
dents as do deans.

As in the case of the reward.; associated with the dean's position,
frustrations tend to follow common themes: a lack of time, limited
resources, and dealing with internal pressures emanating from faculty.
Also, as in the case of rewards, frustrations tended to grow out of the
daily tasks associated with bringing a large number of intelligent, creative
people together in a common cause while at the same time administer-
ing a complex office. The dean occupies a position that can influence
the direction of the institution, a direction that often results in change.
Bringing about change, especially in an academic institution, certainly
has its frustrations as well as its rewards.

Lines of Demarcation. The type and degree of frustrations experienced
by the deans and presidents provide a line of demarcation between the
positions, although not a dear one: for example, frustrations experienced
by presidents such as internal (special interest groups) and external (poli-
ticians) pressures dearly establish the president's office as the place on
campus where the buck stops, for often the dean is not able to contain
the pressures or be in a position to recognize fully the implications they
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have for the institution. Most frustrations experienced by deans relate
more to the day-to-day operation of the institution, frustrations that the
effective president gladly cedes to the dean. On the other hand, by sug-
gesting that presidents experience more external pressures than deans does
not indicate an absence of such pressures in the dean's position. One
dean understands the difference well. His analysis:

I think the major fnutration, or one of them, has got to be trying to
balance the different political forces. They are at work constantly
internally and externally. I think most deans, at least the ones
familiar with, probably are not as heavily involved as their presidents
in external political forces, but they are certainly aware of them.

Being aware of pressures and having to deal with them are worlds apart.
The dean cannot and should not deal with external pressures to the de-
gree that the president does.

Perhaps one of the clearest lines of demarcation between the positions
is the known versus the unknown. Those deans interviewed, while noting
voids in their preparation, believed that they were well-prepared to be deans
and, in many respects, saw the dean's position as involving many of the
same things that they had been doing but in a larger and more complex
arena. Presidents, on the other hand, almost always experience shock upon
assuming the position, for the presidency, unlike the deanship, is a new
position to them and rarely is viewed as an extension of the dean's posi-
tion, of the division chair's position, or of any other position on campus.

In the case of both deans and presidents, however, the frustrations
never seem to outweigh the rewards associated with the positions. Deans
of instruction, and especially those whose goal it is to become a presi-
dent, should, as suggested by the dean quoted above, be aware of external
and internal political forces, for it is those forces that have the potential
of forcing the college's mission in directions that are not endorsed by
the governing board or the college's leadership team.

SUMMARY

Interviews often result in generalizations by the individual being in-
terviewed and by the person reporting on the interviews. Certainly the
above discussion is selective in the Information gathered and in the report-
ing of that information.
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Generalizations and selectivity, however, do not lessen the value of
the lessons that can be learned or diminish the need to gather qualita-
tive information on the deanship. Through deans sharing their views
on the preparation needed for the deanship, pointing to voids in that
preparation, and discussing the rewards and frustrations associated with
the position, one is able to understand the dean of instruction's position
more fully. An examination of the survey data reveals the following:

The professional pathway to the deanship leads most often from
a teaching position, to a division chair or assistant deanship, and
then to the chief academic officer's position. Forty percent of the
current deans followed this traditional, academic route; others
reported that immediately prior to becoming dean of instruction
they had been deans of student services (9 percent), faculty mem-
bers (12 percent), administrators or faculty members at four-year
colleges (6 percent), deans or directors of community services (9
percent), department chairs (2 percent), and assistants to the presi-
dent (2 percent). Four percent had made lateral moves, and the
remainder came from any number of positions.

Upon assuming their positions, deans of instruction rarely ex-
perience the shock that new presidents often feel when taking on
the chief executive officer's role. Most deans report that their educa-
tional and professional backgrounds have adequately prepared them
for their new responsibilities. When adjustment problems are
reported, they usually focus on inadequate management training
(usually lacking in the dean's academic backgrounds) and on the
need to view the college from a broader perspective than was hereto-
fore necessary.

Not surprisingly, deans derive their greatest satisfaction from helping
students achieve their goals, while frustrations stem from bureaucrat-
ic chores (often delegated from the president's office) and from the
political difficulties inherent in trying to accomplish goals through
a large organization of creative, independent-minded individuals,
while at the same time administering a complex office. Most deans
usually find satisfaction in their work, however, noting that they
achieve a sense of accomplishment by making a contribution to
an organization that changes people's lives for the better.

Current deans, presidents, board members, and all members of the
college community should recognize that the dean's position is critical
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to the success of the institution and work to understand the position
as fully as possible. Current deans should engage in introspection, con-
stantly evaluating the dean's position in relationship to themselves and
to the institution and share the results with members of the college com-
munity and other members of the profession. The above, while making
no claim to universal truths, should provide a good starting point for
evaluating the dean of instruction's position and understanding those
who currently occupy the position. Moreover, by discussing the dean's
position candidly, those deans interviewed show a knowledge of the po-
sition that should be shared in greater depth than has been done by any
dean in the past. More subjective study needs to be done on the posi-
tion by someone who occupies the position. One problem deans may
experience in regard to studying the deanship in depth is that many of
them are looking beyond the deanship to the presidency and perhaps
would view studying a position they consider a temporary way station
in their career as a waste of time and energy. Assuming this is the case,
then it lies with those individuals who see the deanship as a fitting cli-
max to their career to build upon my work in this book and continue
to interpret the position for current and future deans. To do so will serve
the community college and the nation well, for this volume is only a be-
ginning in the process.



PART II

Female and
Minority Deans



If the community college is to achieve its potential in service to the
nation in the 1990s and beyond, its leaders must increasingly come
from women and ethnic and racial minority groups. The outlook
for increasing the number ofwomen in leadership positions is some-

what encouraging, for 21 percent of the 619 deans responding to the CLS
are women. Chapter 5 discusses female deans, with much ofthe discus-
sion based upon the information obtained from the Women's Survey (WS)
[See Appendix 2]. The women deans responding to the WS indicated
that they perceive few problems in performing their duties due to their
gender, although the exceptions are worth noting.

The outlook for racial and ethnic minority leadership is not as en-
couraging as it is for women. Only 7 percent of the deans responding
to the CLS are racial or ethnic minorities. O: these, 3.2 percent are Black;
1.8 percent are Hispanic; and 2.0 percent are members of other racial
or ethnic minority groups.

In order to understand some of the issues and opportunities facing
racial and ethnic minority deans of instruction, Black and Hispanic deans
were surveyed. The Black deans were asked to respond to the survey identi-
fied in the following discussion as the Black Survey (BS) [See Appendix 2];
the Hispanic deans were asked to respond to the survey identified in the
following discussion as the Hispanic Survey (HS) [See Appendix 2].

One source suggests that the rights of minorities were debated as an
ethical issue in the 1960s and 1970s, but "in the forthcoming decade, the
educational and social advancement of minorities must be viewed as a
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national vested intereot issue that cuts at the core and basic welfare of
the U. S. economy" (Thomas and Hirsch, 1989, p. 62). The need for ad-
ditional racial and ethnic minorities in leadership positions has not gone
unnoticed by community college leaders. The AACJC, with urging from
two of its affiliate councils, the National Council on Black American Affairs
and the National Community College Hispanic Council, recently recog-
nized the need for placing more emphasis upon minority leadership. Meeting
in Minneapolis August 3-5, 1989, the AACJC Board of Directors ac-
knowledged the need for the community college to place additional em-
phasis upon increasing its already considerable commitment to serving
minorities (Reinhard, 1989). The Board's discussion resulted in making
minority concerns a plank in the AACJC's 1990 Public Policy Agenda.

While the emphasis placed upon minorities by the AACJC Board
is important, another item of discussion from the Minneapolis meeting
has the potential of bringing about significant changes in the leadership
of the community college of the future. At the meeting, the Board agreed
to establish a new leadership institute aimed at mid-level and senior ad-
ministrators other than presidents. According to Dale Parnell, president
of the AACJC, one of the purposes of the institute will be to "bring a
new group of leaders into the work of the AACJC, and help prepare
a new cadre of leaders for the future of higher education" (The Comm-
nity, Technical, and Junior College Times, August 29, 1989, p. 4). If the
AACJC is successful in serving minorities, the new leadership institute
must make serving ethnic and racial minorities a top priority, with spe-
cial emphasis on deans of instruction, for the surest and quickest way
to enhance minority leadership is to prepare minority academic deans
to move into the presidency as quickly, as efficiently, and as effectively
as possible. Indeed, the dean of instruction's position, with its incum-
bent often headed for the president's office, should be the focal point
of the new institute, for these deans should be role models for faculty,
students, deans of student services and finance, and others who have
as their goal the community college presidency.

APPROACHES TO THIS STUDY

Two points should be made as a preface to the discussion of women
and minority deans: (1) most community colleges we truly equal opportunity
employers and do not discriminate on the basis of race, age, sex or other
factors that are beyond the candidate's control; and (2) it is very difficult
to obtain information on community college professionals, including deans
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of instruction, who are women or members of racial and ethnic minority
groups. In regard to the latter, the AACJC's annual survey of community
college administrators, for example, does not gather information that iden-
tifies the sex, race, or ethnicity of the respondents. Some assistance was
received from the American Association of Women in Community and
Junior Colleges, the National Council of Instructional Administrators,
the National Council on Black American Affairs (NCBAA), and the Na-
tional Community College Hispanic Council (NCCHC) in identifying
their membership, assistance for which I am grateful. These councils are
all affiliate councils of the AACJC.

The NCBAA and NCCHC provided a list of names used in survey-
ing minority deans. In the case of Blacks, the 15 deans identified by the
council (nine responded to the survey) is short of the approximately 20
Black deans responding to the dean's CLS. (Assuming the number of
deans (619) responding to the CLS is an accurate sample of the 1,169
identified for the survey, then approximately 38 of the current chief aca-
demic officers in the nation's community colleges are Black, making the
15 deans surveyed even less representative of all Black deans of instruc-
tion.) In the case of Hispanics, the 15 deans surveyed (14 responded) ex-
ceed the approximately 11 Hispanic deans responding to the deans' CLS
and approaches 21 Hispanic deans (making the same assumption as is
made regarding Blacks) out of the 1,169 deans surveyed. In addition, other
than Blacks and Hispanics, no other ethnic and minority deans have
such affiliate councils; the discussion on minority deans therefore is limited
to Blacks and Hispanics, although 2 percent of the deans responding to
the CLS survey are from other ethnic and racial minority groups.

The following three chapters are based, in part, upon the informa-
tion obtained from the WS, the BS, and the HS. In the case of Blacks
and Hispanics, the information is limited somewhat by the number of
surveys analyzed. Indeed, due to the small number of deans responding
to the BS and HS, no attempt is made to analyze the data in relation-
ship to such chings as family background, educational attainment of the
deans, age, and other facts that are discussed in the chapter on female
deans. Nevertheless, in spite of its limitations, a discussion of minority
deans greatly enhances our understanding of the dean's position, espe-
cially in relationship to Hispanics and Blacks, two groups that must in-
creasingly assume more positions of leadership if the community college
is to fulfill its promise of serving all segments of society.

A discussion of women, Blacks, and Hispanics is important for reasons
that go ber tAcl the dean's position, for the deans and future presidents
in these groups will serve as role models and mentors for future community
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college leaders as well as for future leaders in all segments of society. The
need to serve as role models and mentors has long been viewed as an
important part of the leadership role of these groups. A Black female dean
states the case well for both minorities and women: "We DO have a
responsibility to be the best we can be because we DO represent millions
of others who have not gotten the opportunity to sit where we do"
(Wheelan, n.d., p. 6; Wheelan is quoted in more detail in Chapter 5).
While filling the roles of mentor and role model is nothing new to many
women and minority deans, it is nevertheless helpful to determine how
these deans view this aspect of leadership, for women and minority com-
munity college leaders can expect increasing pressure on them to devote
more time and energy to this aspect of their role as the number of minority
students (female students attending community colleges already outnumber
male students) entering higher education, and especially those entering
the community college, increases.

In addition to the surveys, Chapters 4, 5, and 6 draw upon Leadership
in Transition (Vaughan, 1986) for comparisons of women and minority
deans with women and minority presidents. Indeed, essentially the same
type of information was gathered on both deans and presidents in order
to provide the basis for such ..r.nparison. For example, under the section
entitled "The Asexual Deanship" in Chapter 4 and the sections entitled
"The Aracial Deanship" in Chapters 5 and 6, the questions on which
the sections are based are identical except that race and ethnicity are
substituted for gender. The following explanation of this particular ques-
tion avoids the necessity of repeating it in the three chapters. The basis
of the question: Clark Kerr and Marian Gade (1986) concluded in The
Many Lives of Academic Presidents that while women experience special
problems in getting appointed to the presidency, once appointed, "Overall,
they say they are more readily accepted as time goes on and, "net' are
not in any better or worse situation than men once they have been ap-
pointed . . . " (p. 118). The question: In essence, once someone assumes
the presidency [according to Kerr and Gade], the assessment of perform-
ance becomes asexual (aracial). Do you agree with Kerr in relationship
to the dean's position? If not, please explain how the assessment of the
position is different for you because you are a woman (Black, Hispanic).

Section II of this volume is devoted to an examination of those deans
who are women, Blacks, and Hispanics because to understand the com-
munity college of the future, leaders must begin to understand the roles
members of these groups play now and must play in the future. It is hoped
that this brief look will aid in the process of understanding these impor-
tant leaders.
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Female Deans
George B. Vaughan and Mary uric

ecently, while attending the Association of Community College
Trustees' annual meeting in Vancouver, B.C., the first author
of this chapter was approached by a woman from a Southeastern

who was aware of some of the work that he had done on the
community college presidency. With a somewhat bemused 1,,,tc on her
face, she proceeded to share with him the details of an incident that had
occurred to her less than one hour before their chance meeting. Her story:
Crossing the lobby of the convention center, she noticed a group of five
or six men talking and laughing, certainly not an atypical activity for
people who attend conventions. Recognizing one of the men, she decided
to go over to say hello. As she approached the group, she picked up the
gist of the conversation. It seems that the convention planners had made
some mistakes on the identification badges included in the convention
packets. For example, one member of the group, the chair of the board
of one of the colleges represented at the meeting, was laughing as he led
the conversation: "Well," he exclaimed, as he pointed to his name tag,
"I'm now a college president." As the woman approached the group, the
board chair interrupted his conversation to greet her, although she was
a stranger to him. In order to put a name with the face of the new ar-
rival, he glanced quickly at her name tag. In a voice that showed obvi-
ous satisfaction in being able to build upon his interrupted conversation,
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he exclaimed gleefully: "Looky there, they've made her tag up wrong,
too. It says president on it." Of course, anyone who has read this far
knows the ptmchline: the woman was (and is') a president.

Did the female president exaggerate? We think not. She gave this
chapter's first author permission to repeat the story, including the use
of her name and college, and even gave him her office phone number.
In order to protect the innocent (naive would be a better word to de-
scribe the trustee), we decided to keep her identity a secret. Indeed, iden-
tifying the president would detract from her symbolic role for female com-
munity college professionals who still suffer an identity crisis.

Establishing one's identity if one is a woman is not limited to corn-
=miry college presidents. For example, the Washington Post reported on
the results of a survey of the most highly paid ($65,994 to $77,500) women
employed by the federal government. Sixty-five percent of the women
responding to the survey did not believe that their views were taken as
seriously as those of men; 63 percent said that they had been mistaken
for secretaries at meetings and had even been asked to fill the coffee pot
and to take notes; 50 percent felt that men resented receiving orders from
them; 33 percent believed that their personal lives were subject to more
severe scrutiny than were the lives of their male counterparts; and 26
percent stated that being a woman hurt, rather than helped, in moving
up the administrative ladder (cited in Vaughan, 1989a, p. 20).

TiMeS December 4, 1989, cover story is entitled, `Women Face the
'90s." It observes: "In the '80s they tried to have it all. Now they've just
plain had it." It then asks: "Is there a future for feminism?" The inside
story captures many of the frustrations and triumphs of women in the
1980s. One quote seems appropriate to set the stage for a discussion of
female deans of instruction: "In many ways, feminism is a victim of its
own resounding achievements. Its triumphsin getting women into the
workplace, in elevating their status in society and in shattering the 'femi-
nine mystique' that defined female success only in terms of being a wife
and a motherhave rendered it obsolete, at least in its original form and
rhetoric" (p. 82). Certainly, the female deans have gotten into the work-
place and have elevated their status in relationship to other community
college professionals. They also provide rich territory for examining the
deanship through the eyes of the majority of those women who current-
ly occupy this important position.

A number of questions relating to women in the deanship can be
asked, which, if answered, should help one to understand the position
more fully. Among the questions asked on the survey were the follow-
ing: Is there a woman's perspective on the dean of instruction's position?
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Are there some assets associated with being a female dean? What has
been the impact of affirmative action for women who hope to secure a
deanship? Is the deanship asexual? These and other questions are explored
as the position is viewed through the eyes of 129 female deans of
instruction.

BACKGROUND

Approximately 21 percent of the 619 deans responding to the CL3
survey were women. While the AACJC does not collect information on
the sex of chief academic officers, it does collect the addresses of its member
institutions and, if possible, the names of the approximately 1,169 in-
dividuals occupying the position. The names were examined and a list
was created of chief academic officers with first names normally associated
with women. No attempt was made to determine the sex of those on
the list who used initials or who had names that are commonly used by
both sexes, nor was any attempt made to attach names to those labels
that listed addresses only. The list yielded 187 names; surveys were there-
fore sent to those 187 individuals. Ten of the surveys were returned be-
cause the individuals no longer occupied the position (they moved to
another institution, now are chief executive officers, or were in the posi-
tion on an interim basis) and one was returned because, despite the ef-
forts to include only females, the dean to whom it was sent is male, leav-
ing 176 female deans in the pool. Of the 176 female deans who were sent
the survey, 129 returned it, for an overall response rate of 73 percent.
It should be pointed out that the response rate for all but two of the
questions on the Women's Survey (WS) was at least 93 percent, although
most had response rates ranging from 96 to 100 percent. The two ques-
tions that had the lowest response rates were the following: (1) What were
your most important non-professional contacts external to the campus
that helped you become a dean? and (2) What were the most important
professional associations and organizations that aided you to become a
dean? The response rates for those two questions were 82.9 and 89.1 per-
cent, respectively. It is possible that no response for these two questions
meant that no non-professional contacts and professional associations
aided those deans in securing a deanship, for, as will be mentioned in
more detail later in this chapter, the response from a large .iumber of
the deans to both of these questions was "none." Despite the response
rate for those two questions, we believe that the results fairly represent
the female deans in the pool as a whole and, as such, decided that it
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would not be necessary to provide the specific response rate for each ques-
tion when the findings are presented. Instead, the findings are presented
in terms of percentages, which usually have been rounded to the nearest
whole number, and, occasionally, the actual number of deans who
responded to a question in a particular way is provided.

It also should be pointed out that it is highly unlikely that all of the
female deans responding to the earlier CLS survey of deans responded
to the WS, nor is it likely that all of the women responding to the WS
responded to the earlier CLS. One result is that the statistics may vary
slightly between the surveys.

Female deans are distributed throughout our nation's community col-
leges. The average size of the institutions at which they are deans is 3,620,
whereas the average size of the institutions for the 619 deans responding
to the CLS survey is 3,051, dispelling any beliefs that women are deans
only in the smaller institutions. The range of institutions was staggering,
with one dean listing only 8 students at her institution and another one
listing 16,200.

Family Background
In The Community College Presidency (Vaughan, 1986), I painted a

picture of a group of individuals who had far outstripped the socio-
economic background of their families to ascend to the top of their
profession. The two indicators used in the study of the presidency were
educational level of parents and parents' occupations. I referred to the
community college presidency as the "blue-collar presidency." The same
two indicators were used to help determine the family background of
female deans of instruction.

The fathers of the female deans completed more years of formal edu-
cation than did the fathers of the deans as a whole or the fathers of cur-
rent community college presidents. Sixty-four percent of the fathers of the
female deans of instruction have a high school diploma or less, although
over 40 percent of their fathers did complete high school; over 2 percent
have an associate degree; almost 18 percent have a bachelor's degree; 7
percent have a master's degree; and over 6 percent have a doctorate (in-
cludes those with a J.D. and an M.D.). The 64 percent compares with
77 percent for the fathers of the deans responding to the CLS, a percent-
age that includes the responses of a number of female deans. In contrast
to the female deans and the deans as a whole, over 80 percent of the presi-
dents' fathers have a high school diploma or less (Vaughan, 1986, p. 10).

The mothers of female deans also have more formal schooling than
do the mothers of the deans as a whole and the mothers of current



presidents; they also have more formal education than do the fathers
of female deans. Fift -five percent of the mothers of female deans have
a high school diploma or less (39 percent of them completed high school);
11 percent have an associate degree; almost 19 percent have a bachelor's
degree; over 6 percent a master's; 1.6 percent a doctorate; and 7.7 per-
cent hold other degrees, including nursing degrees and diplomas and busi-
ness school diplomas. The 55 percent for the mothers of female deans
(those with a high school diploma or less) compares to approximately
78 percent for the mothers of current presidents (Vaughan, 1986, p. 10)
and approximately 73 percent for the mothers of the deans as a whole.

Even though the educational level of the mothers and fathers of fe-
male deans is higher than that of the parents of the deans as a whole
and of presidents, the educational background of the parents of the fe-
male deans differs from that of the parents of the deans as a whole and
of the presidents in degree and not in kind. The blue-collar deanship,
while a paler blue, remains intact when examined through the educa-
tional level of the parents of female deans of instruction.

Parents' Occupations
Approximately 69 percent of the fathers of community college presi-

dents engaged in occupations normally classified as blue collar. Sixty per-
cent of the presidents listed their mothers' occupation as homemaker,
with less than 10 percent listing occupations for their mothers that re-
quire at least a bachelor's degree (Vaughan, 1986, p. 11). Approximately
25 percent of the deans responding to the CLS listed a managerial or
professional occupation for their fathers. The remaining 75 percent fell
into the blue-collar classification. As for the occupation of their mothers,
48 percent of the CLS respondents listed homemaker, and over 10 per-
cent listed professional positions (predominantly in education) that re-
quire a bachelor's degree or above (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 113).

Of the female deans responding to the WS, approximately 29 per-
cent listed occupations for their fathers that fall within the managerial-
professional class, those which normally require a bachelor's degree or
higher (one listed her father's occupation as community college president!).
The remaining 71 percent fell into the blue-collar classification. Home-
maker still was the most common occupation for the mothers; however,
the percentage of the mothers of female deans whose most recent occu-
pation was that of homemaker (34 percent) was considerably lower than
it was for the mothers of the deans as a whole and for the mothers of
the presidents. Twenty-two percent of the mothers of female deans held
positions in the education profession, 17 percent held clerical/secretarial
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positions, and 7 percent held positions in the nursing profession. The
rest held various other types of occupations including owning or co-owning
a business and positions in retail and real estate.

As with parent's educational level and despite the different distribu-
tion of occupations for the mothers of female deans, the occupations of
the parents of female deans support the concept of the blue-collar deanship.

Age and Tenure in Office
The average age of the female deans who responded to the WS is

49, with a range from 31 to 70; the average age of the 619 deans who
responded to the CLS is 48.3. Does the average age of female deans indi-
cate that they have moved along their career paths with the same speed
as their male counterparts? Tenure in their current positions offers some
dues: female deans on the average have been in their current positions
for 3.6 years (60 percent have been in their current positions for fewer
than 4 years); all deans, based on the responses to the CLS, have been
in their positions for 5.4 years. Since a number of the female deans also
responded to the as, thereby reducing the average number of years
in their current positions for all deans, it is clear that female deans have
been in their current positions for a fewer number of years than have
all deans. Assuming the female deans have not changed positions any
more often than the deans as a whole, one can conclude that, on the
average, female deans assumed the deanship at a later age than did their
male counterparts.

Marital Status
Over 65 percent of the female deans are married, which compares

with 87 percent for the deans who responded to the CLS; 12 percent
of the female deans are single; 19 percent divorced; and 3 percent widowed.
None of the female deans responding to the WS reported that they are
separated from their spouses. While the 65 percent for female deans who
stated that they are married is lower than the 87 percent for all deans
(the 87 percent probably would have been higher if the female deans an-
swering the survey were removed), then should be little doubt that many
women are combining marriage with a highly demanding, and one would
hope, rewarding career.

Race
Almost 94 percent of the female deans responding to the WS are

white; 3.1 percent are Black; 1.6 percent are Asian; and 1.6 percent are
of Hispanic descent. Twenty-one percent of the deans who responded
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to the CLS are women, a figure that is considerably higher than the 7.6
percent of the current two-year college presidents (includes presidents of
private junior colleges in addition to community college presidents) who
are women (cited in Vaughan, 1989b, p. 115). Indeed, based upon the
past, the future for women in terms of moving into the top community
college leadership positions is brighter than it has been in the past. But
the picture is less than bright for minority women for, as one can readily
see, of the 129 women responding to the WS, only 4 are Black, 2 are
Asian, and 2 are Hispanic.

Mobility
Thirty-seven percent of the female deans answering the WS reported

that they are deans in the state in which they had finished high school.'
The 37 percent compares with 49 percent for all deans (those who re-
sponded to the CLS). However, deans as a whole and female deans in
particular are more likely to move to another state than are community
college presidents, for 45 percent of the presidents serve in the state in
which they had finished high school (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 114).

PREPARING FOR THE DEANSHIP

The dean of instruction's position is an important avenue to the
presidency. Approximately 45 percent of the current presidents indicated
that they were their college's chief academic officer prior to assuming the
presidency (Vaughan, 1986, pp. 27-28). Forte -eight percent of the women
responding to the presidential WS indicated that they were their college's
chief academic offices prior to assuming the presidency (Vaughan, 1989b,
p. 116). Obviously, if one is to use the academic deanship as an avenue
to the presidency, one must first become an academic dean. What, then,
are the pathways to the deanship?

For female deans, the pathway to the deanship is one with many
branches, although the major pathways are the traditional ones of divi-
sion chair, dean-director, vice-president, and assistant-associate dean. The
division chair's position was the pathway most traveled by the few'
deans responding to the WS, with over 28 percent of the female de
stating that they occupied this position prior to assuming their first c:

'The percentage of female deans responding to the CLS who indicated that they lived in thestate
in which they had finished high school was almost 40 percent. The difference does not alter the
situation: most female deans serve in states other than the one in which they had finished high rchooL
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of instruction's position (29 percent of the deans responding to the CLS
were division chairs prior to assuming their first deanship). Twenty-four
percent of the deans had been deans or directors of various types, in-
cluding dean of student services (8 previously held this position), dean
of community services (2), and dean of finance (1), prior to assuming their
first dean of instruction's position, and almost 20 percent were either
assistant-associate deans or assistant-associate vice presidents (11 percent
of the deans responding to the CLS were assistant or associate deans).

In addition to these pathways, 11 percent of the female deans came
from any number of other campus positions; 7 percent were faculty mem-
bers; and 4.7 percent came from positions outside the community col-
lege. Over 2 percent reported that they moved from one dean of instruc-
tion's position to another one.

Academic Preparaticn
Seventy-three percent of the female deans responding to the WS have

an earned doctorate, divided almost evenly between the Ph.D. (37 per-
cent) and the Ed.D. (36 percent), and 25 percent have a master's degree.
The remaining 2 percent (three deans) possess other degreesan educa-
tional specialist degree, a J.D. degree, and a doctorate of arts in educa-
tion. Thirty three of the deans (26 percent) have degrees in a discipline.
Of those with a degree in a discipline, the largest number have degrees
in English (8 deans or almost 25 percent of deans with a degree in a dis-
cipline); next are psychology, chemistry, and history, with 3 deans having
their degrees in each of those disciplines. It should be noted that posses-
sion of an advanced degree does not mean that it was earned in a dis-
cipline, for 74 percent of the female deans responding to the WS have
degrees in education, with over 43 percent having degrees in higher
education.

The percentage for female deans with a doctorate (73 percent) is higher
than the percentage for the deans who responded to the CLS (69 per-
cent) but lower than the percentage for current presidents with a doc-
torate (76 percent). But these differences are not great enough for us to
conclude that the academic preparation of deans is significantly higher
for women than for men. Nor can we conclude that female deans have
higher educational attainment than current college presidents.

Professional Associations
The female deans were asked which, if any, professional associations

aided them in becoming a dean. Over 31 percent of the deans who
responded to this question answered "none," even though many of them
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belong to one or more such associations. Almost 69 percent listed one
or more professional associations that they felt aided them in becoming
a dean, and approximately 34 percent listed two or more professional
associations. The organizations mentioned most often were the AACJC
(listed by 23 deans), the American Association of Women in Communi-
ty and Junior Colleges (16 listed it); the American Council on Educa-
tion (ACE) (7 listed ACE and 6 listed ACE's National Identification Pro-
gram); the American Association of University Women (7 listed it); and
the American Association of Higher Educstion, which was listed by 6
deans. A number of state associations also were mentioned by the fe-
male deans as being important.

Leadership Programs
The female deans were asked if they had participated in any leader-

ship programs prior to becoming a dean that aided them in obtaining
their positions. Sixty-three percent of the deans responding to this ques-
tion on the WS said that they did not. Of the 37 percent who said that
they did participate in a leadership program prior to becoming a dean,
the most popular program was the Leaders for the '80s program, with
21 deans listing it; the next most popular was the ACE's National Iden-
tification Program, with 15 deans listing it; and 3 listed the Executive
Leadership Institute sponsored by the University of Texas and the League
for Innovation in the Community College. Harvard's Institute for Edu-
cation Management, Bryn Mawr's HERS program, and ACE'S Fellow-
ship Program were each attended by two of the female deans. Numerous
other leadership programs, some of which are limited to individual states,
were mentioned by the deans. (The total number of programs in which
the deans participated was higher than the number of those who answered
"yes" to this question because several of the deans attended more than
one leadership program.)

External Contacts
Ile female deans also were asked to list their most important non-
iional contacts that aided them in becoming a dean. Of those who

ans -ed this question, 41 percent stated that no external contacts played
an important role in their becoming a dean. Fifty-nine percent listed at
least one non-professional contact that aided them, and 26 percent listed
two or more contacts external to the campus that were helpful. No single
external organization stood out as being important, although 10 respon-
dents listed the Chamber of Comme,:e. Many other organizations and
individuals including community organizations; women's groups; national
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non-profit organizations such as the Girl Scouts, Red Cross and others;
and family members and friends were mentioned. From this, it appears
that many female deans are involved in their communities as good citizens
as well as in their capacity as deans of instruction.

Peer Networks
The WS asked if the deans were members of a peer group that aided

them in becoming a dean. Sixty-seven percent of the deans answered that
they did not belong to such a group. Of those who reported that they
did belong to a peer group, 60 percent stated that the peer network was
predominantly female, 31 percent belonged to predominantly male peer
groups, and 9 percent belonged to peer groups comprised of both males
and females with neither sex being predominant.

Mentors and Role Models
Much has been written about the importance of mentors and role

models, especially for women and minorities. How important were mentors
and role models to women in their movement up the administrative
ladder?

Mentors were important to current female community college presi-
dents, with 75 percent poiming to a mentor as having influence upon their
careers and 67 percent of those mentors being male (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 80).
Seventy-one percent of the deans responding to the WS reported that they
had a mentor who was important to their career. Of these, 76 percent
indicated that their mentors were male, 11 percent had female mentors,
and 13 percent stated that they had both male and female mentors.

Those mentors mentioned most often by the female deans were presi-
dents (mentioned 33 times); deans (20); vim-presidents (16); and any
number of other individuals ranging from professors, to "bosses," and
colleagues.

How important are role models for future female deans? How often
is one's role model and mentor the same person? When given a choice
which often is not the case in deciding one's mentordid the female deans
select a woman as a role model?

Fifty-nine percent of the female deans stated that they had a role
model who influenced their career. Of these, 26 percent stated that their
role model was also their mentor, 67 percent had a role model other than
their mentor, and 7 percent had more than one role model, one of whom
was their mentor.

Of those deans who had a role model other than their mentor, over
61 percent chose a female role model, whereas over 36 percent chose a
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male role model and 2 percent had both a male and femuLt role model.
The most popular role model was a college president (with 12 of the deans
listing a president) followed closely by deans (11) and college professors
(8). The remaining role models ran the gamut from mothers and fathers
to professional peers.

Role models were innortant to a number of deans. For those deans
whose role models were tot their mentors, the majority chose a female
role model, reinforcing the need for current female deans and presidents
to be sensitive to the role they play in influencing others, especially women.

Negative Role Models. Given the choice, most community college
professionals would likely choose a positive experience as a catalyst for
changing their careers. On the other hand, negative experiences alsocan
influence one's car 'er. In an attempt to understand what negative ex-
periences, if any, the female deans encountered, they were asked if they
had a "negative role model" who influenced their career.

Fifty-five percent of the deans stated that they did not have a nega-
tive role model. On the other hand, 45 percent indicated that they had
one, of which over 69 percent said their negative role models were males,
over 20 percent indicated females, and over 10 percent had both male
and female negative role models. Topping the list of negative role models
were deans (24 of the deans mentioned a dean) and presidents (8).

Since negative role models often are supervisors and others in authori-
ty, and since males still tend to occupy those positions, the large num-
ber of male negative role models is not that surprising. The question re-
mains: Were males negative roe' models because of their gender or because
of their behaviors and performance on the job.? And, would there be more
female negative role models ifmore women were in leadership positions?

One female dean acknowledges the male dominance of the field in
her response to the question of negative role models but, at the same
time, offers some advice to all community college administrators. Her
response:

wood question. Perhaps all ambitious women look at men in superior
positions and know they could do the Job as wellbetter. Isaw tremen-
dous ego problems in many male presidents. Women may not have
fewer ego problems, but since I could only watch men at the top, I
vowed to use the position of dean and president in the role of steward
rather than king. Two specific presidents I have worked with convinced
me that mental health and emotional health are as important as any
other ingredient in these jobs and this career.

1111
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The number of comments regarding negative role models are too
numerous to repeat in their entirety here. By repeating some, however,
the flavor of the comments is communicated. For example, one female
dean's negative role model was a male dean of instruction who "was op-
pressive, overbearing, and who refused to allow differences of opinion."
A female vice president did not consult with others who reported to her,
set unreasonable deadlines, and was ineffective in serving as the chair
of meetings. One female dean seemed especially prone to negative role
models. "My whole professional life is and has been burdened by these
negative role models. Middle-class white males with fragile, ego-
strengthened world views have always populated the landscape of aca-
deme, so my agenda was to continue to do a better job. There have been
a few good ones, however." Her negative ones often were "undemocratic,"
were "se fists" and "racists," and discriminated on the basis of a person's
age.

Words and phrases that showed up often in the female dean's
responses were "1 knew I could do a better job," and the negative role
model lacked communication skills and creativity, showed little concern
for others, and was arbitrary, ego centered, and authoritarian. More
than one female dean commented on "women who want to be like men,"
a characteristic that contributed to one of the dean's assigning a woman
in this category to negative role model status. The negative role model,
a professor, caused the dean to recall years later that "her negative
qualities surely presented me with a picture of the type of woman leader
I did not want to become. Her negative characteristics: her strong, forceful
insistence on being one of the 'good old boys' in language (often vulgar)
and demeanor (often aggressive); her habit of 'putting down' other people,
especially women; her insensitivity toward others' feelings." Finally, one
dean who worked under a female president discovered "a terrible
ruthlessness and insecurity in the woman" who "did everything in her
power to make my life miserable." As a result the dean reports that
she "suffered a great deal, but I learned more from the suffering and
more quickly than I probably could have otherwise. The experience
changed me for the better in terms of how I administer and what I
avoid."

By pointing out the negative aspects of leadership, it is hoped that
others can learn what not to do. Moreover, by discussing negative role
models, leaders are reminded that they do indeed live in glass houses
and that often what is seen through its walls is nit a pretty sight,
especially when viewed by those who expect leaders to be positive
models.
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OBTAINING THE DEANSHIP

Were female deans asked questions during interviews that were related
to their gender? Do any of them feel that they ever lost a position be-
cause of their gender? What, if any, were the major obstacles encoun-
tered as a result of being a woman? Are there advantages that result from
being a female dean? These were among the questions asked on the WS.

The Interview
The number of deans who found being a woman either an asset or

a liability during the interview process was almost equally divided, with
30 percent responding that gender was an asset and 29 percent stating
that it was a liability; however, 27 percent felt that gender was not a fac-
tor. The remaining 14 percent either saw it as both an advantage and
disadvantage or were not sure which it was.

Assets. Some os: the responses regarding gender as an asset follow:

When given a chance to ask a question of the president for the current
position that hold, I used the opportunity to my advantage. I asked
the following question: 'Being a graduate of one of the leading com-
munity college leadership programs, I have spent considerable amoants
of time studying the dynamics of leadership. One conclusion is that
there are no real gender differences in the way effectic? leaders lead,
yet I notice you have no women in leadership roles at your institution.
Would you like to comment on that?' It did lead to an interesting
dialogue.

Another stated that "I feel it was an asset. I could be outgoing, energet-
ic, and aware of my appearance [when meeting] with the committee. In
this case it worked; it didn't always."

A number of deans felt that history was in their favor, fcr. many in-
stitutions had few or no fe.nale administrators. One dean noted that she
"was the only woman candidate and the most relaxed and enthusias-
tic." From another: "An asset: There were no women in higher adminis-
tration at the college and they were being pressured to hire females. I
was qualified, interested, and ready for the challenge." Similarly, "I be-
lieve it may have been an asset because I am the first woman to hold
this position. This is a group of faculty who likes to keep up with the
times." And a qualified response: "For me I felt it was an asset; all other
candidates interviewed were male and there were several supportive
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women on the search committee, although I think the search commit-
tee's direct knowledge of my work was the strongest factor in my favor."

A number of the respondents made the point that they consider be-
ing a woman an asset in all of their endeavors. One dean's response
presents this point of view well.

MY answer may not help, but this is it. I feel that being a woman
is ern asset in everything I do. I have had to hone my abilities to a
greater degree than is required of males simply to compete. Being a
female in an interview process would seem to me to permit me greater
sensitivity to the nuances of the process and, therefore, greater likeli-
hood of being SUCcessful.

Liabilities. The 29 percent of the deans who felt that their gender
was a liability during the interview process offered a number of explana-
tions as to why they felt that way. One believes that being a woman is
never an asset when applying for a leadership position. From another:
"It is a liability. I was the first female hired in a deanship. It took an ap-
pointment rather than a search to get me there." One dean, while stat-
ing that her gender was a liability, offers a comment that indicates the
complexity of answering the question.

Difficult question. My style was an asset, a more 'feminine' approach,
team leader, reflective leader, etc. My coalition-building skills were
valuable, and these skills are often seen as more 'feminine' in nature.
These same skills, however, were probably (seen as] liabilities to some
on the committee, as they were not the typical 'male' qualities they
were looking for.

Another dean believes that, "In general, I think women have a more
difficult time establishing credibility. Search committees seem more will-
lug to take a chance on men." One dean views it as a liability, but hedges
somewhat on her answer.

A liability, but not to the degree I had previously believed it to be.
Of the five other candidates (all male), two struck out, one found an-
other job, two refused the salary offer. I was called last (as far as I
know) and accepted the lowest salary. It should also be noted that the
decision to offer the position to me ended the longest search (from the
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interview of the finalists to the actual offer) the institution has ever
engaged in.

One dean who saw being a woman as both an asset and a liability places
the debate in perspective. "This is a really ambivalent question! Yes, I
was given a chance because of my gender and the perception of the charac-
teristics that I would bring. And I may have surprised some by my in-
dividuality. That same surprise may have become a liability because all
of the stereotypical expectations are not true." And another who beat
out some tough competition, both female and male, provides an ade-
quate conclusion for the debate on assets versus liabilities. She notes that
after doing well in the interview and getting the position, she found that,
"Then, I suppose like everyone else, I had a year to prove that I could
indeed do the job."

Only 17 of the deans answered "yes" when asked on the WS if an,/
gender-related questions were asked during interviews for their current
position. While the number who responded "yes" is relatively small, the
comments of those deans who were asked gender-related questions offer
insights into the selection process and into how some few members of
the college community view women.

A number of the questions that were asked concerned the dean's
family life. For example, one dean was asked who would care for her chil-
dren when they became ill. Her response: "My husband." Another was
asked "about my husband's job." And another was asked if her children
would keep her from taking out-of-town trips and working long hours.
A female faculty member asked one dean how her husband would man-
age if she moved to a different city. And a president wanted to know,
"What will you do with your husbandr Another administrator observed
that the applicant and future dean was a single parent. He wanted to
know how she could raise children alone. A female faculty leader, who
missed the formal interview, later told the successful candidate that she
would have opposed her appointment because "a single woman with chil-
dren cannot be a dean in this community." A trustee observed, "Since
you have children, I assume there was a Mr. H._ once." One woman
who moved from faculty member to dean faced a number of questions
which she found offensive and inappropriate:

In the process of interviewing for the position, for which Iwas the only
female applicant, I was asked a number of sexist questions which I
quietly reversed and asked the questioner. The most persistent was a
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faculty member whose wife also taught. He asked me how I could ex-
pect to serve as dean while trying to raise children, run a house, and
be a farmer's wife. I responded to his question with a comment that
both he and his wife managed to accomplish a number of things and
then mentioned that his question was inappropriate. Several of the other
faculty members present at the interview were relieved that I addressed
the inappropriateness of the question.

In addition to questions relating to the candidate's family, some ques-
tions were asked regarding a woman's ability to function in the role. One
future female dean was asked by a male administrator. "Are you tough
enough to stand toe to toe with other vice presidents?" Both administra-
tors and trustees expressed some concern over their future female dean's
ability to "boss" the administrative team, over her ability to deal with
the budget (she taught micro and macro economics for eight years), over
her public speaking ability (she was an elected town official), and over
her ability to make "hard" decisions.

While the number of female deans who were asked gender-related
questions was small (an encouraging sign for community colleges as they
work to overcome stereotyping associated with sex and for women seek-
ing leadership positions ir. community colleges), the questions asked make
it clear that gender is not a totally dead issue. However, keep in mind
that in every case cited the applicant got the position.

In a :bllow-up question on the WS (Were any gender-related ques-
tions asked during interviews for positions that you did not get?), the
vast majority of the deans who responded to the question (84 percent)
again said "no." But 20 of the deans were asked gender-related questions,
which further illustrates that during interviews women still may be asked
questions that are unrelated to the requirements of the position and should
be prepared to respond as professionally as possible to some rather per-
sonal questions, inappropriate though they may seem to be.

Did the female deans who were turned down for deanships prior to
obtaining their current positions believe that they did not get those positions
because of their gender? First, it is important to note that 66 percent of the
deans who responded to this question reported that they had never been
turned down for a deanship for which they applied. Of those who said they
had been turned down for a deanship in the past, 35 percent felt that being
a female candidate was responsible, at least in part, fax their not being offered
the position. Why did they feel that being a female was one of the causes
for not being offered the position? Their answers are revealing.
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From one dean: "Most people have been conditioned that males are
appropriate in positions of leadership. It's hard for them to see a young,
attractive female in the role. I feel I had to be twice as qualified as a male
to get the same position." From another: "A committee member and the
college president commented on my 'calm soothing voice,' a remark that
they probably wouldn't have made to a male." Another candidate felt
there was a perception among the faculty that her manner was "soft"
and that she suffered from her failure to "show oft" her literary knowl-
edge. Another dean believes she lost the position because the college com-
munity felt that "we can't hire a female dean, we have a woman president."

Did those deans who lost positions really lose them because of sex
stereotyping, or were they simply engaging in some healthy rationaliz-
ing? The answer is elusive. One dean speaks to the complexities of the
question and the ironies often found in the selection process. "The job
was given to a woman, but one who was eyes man.' I was deemed 'too
independent.' This was stated publicly by the man who made the selec-
tion." She adds a postscript: "He was later demoted for propositioning
a young female staff member who taped it."

As with race, questions regarding the sex of candidates are likely set-
tled prior to the interview, for practical as well as legal reasons. The good
news is that most of the deans were never turned down for a dear.ship
and most were not asked gender related questions during interviews. But,
as illustrated above, sex stereotyping may still exist and questions related
to gender occasionally do creep into the interview process on some cam-
puses. Women who aspire to the presidency as well as to deanship should
be sensitive to these possibilities and be prepared to deal with sexual biases
rationally, unemotionally, and professionally, remembering that both time
and the courts are on their side.

Affirmative Action
One of the legal answers to discrimination on the basis of race, eth-

nicity, and gender is affirmative action. The female deans were asked if
affirmative action aided them in becoming a dean. Sixty percent said that
it did not; 34 percent said that it did; the remainder provided "yes-no"
and "maybe" answers. The answers of the deans (43 total) who felt that
affirmative action helped them included the following types of responses:
Affirmative action (I) forced employers to include women in the pool
of candidates; (2) made it impossible to ignore women's qualifications;
(3) brought about an awareness of women's assets; (4) demanded that
women be treated seriously; and (5) made the process as fair as possible.
The success of other women helped some of the female deans secure
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administrative positions. Two comments illustrate this point: "I followed
a successful female dean of instruction, and the president preferred another
female in the position." "I followed a strong woman who . . . was popular
with the faculty. The president who hired me likes to hire women [ad-
ministrators] and recognizes our competence.") While the ages of all respon-
dents were not analyzed in detail, it is interesting to note that of the eight
deans responding to the survey who are over the age of 60, none felt that
affirmative action played a role in their obtaining the deanship.

A positive statement from one dean on the role of affirmative action
suggests that the program has accomplished some of its objectives, at least
as far as women are concerned. This dean noted that affirmative action
aided her "for the first dean job in 1980 but not for the VP of instruc-
tion job in 1989. I would not have gotten a start in administration until
much later; in fact, I would not have conceived of myself as an adminis-
trator and leader without affirmative action." On the other hand, one
dean was told by the president that she got the job because she was a
woman. Her reaction: "I thought I had been selected because I was a
talented teacher."

Probably the major contribution of affirmative action is in tiring
that women are included in the pool of applicants. Most women, once
included in the pool, believe that they got the deanship because they
were the right match for the position and because they were well quali-
fied to be a dean. One dean made a comment about the employment
of women that presidents should note, even when affirmative action pro-
grams exist. Her comment "It is the courage and openness to chance
of the CEO or president that results in the hiring of women."

Obstacles Encountered by Female Deane
Sixty-five percent of the female deans responded that they had en-

countered major obstacles on the pathway to the deanship as a result
of being a woman. Some of the obstacles related to institutional culture,
or at least to how the respondents viewed that culture. Among the ob-
stacles that resulted from institutional culture were such things as not
being taken seriously because of one's sex; men not wanting to work for
women; lack of mentors and role models for women; having to face the
"good old boys' network"; the perception that men, not women, belong
in leadership positions; the initial inability to understand and use the
"system"; the higher expectations demanded of women; coming from a
"female" profession (nursing); lack of support from women in lower-level
positions; the belief that it was a risk to hire a woman; and being viewed
as a "women's libber" if one supports women's rights.
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Biases resulting from institutional culture came in many packages.
One dean encountered resistance from men who did not want "a woman
boss." One male administrator counseled the president about the impropri-
ety of traveling with a female dean. One dean found that because her
teaching field vas dominated by men and because department and divi-
sion chairs were elected, she had difficulty in getting lower-level experience
in order to qualify for an assistant dean's position. One dean stated: "The
answer is very simple: the sexist practices of an old boy system." An-
4ier dean was haunted by the "perception that women cannot handle
authority or the stress that comes with the position; by the perception
that women let family responsibilities interfere with the job; and by the
perception that women are too emotional." One dean found that an ob-
stacle was that "as a woman with a male mentor you have to prove that
you didn't sleep your way to new opportunities." She also found that
she worked so hard to please everyone and do everything right, that she
did not take the time to plan and market herself for a higher position.
Another dean believes that "sometimes a woman is not viewed as seri-
ously as a man. Input into the decision-making process is not given the
same weight. Also, a female administrator is sometimes viewed as being
unusual; therefore, men and women may have difficulty adjusting to a
female supervisor." One dean noted that the major obstacle she faced
via, tradition, "I was the first female chief academic officer in [a particu-
lar state's] technical college system! Anything else paled in comparison
to tradition."

Another group of obstacles resulted from cultural biases found in
the larger society, especially those relating to the "place" of women within
that society. Among the obstacles were having to put their career on
hold to raise a family; being a single parent; having to deal with prob-
lems that can arise in a two-career family; growing up female and not
being encouraged to have a career; and the unwillingness of spouses and
other family members to relocate. The following observations by female
deans serve to illustrate some of the difficulties they faced as a result of
cultural biases.

One dean "needed to take out years to have children in an era when
child care facilities were few and far between." One dean wai unable to
start her administrative career until age 42 because she had to raise her
children first. Another one found that "disruptions and long commutes"
held her back in her two-career family. One dean believes she was bypassed
for promotions because she was married but not the family's principal
breadwinner. Another dean notes that the length of time it took her
to complete her Ph.D. because of family commitments hurt her career.

05
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One dean faced a major obstacle in her career because she was a single
parent with an adolescent child and two children in college. A major
obstacle for one dean was "being born in 1938 and growing up when
a woman's role was at home, especially in the 1950s." Three of the deans
felt that being "placebound; made it hard to pursue a top-level adminis-
trative position. Another dean notes that family obligations made serv-
ing as a dean difficult and suggested that "any woman aspiring to be in
administration needs a househusband or supportive other who can be
the primary caregiver." One dean captures the essence of the obstacles
associated with the culture of the larger society.

The expectation when I graduated from college in 1959 was that a
woman would work until she m :Tried or until she had children and
then could stay at home to take care of the children. Therefore, women
did not plan for careers. It was not until 1969 that I thought seriously
about having a fob (when I separated from my husband) and really
not until 10 years after that I began thinking of a career path in higher
education rather than a position as a faculty member. I had not been
socialized to plan for a career as a child or student and only began
to think seriously about my career fairly recently.

ASSUMING THE POSITION: ADVANTAGES AND
DISADVANTAGES

Are there certain aspects of the dean's position that are made easier
because the occupant is a woman? Is the reverse true? Or are the current
female deans uncertain? Forty-four percent of those responding to the
survey felt that being a woman made at least some aspects of their dean-
ship easier. Fifty-three percent did not. The remainder were ambivalen

Gender: Easing the Way
Some female deans realize that they "are different," especially when

working with men. One dean commented on the broader aspects of being
a woman and occupying the dean's position, stating her belief that "con-
sciousnms :is raised" regarding equal opportunity for women and minori-
ties. She adds a regional flavor to her relationship with her male colleagues:

I also think the Southern male tradition of 'treating a lady well,' which
can be difficult to overcome, but which must be overcome, can make
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the job easier [for a woman]. Men sometimes let their guard down
if they consider the woman to be of little consequence or' mgile'; this
allows the woman to be effective without the resistance a male might
encounter.

Similarly, minus the pedestal: "I sometimes think I get away with more
because men don't want to hurt my feelings." From another, "Faculty
seem less ready for battle [because of my gender]." Another dean notes
that "By and large, since most male colleagues and supervisors do not
perceive of themselves as having any gender bias, you can use that to
your professional advantage." And, from another dean: "Most of the men
try harder than they might with a male." Finally, "Men go out of their
way to explain some things to me such as architectural and mechanical
drawings. Most of these things are very simple to understand. However,
I have the advantage of not being expected to know. I don't find this
demeaning but humorous."

The female deans offer an interesting perspective on working with
other women, especially members of the support staff. Many of the com-
ments go against much of the popular mythology that women do not
like working for and with other women and add to the understanding
of the female dean. "[My gender provides me with] the ease of working
with female staff; the ability to build relationships and expect (and get)
honest feedback; [it also provides me with] entree to the women's room."
In relationship to the staff, one dean notes that "I think the clerical and
the female custodial staff often find me less threatening [than men] and
will cot! .de in me more easily." Likewise, from another dean: "Classi-
fied staff, mostly female, relate more easily to another woman." And from
another dean, "I have developed excellent rapport with other women,
especially clerical support staff. I hold the same values regarding family
priorities that they do, and this creates a bond. Women faculty also ap-
preciate my support, as do women students." Last, "Many situations in-
volving support staff were more easily resolved because the secretarial
staff believed I understood the problems because I am a woman."

The greatest number of comments came from deans about what they
perceive are female characteristics that enhance their effectiveness. The
following quotes are from different deans. "I can say 'I'm sorry' or 'I care'
more easily than I perceive a man can or does." "In general, I find it easy
to listen to others, to ask for and use advice and suggestions from others.
These and other aspects of interpersonal communications, I feel, are part
of the skills many women bring to their jobs. Also, most women are less
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competitive and less interested in 'game playing' and 'turf battles' than
their male counterparts." "People respond to warmth and open commu-
nications." "Generally speaking I believe women nurture more naturally
and deal with personnel issues more interpersonally." "I find that I am
less threatening in a power position because women are viewed as less
egocentric." "Generally, I think women have better listening skills than
men and are able to handle volatile situations more effectively." "[Wom-
en are better at] moderating discussions the. become emotional and get-
ting everyone 'calmed' down." "I sincerely believe I am more sensitive
to the needs of faulty than were the males who were dean before me."
"Equanimity and wisdom born of years of being a 'gal.' Those who grow
up without power learn the power of collaboration very well, sports or
no sports." "I think women roll with the punches a little easier than men
do because the job isn't as closely attached to a female ego or self-image."
"I think women are assumed to be more nurturing and thus would have
the interests of people at heart." "[Women] can be more persuasive, more
frank without being threatening." "I do believe that women may be uni-
quely prepared to help develop a healthy therapeutic environment on
campus." "I sincerely believe women are more open in their communica-
tions, wi- h keeps down rumors ar..i misunderstandings." "[Women are
better at] showing empathy and dealing personally and warmly with
otherspeers, faculty, and students."

Certainly the above quotes have much to say about the way many
women view their roles as leaders. Perhaps inadvertently, the above com-
ments also make important statements on how some male deans approach
positions of leadership. Certainly male deans and presidents should take
note as should governing board members of both sexes.

Gender: Some Cimplications
As mentioned above, 62 percent of the female deans feel that the

dean's position is more difficult because they are womez. Their comments
point to some of the difficulties. Some of the complications of being a
female dean have been discussed above under the section on the liabili-
ties associated with being a female spouse, mother, and in general suffer-
ing from the "Woncierwoman syndrome." For example, one dean notes
that it is very difficult "balancing the career with demands of children
and a husband, for there are not enough hours or energy to be as good
as we wand" From another, "I do not have a spouse to provide 'social
services.' I have to live away from my husband during the week because
he couldn't leave his fob." And from another: "[There is the] need to
balance responsibilities to my family and young children, including car
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pooling, etc., which I enjoy but most male deans who are fathers don't
need to do or want to do."

Male deans may well argue correctly that they too have family respon-
sibilities that take their time and energy (mowing the lawn versus car
pooling) away from their roles as deans. However true as the male argu-
ment is, it is well documented that an inordinate number of family respon-
sibilities often fall upon the female spouse.

The ever-present male-female relationship complicated the deanship
for some of the female deans. One dean notes that she has some prob-
lems with "men who flirt before getting down to business." Another has
some difficulty "working oneon-one and socializing with male faculty."
Another finds "dealing with sexist males and females who prefer male
bosses" to be a problem. Another is bothered by the "inside joke.; of the
old boys' network."

The double-standard is perceived as a problem by some deans. One
believes that "when I'm tough, I'm perceived as a bitch. When my boss
(male) is tough, he's a good businessman." Another dean feels the same:
"The adage applies: if a man is 'tough' he's decisive; if a women is, she's
a 'bitch.' The toughest thing for a woman in command of a male staff
is being in charge without being dictatorial, whiney, or flirting with one
of the boys. It is very difficult to be 'boss' and not lose some sense of
your feminine self." Similarly, another notes that "it has taken time to
learn to be an SOB, not with my staff but with my peers." Another fe-
male dean "won't talk about football or other sports during staff meet-
ings. There little genuine colleagueship and support from others on
my level." While not considering it a serious problem, one dean notes
that "men aren't as comfortable about kidding around when I'm pres-
ent. I do believe a woman must be especially careful in her relationships
with male peers and supervisors so as not to give any perception of im-
propriety." One dean, who dislikes reprimanding anyone, finds that "it
is particularly distasteful to reprimand a male. Conflict is not the issue.
I am simply too conscious of the 'male ego' and what a reprimand from
a woman may be doing to that male ego. That consciousness creates more
discomfort for me than it should."

While, as one female dean suggests, many of the issues related to the
female-male relationship "may be my problem as a woman," the fact re-
mains that many women perceive their effectiveness to be impeded by
their relationships with their male colleagues. It behooves every member
of the campus community to be sensitive to the needs of the other sex
and eliminate those aspects of relationships that cause members of ei-
ther sex to perceive barriers resulting from that relationship.

S
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Another area of concern for some women relates to community cons
uuts. As one dean observes, "It is more difficult to establish connection
in the community with businessmen, many of whom do not acknowledge
the existence of women in significant roles. For example, I have stood
with the president of the college and the business manager, both males,
and have watched a businessman greet the male on my left, skip me en-
tirely, and greet the male on the right." Another feels she has a problem
because she cannot "gain access to all-male groups in the community."
Another believes that "the difficulty is external to the college. I have no-
ticed during economic development activities or in working with advisory
committees that male representatives. . . are taken aback initially by the
fact that I am a woman." Three deans mentioned those great bastions
for "male bonding," the locker room and the Rotary Club. From one:
"The inability to participate in major community organizations (Rotary,
Lions, etc.) and the inability to [engage] in informal dialogue (locker room
talk) with subordinates, who are all men" presents some problems. An-
other simply refers to the Rotary and "the locker room before and after
games" as limiting her ability to perform her duties somewhat.

If female deans are barred, or are perceived to be barred, from im-
portant community activities, then indeed the community college will
suffer in the future. Especially damaging will be the inability of female
deans to gain valuable experience in working with community groups,
experience that would be a major asset should they assume the commu-
nity college presidency.

THE ASEXUAL DEANSHIP

The final questica regarding being female and occupying the dean-
ship dealt with the asexual nature of the position. Is the dean's position,
once one is in that position, asexual? Fifty-nine percent of the female
deans believe that it is; 37 percent disagree; the remainder are unsure.

The Deanship is Asexual
Although those responding in the affirmative to the question were

not asked to comment, some did, and their comments are revealing. While
one dean feels that she attracted attention initially because of her gender,
she agrees with Kerr and Gade that "this dissipates with time." Another
believes that it is up to the dean and the president to keep "femaleness"
out of the picture. One dean subscribes to rule number one: "I feel per-
formance is the ultimate test." Another dean notes that "expectations
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are high. Standards are tough ones. I'm expected to meet them regard.
less of my sex. It is irrelevant." One other respondent agrees with Kerr
and Oade but with reservations. She notes that she thinks "others as-
sess you by performance once you are in the role. However, I find I put
extra 'requirements' on myself to demonstrate my effectiveness. It is as
if you never get over the feeling of having to 'prove yourself,' just in case
someone remembers you are female." Finally, one dean speaks to the evolu-
tionary nature of the deanship and of society. Her observations regard-
ing the asexual deanship:

When women first were appointed deans and presidents, I believe they
were evaluated an the fact they were female. I do not believe that is
the case in 1989; there are at least 10 women deans or vice presidents
in the academic area in the [ state] community colleges, three women
presidents, and numerous deans/vice presidents in other areas. I truly
believe that they are (for the most part) evaluated on their performance.
When women signal the fact that they are female and imply that they
expect different treatment, then they may be evaluated on the basis
of being a woman.

Finally, from another dean: "Once you reach the top, the view is differ-
ent. You forget the struggle. You are accepted because you hold the
power."

The Deanship is Not Asexual
Thirty-seven percent of the female deans (47 respondents) believe that

the deanship is not asexual, a concept that had negative connotations
for most of the 47 women. The following comments reinforce much of
what has been said earlier and make it clear that perceived sexual biases
continue to trouble some women, even after they become a dean. The
following comments are from different deans.

"Many female leaders, who are not themselves Queen Bees aping the
male model, tend to favor collaborative, process-oriented decision-making,
which often isn't highly regarded by traditional males." "I think how you
perform is, of course, very critical in how you are evaluatedperhaps
the most critical variable. However, I think females are always evaluated
more critically than males." "I think women are more closely watched
to see if they can perform." "There are always enough sexists (and out-
right misogynists) around whose patriarchal styles do not allow for fair
evaluation of women's work. Sadly, there are enough `Queen Bees' in

01.
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the world to serve to ensure the stereotypic perceptions of women." "In
the case of a woman there is not room for error in judgment or lack of
performance. The standards seem to be different for men and women.
Women are expected to work longer hours, and their assignments have
to be flawless. This is not always the standard for men." "Women in this
state are judged as 'retarded men' in the upper echelon. Women presi-
dents or chancellors don't last long in the public arena here."

One dean places the issue of the deanship in a perspective that clearly
shows that she believes the position is not asexual but that she does not
see that as either negative or positive.

I don't agree with Clark Kerr period. Some will always have difficul-
ties working with a woman. Others will work biter with me because
I am a woman. l could rationalize all of my problems and blame it
on my sex but I don't believe that to be true. I feel that while gender
may affect how people relate to you, a successful administrator is viewed
as successful by most of his or her critics regardless of gender. I know
there are faculty who will never support what I do, and that may be
because I am a woman. However, I also know that my malepredeces-

sor had difficulties, and many more of them than I have. It comes with
the job. It is impossible to determine whether any or all of our prob-
lems were related to being female.

ADVICE FROM FEMALE DEANS

The WS asked the respondents what advice they would offer other
women interested in pursuing the deanship. Many of their responses are
good advice for anyone interested in moving up in the administrative
ranks, i.e., get the doctorate, have a sense of humor, be a team player.
The primary purpose of asking the question, however, was to seek the
advice current female deans would offer other women that might help
them view their gender through a perspective that would aid than in
obtaining a deanship. Some of the answers follow.

Don't become discouraged gym detect that men are resistant to work*
with or for you. Hard work and good preparation generally overcome
most obstacks.
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Avoid attributing all of your difficulties in working with men to the
male-female 'situation.' Assume initially that men want to work in
good faith with women and believe that two peoplewhatever their
sexesam work out problems if they deal with each honestly and openly.

II 41

Keep up your national networks.

Align yourself with peers who will support your efforts at seeking
promotion preferably females, but include non-sexist males.

Do not network exclusively with women.

be an issue.

Don't be super-conscious of being a woman; be conscious of being a
competent, intelligent, objective, humane person.

0

Do not be afraid to deal with your femininity and your abilitythey
on not mutually exclusive.

0

Know who you are as a person, apart from male or female. Be true
to that person.

Use the existing support systems for women for continuous, positive
feedback and assistance.

*
Anticipate and defuse situations that may arise relating to the sex o
those involved.

Approach the position as a dean, not a woman dean or a male dean.
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Don't constantly be on the lookout for discrimination, it puts people
at a distance.

11 0

Don't be held back or spurred on by your gender. Ignore it and do
the best damn job you can.

Never use your sex as an excuse; don't hide behind your own skirt!

Be prepared for major adjustments in your personal life. Your hus-
band and children will require a lot of patience and independence.

Get some help in personal mattersa maid, child care, etc.

Be yourself. Don't try to fit into a male mold.

Don't assume male personality characteristics as a defense.

Keep your feminine traits of caring, communicatilg, and offering kind
words whenever possible. Don't try to be a man, be a good dean of
instruction.

0

Be aware that you are 'breaking ground.' You will probably be lone-
ly, highly pressed, frequently tested, and overworked. Be patient with
yourself and others. Having 'ordinary' women in leadership positions
is new to everyone.

Don't give up. Competent women and minorities are needed. Hang
in there; persistence and talent do come through (sometimes).
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SUMMARY

When I surveyed the population of deans of instruction in 1987, ap-
proximately one-fifth (21 percent) of the respondents were women. In
one sense, this result was discouraging, underscoring the fact that women,
who constitute 53 percent of all community college students, remain a
minority in the college's administrative ranks. But when one considers
that women account for approximately 8 percent of community college
presidents (Green, 1988, p. 4), the participation in the dean's survey ap-
pears quite encouraging indeed. For if the deanship is truly the primary
route to the presidency, then the next generation of community college
presidentsall things being equalshould include an unprecedented num-
ber of women.

But will the relatively large number of female deans actually find that
the doors to the presidency are open? In order to investigate this and
other related questions, I followed up the dean's survey with a special
survey of female chief academic officers. The major findings, summarized
below, suggest that gender figures heavily, and sometimes negatively, in
their career advancement.

In terms of socioeconomic background, demographic cha:acteris-
tics (including age), and position held prior to being named dean
of instruction, female deans are quite similar to their male colleagues.
Nonetheless, salient differences emerge in terms of their personal
lives. Women are significantly less likely to be married than the
population of deans as a whole (65 percent versus 85 percent, respec-
tively) and more likely to be mobile (only 37 percent of the women
held deanships in the states in which they obtained their high school
diplomas, compared to 49 percent of the deans as a whole).
In addition, it appears that women assume the deanship at a later
age than men. Though the average age of male and female deans
is approximately the same, the average length of tenure in their
current positions is shorter for women (3.6years for women, com-
pared to 5.4 years for the population of deans as a whole).

The age discrepancy between male and femaledeans may be a fac-
tor of the difficulties women appear to encounter on the pathway
to the deanship. While three-quarters of the female deans had help-
ful mentors or role models (the majority of whom were male), most
of the female deans (65 percent) said that they had encountered
major obstacles on the path to the deanship as a result of their
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gender. About the same proportion of female deans (60 percent)
indicated tLat affirmative action had not aided them directly in
attaining their current positions.

Female deans did not always feel that their gender was a profes-
sional liability. When asked if gender played a role during the in-
terview for the deanship, the majority of female deans (59 percent)
said yes; 30 percent indicated that their gender was an asset; an-
other 29 percent said it was a liability. Whether viewed as a detri-
ment or an asset, however, it is notable that most of the female
deans did not view gender as an irrelevant factor in the interview
process.

While a majority of the female deans agreed with the assertion that
the deanship is asexual, with women and men evaluated equally
on the basis of performance, 62 percent nonetheless indicated that
their gender made it more difficult for them to carry out their jobs.

Thus, while it appears that a growing number of women are advenc-
ing on the pathway to the presidency, that pathway still is rougher for
women than it is for men. However, as the next two chapters will show,
slack and Hispanic men also encounter special difficulties along their
career paths.



Black Deans
m

As suggested in the introduction to this section, information on
Black deans is somewhat limited. On the other hand, informa-
tion on Black presidents can help in understanding Black deans.
For example, one problem Black presidential candidates encoun-

tered was in being perceived as suited to serve as the president of urban,
predominantly Black institutions but not suited for predominantly white,
suburban ones. As reported in Leadership in Transition (Vaughan, 1989b),
one Black president noted that, "I was channeled into a stereotyped ur-
ban institution serving minorities. There is no real access to a range of
institutions for Black presidents" (p. 88). Similarly, another president
reported that, "Having reached the level of dean, the only institutions
interested in employing me [as a president) were predominantly Black
institutions" (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 88). Did deans of instruction encoun-
ter similar stereotyping on their pathway to the deanship?

THE INTERVIEW

Only a small number of the Black presidents were asked ques ions
relating to race during the interview. One conclusion reached by this au-
thor was that if race is to be an issue (either an advantage or disadvantage)

3 7 95
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in the presidential selection process, the issue has been settled prior to
the interview. For example, if a Black is interviewed for an i Tier-city,
predominantly Black institution, being Black may be an advantage, and
therefore race is not an issue in the negative sense (Vaughan, 1989b, pp.
39-90). Were Black deans treated similarly?

The deans were asked on the Black Survey (13S) if being Black helped
them in obtaining an interview for the deanship, and if any questions
related to their race were asked, 'other during the process that resulted
in their current position or in previous interviews for a deanship. Com-
menting on questions related to race in interviews, one dean replied that,
"Of course, you know that any questions relating to race are not permit-
ted." Nevertheless, some questions related to race were asked during in-
terviews in which some of the deans did not get the position for which
they were being interviewed. One of the deans, who was turned down
for a dean's position prior to obtaining his current one, was asked by
the president of an almost all-white institution why he, the candidate,
did not like Black people. The president suggested that the candidate
was "trying to get away from them [Blacks]." One dean was asked a ques-
tion that a number of Black presidents reported that they had been asked:
"Could I deal with faculty on a predominantly white campus?" Another
Black candidate was asked during the interview for a dean's position for
which he was not selected why he wanted "to move into a community
where minorities are rare?"

None of the deans responding to the 13S were asked questions relat-
ing to race when being interviewed for their current positions, suggest-
ing that perhaps any questions relating to the subject had been asked
and answered during the initial screening process. Without exceptions,
their comments were positive regarding the interviews for their current
positions. Some of their comments were as follows: "I do not think it
[race] mattered." "I approached the interview as an academic individu-
al. I tried to forget race during the process." "It [the attitude toward race]
simply depended on die cultural maturity of the campus community."
"Race was neither an asset nor a liability. I was a well-qualified candi-
date with a doctorate, three years of experience as a department head,
an associate professor, three years of teaching experience in a large com-
prehensive community college, and 10 years of teaching and administra-
tive experience in public schools." "It really didn't seem to be an issue
in the interview process. I believe it was an issue in the actual decision-
making process, but I was not involved in that. I had worked at the col-
lege for nearly 10 years before becoming dean. Interviews were with per-
sons familiar to me." "The interview, as I recall, focused on gaining
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insight about my professional background, administrative style, decision-
making skills, and my attitude toward students." And finally, "It [race)
did not appear to be relevant."

Why were Black deans occasionally asked questions relating to race
during interviews in which they did not get the position, yet were asked
no such questions in the interviews that resulted in their being appointed
to their current positions? One can only speculate. In the cases where
they were turned down, it is conceivable that the interviews were con-
ducted long enough in the past (ont dean cited an interview he had in
1965 in which he was asked questions relating to race in regard to a posi-
tion in the public schools in a Southern state) that questions relating
to race were still being asked; or, the "fit" might not have been right
from the perspective of those doing the interviewing and thus the candi-
date was pushed hard on certain points, including race; or, perhaps the
candidates who lost the positions did a bit of healthy rationalizing and
believe that race was an important factor in their not being selected. In
any event, these are speculations and in no way excuse race ever enter-
ing an interview process unless it is understood by all concerned that
the institution has special needs that might relate to the candidate's race.

While it is encouraging to find that rare was not an issue for those
Black deans who currently are deans of instruction, can one assume that
race will not be an issue should these deans seek a presidency? Not neces-
sarily, for they may find that rue is a consideration in relationship to
the type of presidency they are being considered to fill; therefore, they
should be prepared to deal with the issue unemotionally, should it arise,
especially if they are interested in becoming the president ofa predomi-
nantly white institution in the suburbs.

Regarding the question of whether being Black helped in obtaining
an interview, one female dean concludes that "being African-American
and female was probably helpful." Another answered, "Yes, in a couple
of interviews I was strongly recruited prior to public announcements of
the position because I was Black, had a doctorate, and experience." From
another: "Yes, I was included in at least one search process because I
was Black. The college had no senior Black administrators." One dean
who had been rejected by two institutions believes that being Black helped
in obtaining an interview, but hedged a bit in his answer: "Probably.
I felt this was true. The schools were both 95 .ercent white and had no
Black faculty." Another dean was interviewed, he believes, because the
institution wanted Black applicants: "The college was searching for Black
applicants to meet EEC) goals." One female dean points to the difficulty
in determining what role, if any, race plays in the selection process. For
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example, she notes that, in the state in which she applied for and got
a deanship, being Black was an asset because there were only two Black
deans of instruction in the state. When she wanted to move to a differ-
ent position with more responsibility, she believes that being Black as-
sisted her in getting the interview. On the other hand, in another situa-
tion, she found that being Black and female might have hurt her chances
for a position. Why? "The prior provost had been a Black female, and
it was my perception that she had created an air of 'combustion' that
probably was generalized to other Black females," she said. While she
ultimately got the position she was seeking, her experiences illustrate the
difficulty of determining when, or if, race is a factor in the selection process.

Three of the deans do not believe that race helped them in the in-
terview process. One, who is dean at a historically Black institution, noted
that his institution had no problem in getting a large pool of Black ap-
plicants for the deanship, especially since the search was an internal one
with a large number of Blacks as applicants. Another, a Black female
dean, answered that race did not aid her in the interview process be-
cause "I was urged to apply by my mentor, a white Jewish male." An-
other pointed out that it is not the policy of his institution to interview
applicants because they are Black.

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

Are there assets and liabilities associated with being a Black and seek-
ing to move into the top levels of community college leadership/ If so,
what are these assets and liabilities? Indeed, are the lines ever dear enough
to determine whether one's race is an asset or a liability? Are Blacks ever
included in the pool of applicants because of race? Before turning to the
responses of Black deans to these questions, observations from a Black
female dean help to place the questions in the broader perspective of com-
munity college leadership, especially in relationship to the self-imposed
pressure to achieve excellence because other women and Blacks are watch-
ing and waiting for their own chance to lead. Her comments also serve
to illustrate the complexity of being a woman, of being Black, of moving
up the administrative hierarchy, and of taking the risk of moving over
1,500 miles to a new state and into a new position.

In my new position, I also find myself the only woman and the
only Black at my level of administration, a fact that is unfortunate-
ly neither surprising nor uncommon. However, it is lonely. There
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are times when I feel I have no one with whom to share the day-
to-day miseries without being perceived as inept (Wheelan, n.d,
P. 5)-

She described this feeling as "giving new meaning to the term 'triple
threat' " for she wonders if that perception is based on her as a person,
or as a woman, or as a Black. She continued:

But is there a difference in other people's perceptions of my skills
because of my gender or my ethnicity? I can't answer that ques-
tion without looking inside of myself and asking if I judge others
along the same conditions. The reality is that often I do. No,
it's not fair but it's human =ate to judge others on the things
by which they differ from you. For me, it's all right for people
to judge me by my gender or ethnicity because I give all of my
energies to ensure that I am being the best person I can be. For
me, it is a motivating factor to think that 1 am a representative
of other Black females. I am doubly determined to do my best
because I am representing millions of others who do not have
the same opportunity to demonstrate the fact that Blacks and
females are competent, confident, determined, productive peo-
ple too (Wheelan, n.d., p. 6).

Perceived Assets
Again, a brief look at Black presidents sets the stage for examining

Black deans. Ten of the 26 Black presidents responding to the survey
identified their race as an asset in obtaining the presidency. Many of the
assets identified by the Black presidents related to a specific institution
or situation (the majority of the population was Black; the board was
under the gun to employ a Black) and are likely not transferable into
the larger realm of the community college leadership nationally. For ex-
ample, one president noted that being Black was an asset because the
college's student body was 70 percent Black, as was the city in which
the college was located. Another noted that being Black was a major
asset because only a Black person was going to be hired as president.
Yet another refers to the board's affirmative action plan as a reason for
his obtaining the presidency (Vaughan, 1989b, pp. 90-91).

The Black deans of instruction surveyed also were asked if being
Black was an asset in obtaining their first dean's position. Their responses
follow:

i 1 I
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The student body is overwhelmingly minority in make-up. No Rack
had been in the position of dean of faculty before.

Perhaps not in the ultimate selection, but all members of the college
family are aware of the lack of inclusion of minorities in key positions.

Possibly. Oaten* the institution is under great pressure from the Board
of Thames and district president to hire qualified minorities.

I was 26 years old and a fairly bright kid. But that was not enough
to be a dean in a small rural town. They needed to have a Black face
to feel good about the one they had just run out of town.

fi

Perceived Liabilities
Black presidents and deans were asked a number of questions regard-

ing the relationship of race to their career. Of the 26 Black presidents
responding to the question regarding the perceived liabilities associated
with their race, only four saw being Black as a liability (12 of the 26 saw
race as neither an asset nor a liability). These four saw such problems
as an inability to break into the "old boys' network," being identified
as Black, and the fear that they were viewed as "token" candidates
(Vaughan, 1989b, pp. 90-91). The deans were asked if being Black was
a liability in obtaining their first deanship. Their answers serve to illus-
trate that being Black still presents some problems for those individuals
assuming positions of leadership in the community college.

One Black female dean believed that people in positions of authori-
ty had no confidence in her abilities and that she was a victim of covert
racism. "fr Moreover, being a minority and a female hindered her from be.
coming familiar with institutional politics, she believes. A Black male
echoes a similar theme; he believes he suffered from the stereotyping of
Blacks, being prejudged because of the color of his sldn and because of
inherent institutional racism. Another dean believes that he was rejected
by two institutions simply because they were afraid of employing a Black
dean. Another had a feeling of being a "token" and felt that he lacked
credibility with his white colleagues.

Another Black dean found that because of his race, supervisors were
unwilling to share information with him. Even his own self-confidence
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and professional posture presented some problems, often causing him to
be labeled as aloof and uncooperative. He found that an obstacle on his
way to the deanship was his own "lack of understanding of the necessity
for Black administrators to respond to different issues with their ethnici-
ty in mind." Another dean sees as a problem "convincing white faculty
to address the special needs of studentsoften minority studentsand
teaching classes in a predominately Black neighborhood."

One Black female dean, whose career goal is to become a communi-
ty college president, offers an interesting observation on what she per-
ceives to be a potential liability facing her because of her race. "Raising
funds for the foundation may be a problem. I don't know folks with the
money, but they are white more often than not I am always conscious
of being both female and Black and asking (usually) white males for money.
Probably irrational, but real."

As suggested in the introduction to this section, many institutions
show no prejudices when employing personnel. For example, one dean
reports that he experienced no difficulties on his way to the deanship
because of his race. To the contrary, he "had the good fortune of being
at two institutions with administrators who were very supportive." An-
other dean said that at first he "never took the initiative to apply and
assert myself," factors that had nothing to do with his race.

The above observations come from an extremely small sample of Black
deans. Nevertheless, faculty members, presidents, and trustees, as well
as those Blacks aspiring to the deanship, should take the sampling as
expressions of concern and be sensitive to the role race plays in the selec-
tion process for top community college administrators, for the above re-
marks serve to remind us that one's race can be perceived as a problem,
even in advancing to the top leadership positions in "democracy's college."

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Affirmative action programs provide the legal basis for assuring equal
opportunity for all segments of society. Certainly community college lead-
ers, both lay trustees and community college professionals, Have been
sensitive for a number of years to the need to consider minorities and
women when employing deans and presidents. But has affirmative ac-
tion had an impact on the community college professional/

Over one-half of the 26 Black presidents responding to the survey
question regarding affirmative action stated that it aided them in becoming
president. The ways in which they felt affirmative action aided their
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candidacy included: (1) being included in the pool of applicants; (2) sen-
sitizing boards and others to the assets of Blacks; and (3) providing a gener
al feeling throughout society that if the nation were to achieve its poten-
tial, then no rdtmbers of society should be denied the opportunity to
achieve their potential. One can summarize the Black presidents' views
on the contribution of affirmative action as follows: affirmative action
laws have kept the issue of equal employment opportunities before the
public and therefore have caused those employing community college per
sonnet to be more sensitive to the need to include minorities in the pool
of applicants for all positions, including that of community college presi-
dent (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 93).

Black deans alsc were asked on the BS if affirmative action aided
them in obtaining the deanship. Five of the deans responding to the sur-
vey stated that affirmative action did aid them in becoming a dean. One
dean, a highly respected national leader, pointed to the legal implica-
tions of affirmative action, citing the Adams case as a legal manifesta-
tion of the requirement that community colleges submit goals and time-
tables for meeting equal employment goals. Another dean notes that,
while affirmative action probably did not influence her ultimate selec-
tion, "all members of the college family are aware of the lack of inclusion
of minorities in key positions. The Office of Civil Rights keeps this issue
before us." Another answered yes, affirmative action helped, "but only
in an indirect way." One male dean with a Ph.D. in the sciences believes
that affirmative action likely aided him "in getting the interview." Final-
ly, one dean believes that affirmative action makes institutions sensitive
to the need for diversity.

The conclusion regarding the influence of affirmative action on the
employment of deans is essentially the same as on the employment of
presidents: affirmative action has kept the issue of equal employment be-
fore the public and therefore aided the deans in being included in the
pool of applicants for the deanship. The deans, as was true with the presi-
dents, believe that they were well qualified for the positions for which
they applied and that they would not have gotten those positions with-
out the proper educational backgrounds and experiences, no matter what
laws are on the books.

MENTORS, ROLE MODELS, AND ASSOCIATIONS

As suggested above, minorities would seem to have a special obliga-
tion to serve as role models and mentors for members of their own race
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as well as for society in general. Again, as alluded to earlier, Black presi-
dents pointed to the lack of being able to break into the network of peers
as one problem in obtaining the presidency. The following is a brief look
at the role mentors, role models, and peer networks play in preparing
Blacks to assume the deanship.

Mentors and Role Models
Six of the nine deans responding to the survey question on mentors

stated that they had a mentor who influenced their careers. Only one
of the deans pointed to a community college president as serving as his
mentor. The most frequently mentioned mentor was a dean, with three
pointing to deans as role models.

Over 38 percent (10 out of 26) of the Black presidents responding
to the survey questions regarding mentors and role models stated that
they had a mentor, two of whom were identified as being Black. The
most common mentor way a community college president. Over 86 per-
cent of the presidents stated that they had a role model who influenced
their career, 12 of whom were Black (Vaughan, 1989b, pp. 94-95).

Seven out of eight deans stated that they had a role mode. who influ-
enced their careers, two of whom also served as mentors. Of fne six who
had role models who were not their mentors, five had a Black role model.
Although the sample is extremely small, Black deans, as is tnic with Black
presidents, overwhelmingly choose members of their own race as role
models, a situation that is not always possible in selecting one's mentor.

As more and more minority students enter the community college,
serving as a mentor and role model will become increasingly important
for minority presidents and deans. In many respects, the dean of instruc-
tion is in a better position than the president to fulfill these roles be-
cause of the contact the dean has with division chairs, faculty, and, to
a lesser degree, students. Discussions with Black presidents and deans
and observation of practices on a number of campuses reveal that the
demands on Blacks in a predominantly white environment are overwhelm-
ing, thus leaving little time for mentoring. Institutional leaders might well
forego the practice of placing a minority on essentially every search com-
mittee, on the affirmative action committee, and on almost every other
college standing committee, if it means overburdening the minority profes-
sional to the extent that time for mentoring is eliminated. And, if the
institution has a record of treating all applicants for professional posi-
tions without prejudice, Blacks certainly can be relieved of always hav-
ing to serve on such committees, leaving time and energy for the all-
important tasks of mentoring future leaders.

1
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Negative Role Models. Deans and presidents were asked if they had
a "negative role model" who influenced their careers. Eight (30 percent)
of the Black presidents responding to the survey answered yes, and six
of the eight "negative role models' were community college presidents.
The "negative role models" often were autocratic or incompetent
(Vaughan, 1989b, p. 95).

Two of the nine deans responding to the survey said that they had
a "negative role model." In both instances, the "negative role models"
were white but neither was a president. One found that the division direc-
tor he worked for gave him "limited information about 'why' and in-
stead just told me 'how'." This director also failed to correct him when
he made an error and showed no support for his professional growth.
The other dean had a "negative role model" who was unorganized, hard
to get to see, gave no guidance, never gave a rationale for decisions, al-
ways waited until the last minute to perform tasks, had poor decision-
making skills, and was poor at delegating tasks and responsibility to others.

Certainly pointing to such a small number of deans does little more
than raise the issue of "negative role models." Nevertheless, deans, presi-
dents, and other community college professionals should be sensitive to
the need to project a positive image, for one never knows when one is
being observed and serving as someone's "negative role model," a role
few professionals desire to fulfill.

Peer Networks and Non-professional Memberships
Four of the nine deans responding to the survey answered yes, they

belonged to a peer group that aided them in becoming a dean, with one
of the four identifying the peer group as being predominantly Black. Peer
networks aided five of the 26 Black presidents responding to the survey
and only one of the five belonged to a peer group comprised primarily
of Blacks. One reason so few Black community college presidentsbelong
to peer groups for Blacks is that so few exist (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 95).

Two Black deans indicated that non-professional organizations were
important to their careers. Of the two, one listed membership on a state-
level commission; the other listed contact with the governor of the state.
As is well known, presidents have greater external responsibilities than
do deans; nevertheless, minority deans should explore the desirability
of cultivating more external contacts, an especially useful stance for tiiose
deans whose goal is to become a community college president. For
example, in contrast to the Ble-.1 deans, 18 of the Black presidents respond-
ing to the survey stated that external contacts aided them in their move-
ment into the presidency, with eight of the 18 identifying more than one
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external group as being important. Black churches and the National As-
sociation for the Advancement of Colored People were the most popu-
lar organizations listed by the presidents. Only one Black president list-
ed the Chamber of Commerce, a popular organization for community
college presidents in general (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 96). Black deans who
see few advantages in fulfilling their position resulting from their race
should certainly see what doors, if any, their race opens in the conunu-
nity and use the opportunities provided by those doors to enhance their
roles as deans and to help prepare for the next step in their careers, for
the presidency requires community contacts and community activities
to a much greater degree than is being practiced by the deans respond-
ing to the BS.

Professional Associations
Ten of the Black presidents listed one or more professional associa-

tions that aided them in becoming a president. The most popular pro-
fessional organizations among the presidents were the American Asso-
ciation of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC), the Council
on Black American Affairs, and the Black Presidents' Roundtable. No
state organizations were listed by the Black presidents (Vaughan, 1989b,
P. 96).

Four of the Black deans listed professional associations that aided
them on their way to the deanship. Two listed the AACJC, one the
American Association of Women in Community and Junior Colleges,
and one the National Council on Black American Affairs. One dean,
while noting that it was not an organized professional association that
aided him, gained support from the administrators at another college.
Based upon this extremely small sample, Black deans do not appear to
have profited greatly from membership in professional associations.
Nevertheless, those aspiring to the presidency should begin to build profes-
sional relationships that can assist them in obtaining their goal.

Leadership Programs
Eleven of the 26 Black presidents noted that they had participated

in a program to develop higher education leaders prior to becoming a
president. The most popular program (listed by four of the presidents)
was Harvard University's Institute of Educational Management (IEM)
(Vaughan, 1989b, pp. 96-97).

One of the nine Black deans responding to the survey named previous
participation in a leadership program (Leaders for the '80s) as important
in obtaining the deanship. That more deans did not list more leadership
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programs might appear surprising on the surface. In reality, however,
leadership programs such as Harvard's IBM and others tend to accept
applicants who already are deans or above, especially when seeking par -
ticipants from community colleges. Moreover, prior to becoming a dean,
it is difficult for many individuals to receive the funding and to take the
time away from the campus that is required to attend programs that range
in length from two weeks, to five weeks (IEM), and even to one year (the
American Council on Education Fellows Program).

THE ARACIAL DEANSHIP

Kerr and Gade's statement regarding the asexual presidency was used
as the basis for a question to determine if Black presidents and deans
view their positions as aracial. Eighteen of the 26 Black presidents (over
69 percent) did not view the presidency as aracial. Prominent among the
reasons given by the Black presidents for rejecting the presidency as ara-
cial was that, when one is Black, a "double standard" exists whereby one
is watched more closely and is expected to do more than one's white col-
leagues and is prejudged based on color rather than on qualifications
(Vaughan, 1989b, pp. 97-98).

Six of the nine Black deans responding to the question on the BS
rejected the deanship as being aracial. One dean noted that if one is "born
Black, [one) is always perceived of as Black." He goes on to explain that,
"I have never been in any administrative position where being Black was
not an issue, particularly when faculty report directly to me." Similarly,
from another: "I don't think any Black person ever feels that his/her
Blackness is not considered by others when decisions are made. This is
probably irrational and difficult to prove or deny; however, it is real."
Another, a female dean, notes that, "Although my colleagues are cor-
dial, I do not feel that my ideas are taken as seriously or that I am taken
as seriously as my white male counterparts. My religious values are closely
connected to my ethnicity and they are trivialized also." Another Black
dean feels that a " damned -if- you -do- and- damned-if-you- don't" situation
often exists: "There are expectations from Blacks that you perform in
a way that will advance the [Black] cause. Others are observing to see
whether or not you are being biased in your decisions." In the same light,
another stated: "Sometimes, I feel that I am being observed more closely
by faculty Than other deans at other schools." Finally, from a Black dean
who has been active in advocating more Black leadership in community
colleges, comes the following:

k)
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Racism is so pervasive in all institutions in the United States, and col-
leges and universities are not excluded. With few exceptions, most people
(even the most liberal.1 we me and other African-Americans as Blacks
first. They can't seem to get beyond race. I wish they could, because
I see myself as a welt- prepared professional who (through an accident
of birth) is Black. I have many other virtues and talents, but if people
see race first and foremost, then it is their toss.

O *

Some aspects of the dean's position are made more difficult because
of race, some of the deans believe. One observes that, "Racism is a curi-
ous thing. My job is more difficult becadse I have to prove myself to my
staff, my colleaguesespecially the white males, and to the upper adminis-
tration (some of them, at least). This is a continuous process, not prov-
ing myself once but over and over again." Another dean has been asked
to serve on an inordinate number of community committees, and while
he has enjoyed the service, "there is a amend= time commitment which
takes me away from my family. This situation could be resolved by an
increased availability of Blacks in leadership roles with their organiza-
tions." Another dean believes that he has to be "better" than other ad-
ministrators and that he has to "be open to students, support the faculty,
be unbiased in my judgments, and still support Black issues." Finally:
"Whenever I recommend another Black person who is competent, eye-
brows are raised. I would be a fool to recommend someone who is
incompetent."

Black deans, unlike Black presidents, perceive few advantages resulting
from their race. For example, 12 of the 26 Black presidents found certain
advantages; mentioned most often was that their race enhanced their
ability to move among Black members of the community, a big advan-
tage in communities and institutions where the majority of the popula-
tion is Black (Vaughan, 1989b, pp. 99-101). In contrast to the Black presi-
dents, not one dean stated that the dean's position was made easier because
of race. As discussed earlier, one reason for th- difference might be that
presidents normally work mete closely with the community than do deans;
therefore, one would expect that being able to integrate themselves more
easily into the community would be an advantage to which presidents
would point, especially in those communities with large Black popula-
tions. On the other hand, one would think the Black deans would see
some advantages not available to non-Blacks. For example, the perspec-
tive gained from being Black can be valuable in working with members
of all races, something Black deans should realize and capitalize on.
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ADVICE FROM BLACK DEANS

The Black deans responding to the survey were asked what advice
they would offer other Blacks who have the dean of instruction's posi-
tion as a career goal. The following were among their responses.

Know your discipline; know the institution; and know yourself.

Be prepared professionally by getting the doctorate; start in a faculty
position and come up through the ranks if possible, for this will gf
you invaluable experience; develop a healthy self-concept by knowing
and appreciating your mots; and do nor depend upon reinforcement
from others.

Attain the union cardthe doctorate. Make friends with folks in a
position to make calls, write letters, etc. on your behalf, regardless of
their ethnicity. Remember to always be prepared to keep Aging away.
Institutional fit may mean waiting for the most unlikely of places for
a first assignment. Take it, prove yourself, then move to a place you
really want.

Read, read, read. Engage in meaningful scholarly activities and re-
search; involve yourself in your institution at all levelsstudents, faculty,
staff, and administrators; participate in a variety of professional or-
ganizations and associations, thus teaming from the sumess of others
as well as to establish a network of diverse professionals.

0

Once you decide you want to be a dean, work, work,

Go to places or colleges that may not be personally suitable, but get
the deanship for experience and professional mobility; develop your caner
carefully, and be academically well-grounded with reaching and ad-
ministrative experience.

1 0
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Lead, as much as practical, by consensus; base decisions and judgments
facts and reliable data.

IP

If at first you don't succeed, try again; always strive for excellence.

111

Respond in a timely way to each request, even if the answer is no.

The advice offered is sound in every case (and in most cases applies
to all candidates, regardless of race) and taken in conjunction with the
suggestions offered in Chapter 8, should give those individuals interested
in becoming deans a good start on the pathway that will lead to the dean's
office.

THOSE WHO WANT TO BE PRESIDENT

Five of the Black deans responding to the BS stated that their career
goal is to be a community college president. They were asked to list the
three major obstacles to this goal resulting from their being Black. Two
of the four identified obstacles they might face because they are Black.
The other two listed obstacles that face most individuals interested in
moving into a presidency, i.e., lack of experience in working with politi-
cal groups, in fund rasing, and in finding the right institution, and few
opportunities to observe the board-president relationship and to work
more closely with legislators and community groups.

The two who saw potential obstacles resulting from their race noted
such things as the location of the college, ethnicity of the student body,
whether the institution is "culturally mature enough" to employ a Black,
and, perhaps the most damaging ofany comment, "withholding neces-
sary opportunities and information preceding the application."

As the community college faces the future, the pathway to the
presidency, while rarely easy, should nevertheless be open for more and
more Black deans. The major problem is likely to be that there are not
enough Blacks in the leadership pipeline to have a major impact on the
make-up of the community college presidency in the foreseeable future,
even in the unlikely event that every current Black dean of instruction
assumed a presidency within the next four or five years. As one source
notes, the number of Blacks entering teaching is decreasing as more and
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more Blacks seek better-paying jobs. "This has a negative effect on both
the quality and quantity of the minority teaching pool. It also means
that Black students will have far fewer role modes and mentors of their
own race to help them achieve their educational goals" (Thomas and
Hirsch, 1989, pp. 81-82). In regard to Black leadership at the top two
levels, the challenge to the community college is twofold: (1) assure that
current Black deans of instruction are encouraged and have every op-
portunity to become presidents; and (2) assure that the number of Black
deans of instruction will increase significantly. Failure to meet these
challenges will haunt the community college into the next century.

SUMMARY

Blacks, who inake up 10 percent of all community college students,
appear to remain underrepresented in the leadership ranks of communi-
ty colleges. Indeed, only 3 percent of the respondents to my national survey
of deans were Black. And despite a rigorous attempt to identify Black
deans of instruction who could provide in-depth informdtion on the Black
experience in this important position, only 15 were located; of these only
nine responded. Do these low figures accurately reflect the proportion
of community college leaders who are Black? Until data on the ethnicity
of college administrators are collected and reported at the national level,
we can only speculate. But my findings tend to conclude that a shock-
ingly low number of Blackssurely less than 50are on the traditional
pathway to the presidency.

To be sure, community colleges are equal opportunity institutions,
and for many of the Black deans who were interviewed, race was not
an overriding issue in their professional advancement. The advice these
deans have for other Blacks aspiring to the deanship is essentially ara-
cial, stressing hard work, honesty, discipline, and other traits that are
crucial to success in any professional endeavor, regardless of an individual's
ethnicity. Yet for most of the Black deans, race was not an irrelevant
factor. It manifested itself in the following ways:

Some Black deans reported that they were asked questions about
race during job interviews, at least during interviews for positions
they did not obtain, despite the fact that such questions are usual-
ly illegal.

While Black deans generally conceded that affirmative action has
helped them indirectly by reinforcing the colleges' obligations to
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uphold equal opportunity hiring practices and assuring that minori-
ties are included in applicant pools, several indicated that race was
a liability in obtaining the deanship and in establishing credibility
once the deanship was obtained.

About half of the deans interviewed rejected the notion of the me-
dal deanship, noting that in some cases, race made it more diffi-
cult for them to carry out their jobs. Unlike the Black presidents
(half of whom found certain advantages in being Black, especially
in dealing with the Black community) none of the Black deans in-
dicated that their race made their Jobs easier in any way.

The problems raised by this small and admittedly unscientific sam-
ple of Black deans reflect the problems Black professionals face in American
society generally and are not unique to the community college. Nonethe-
less, their comments are a reminder that while "democracy's colleges"
do much to open higher education to Blacks and other minorities, we
have not been as successful in increasing the ethnic diversity ofour leader-
ship ranks. Earlier, I made the case that today's deans look similar to
today's presidents and that as a result, the profile of the presidency will
not change greatly over the next decade or mo. This is positive in many
ways, lending continuity to a maturing but growing segment of Ameri-
can higher education. It would be a shame, though, if this continuity
extended to ethnicity, with Blacks and other minorities remaining under-
represented among those who are on the pathway to the presidency.



6

Hispanic Deans

Hispanics, as is true with most racial and ethnic minorities, are a
diverse group. One difficulty with determining how many His-
panics are in America is in defining the term Hispanic: are they
Cuban-Americans, Central and South Americans, Mexican

Americans, or Hispanics whose roots in this country pre-date Columbus?'
In an editorial titled "Hispanic Americans," the Washington Post (Sep-

tember 14, 1987), while noting that Hispanics are not a single homogene-
ous group, points out that in 1987 one out of 12 Americans was a Hispanic.
ThePost notes that Hispanics in the United States tend to have relative-
ly low education levels, with only a bare majority having finished high
school. The writer suggests that there are two ways to look at the plight
of Hispanics in America: "Hispanics tend to be behind other Americans,
to suffer nom disadvantages; another [way of looking at them] is to say
that they are moving up rapidly, especially when you consider that many
started off living elsewhere, in circumstances you will not find statistically

aFor a brief discussion of Hispanics and higher education see the chapter sided "Hispanics," by Osry
Orfield, inShams Higher Education' s Fur Demognsphie Realities and Opportunities, 1990-2000, by
Arthur Levine and Associates, JonerBes... LW. Orfield examines demographic dataon Hispanic
enrol lent in U.S. schools and colleges from the 1960s through 198647. Two conclusions he reaches
are that in the future Hispanics will be thu 'Ws largest minority and the segregation of Hispanic
students fa intensifying.
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replicated anywhere in the United States. Hispanics are moving up the
many ladders of success in America" (p. A-18).

The community college has been a door of opportunity for those
Americans who have for much of the nation's history found it difficult,
if not impossible, to attend an institution of higher education. Expand-
ing upon the editor's metaphor, ore rung in the ladder of success for
Hispanics is the community college. In 1987, approximately 354,000
Hispanics were enrolled in the nation's community colleges. This num-
ber surely will increase as the Hispanic population increase..! and as more
and more Hispanics pursue higher education.

In 1985, 1.7 percent of all full -time faculty in the nation's institu-
tions of higher education were Hispanic. When one considers that 55
percent of the Hispanics attending college are enrolled in community col-
leges, and 7 percent of the 5 million or so community college students
are Hispanic, the picture facing these colleges and the nation becomes
dear. If community colleges are to recruit, retain, and fully serve Hispanic
students, more Hispanic faculty and administrators must be employed.

What does the paucity of Hispanic faculty members have to do with a
discussion of Hispanic deans of instruction? The answer is obvious: the
most important source of future community college administrators is from
the faculty. Without Hispanic faculty in the pipeline, it will be virtually
impossible for community colleges to increase the number of Hispanic deans
and presidents. Without Hispanic deans and presidents, Hispanic students
and faculty will be denied much needed role models and mentors, and the
nation will be denied the many benefits that will result from their leadership.

As suggested earlier, it is very difficult to obtain information on
Hispanic administrators. Indeed, a professional colleague who is Hispanic
recently called me and discussed a study of Hispanic community college
presietnts he was contemplating. He had called a well -known researcher
in ht,iter education and was told that there were just not enough Hispanic
presidents to justify a study. On one level, I agree with the researcher:
data are limited and therefore any conclusions reached are tentative. On
another level, I disagree: I believe we can learn much from the percep.
tions of Hispanic presidents, although the number is limited. The same
is true of the perceptions of deans. Moreover, the choice is to ignore these
important groups of leaders, certainly an unacceptable answer. With this
in mind, the following reflects the perceptions of the 14 Hispanic deans
who responded to the Hispanic Survey (HS) that was sent to Hispanic
chief academic officers. When the Hispanic deans are compared with the
Hispanic presidents, the information on the presidents is taken from my
book, Leadership in Transition (Vaughan 1989b).



During the interview for the presidency, a minority of the Hispanic
presidents experienced some questions that could be interpreted as hav-
ing negative overtones; however, for the most part Hispanic presidents
experienced no difficulty resulting from their ethnic background
(Vaughan, 1989b, p. 102).

The deans responding to the HS were asked if being Hispanic helped
them in obtaining an interview for the deanship and if any questions
relating to their ethnicity were asked, either during the interview that
resulted in their current position or during any previous interviews for
the deanship.

Six of the 14 deans were turned down for a deanship prior to ob-
taining their current position. One of the 6 felt that his ethnic background
played a role in his being turned down. His comments follow:

I was once interviewed for a dean of instruction's position in which
the board member (Anglo) began to speak to me in Spanish. I re-
sponded to him in Spanish. I asked whether this interview technique

being used for all finalists or if speaking in Spanish was a re-
quirernem. I was never given a dear alma. I have been turned
down for several deans' positions and a few presidencies. On sever-
al of these I definitely feel that I was not given the position either
because I was Hispanic or because I was single. Feelings are, how-
ever, most difficult to prove.

Another dean who was rejected for a position earlier in his career
was asked some questions that he felt were not relevant to the position.
He notes that, "The college president asked me how I would handle fel-
low Chicanos' concerns about my going up the 'ladder' of success. I found
the question interesting, particularly because the college was 99 percent
Anglo, both in employees and student enrollment."

The other four who were turned down for positions do not believe
rejection resulted from their ethnicity. One candidate used the occasion
of the interview to "re-direct a number of questions to enhance my can-
didacy through references to my multi-cultural and multi-lingual assets
by linking them to the mission and purpose of the community college."
Another candidate felt that her rejection resulted from being female, not
Hispanic, for a Hispanic was chosen to fill the position for which she
applied. Another candidate believes he was rejected for a position because

G
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he was too young, too inexperienced, and because his assertive stand on
issues intimidated members of the committee.

Twelve of the 14 Hispanic deans responding to the HS commented
on their ethnic backgrounds in relationship to being included in the pool
of applicants for the deanship. One dean was included because, "The
chancellor specifically was looking to balance the top staff with an
Hispanic. Our local governing board is very ethnic conscious. Our local
politics call for coalitions among ethnic communities; they are used for
administrative appointments." Another dean answered yes, being Hispanic
was a factor in obtaining an interview because the college had a student
body of 24 percent Hispanic students but no Hispanic administrators.
Another dean echoes a similar theme: "I know I have been granted an
interview because they were seeldng minority (Hispanic) candidates." From
another: "Yes, the process strongly encouraged minority applicant con-
sideration. Also, the president was very aware of the need for a minority
higher-echelon administrator. The search committee was not just inter-
ested in an Hispanic but rather in minority representation." Another
dean believes that being Hispanic "was a big factor. The college Hispan-
ic student group had been getting more vocal about hiring Hispanic faculty
and administrators. In addition, this particular college had been under
pressure by Hispanic leaders and groups for not hiring Hispanic adminis-
trators." Another dean was even more adamant: "Absolutely. My cur-
rent college is over 50 percent Hispanic in student enrollment. Being Puerto
Rican and speaking Spanish were assets."

On the other side of the coin, three deans simply replied that, no,
being Hispanic was not a factor in obtaining an interview. Four others
rejected their ethnicity as a factor. From one: "I feel that my ethnic back-
ground had little to do with my selection when I was 28 or now that
I am 42. What helped was knowing the people who were doing the hir-
ing and the knowledge I could bring to the job." Another replied that
being Hispanic was not a factor in getting the interview; indeed, he views
it as just the opposite and that being Hispanic "precluded consideration
for several positions." Another dean responded that, "No, being Hispanic
was not a factor in most cases. I am sure that in a couple of cases I helped
out someone's number game, but it was never a real consideration for
the position." A female dean believes that being Hispanic "was an at-
tractive characteristic, I'm sure, for EA/E0 records but, in the final
analysis, the choice is ruthless and insensitive to what you are. Once I
was selected, I had to prove my selection every step of the way."

Another dean had his idealism shaken when he decided to move
from a faculty position into an administrative position, and his comments
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illustrate some of the difficulties in attempting to determine what role
one's race or ethnic background plays in the selection process.

I never wanted my ethnicity to be used as ecrutch' that would open
professional opportunities. I was somewhat naive to think that my em-
ployment credentials and experience would qualify me as a competi-
tive applicant. WRONG assumption. I simply could not get interviewed.
Then, when I obtained my doctorate and the chancellor encouraged
me to become more visible by appointing me to district-wide commit-
tees, I was noticed by many other administrators.

Were getting the doctorate and obtaining greater visibility the im-
portant factors in his obtaining the deanship? Or was his ethnicity the
deciding factor, once the other factors came into play? The answer is not
clear; nevertheless, it is an important question and one with which com-
munity college leaders, including governing boards, must struggle in the
future.

Although four of the 14 Hispanic deans were asked questions that
related to ethnicity, none of the questions appear to have been or were
not perceived to be negative by those being interviewed. From one: "I
was interviewed only by the chancellor who wanted to know about my
commitment to the Hispanic community and how I would balance that
with my overall commitment to the college." Another was simply asked
if he spoke Spanish. Another also was asked about her "language abili-
ties" and her past experience in working with a state-level office devoted
to bilingual education. Another was asked how he would "provide leader-
ship in meeting the needs of an increasingly diverse student population,"
certainly a legitimate question for any candidate for the deanship.

OBSTACLES

Eleven of the 14 Hispanic deans responding to the survey felt they
had encountered obstacles on their pathway to the deanship resulting
from their ethnicity. Such comments as "faculty racism" and "institution-
wide stereotyping" were used by one dean; another felt that if "too many
Hispanics were in one place at the same time, the perception was that
there were too many of 'them,' and some people had a difficult time per-
ceiving me in position other than menial." Another dean felt that he
was never given an opportunity until a new president reorganized the
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institution. Another believes that the perception on campus was that
he obtained the position "solely because of affirmative action," when in
reality "external forces (Hispanics in influential positions)" played a ma-
jor role in his being hired for the position. One Hispanic dean feels that
he faced additional problems because he was expected to do more than
others in the position, because he was "pigeon-holed as an Hispanic in
student services," and that there-was a "perception that [future] hiring
would be influenced by the fact that I am Hispanic and might select others
like me." From another: "There is a perception that ethnic staff are single-
issue oriented toward ethnic issues and do not have the same general
outlook as non-ethnic administrators." Similarly, from another, there
is "an expectation that you will be 'one-dimensional,' i.e., will only see
the Hispanic perspective." Another found that "without Hispanic
representation in the administration, I found it difficult to 'join the ex-
clusive old boys' club' of administrators. They didn't know me; I didn't
know them."

One of the three female Hispanic deans responding to the survey
saw her ethnicity as all advantage, but encountered obstacles because
of her sex. "I believe the obstacles were more from being a woman than
being Hispanic. The latter seems to have been an asset rather than an
obstacle." As her response indicates, another female dean believes the
obstacles she encountered ran the gamut since she was a female Hispan-
ic in a technical field.

Credibility: I had none going in; even if they saw me 'walking on
water' they wouldn't have believed their own eyes. Gender: Not only
was I Hispanic but 'female' to boot! And I was in a technical field
that was comprised primarily of white Anglo males whom I was to
supervise. Articulateness, intelligence, attractiveness: It is a dan-
gerous combination that threatens men or leads them to make grossly
inaccurate assumptions about one's motives in questioning, discussing,
etc.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Hispanic presidents and deans were asked if affirmative action pro-
grams aided them in obtaining their positions. Only one president out
of the 10 responding to the survey question indicated that affirmative
action played any role in his obtaining the presidency. Therefore, I



concluded that affirmative action programs have not played a major role
in the selection of Hispanic presidents. Moreover, the perceived liabili-
ties of being Hispanic and seeking a presidency were virtually nonexis-
tent (Vaughan, 1989b, pp. 103-104).

On the other hand, nine of the 14 deans answered yes to the question
regarding the role affirmative action played in their careers. While none
of the deans believe that affirmative action programs alone were the rea-
son they got their positions, a number believe the programs paved the
way for their movement up the administrative ladder. Their views on af-
finative action help in understanding the deanship as viewed from Hispan
los: "Equal opportunity and representativeness requirements prevail over
'feeling comfortable' with the chosen candidate. [Affirmative action] is im-
portant to the image, recruitment, fund-raising, and overall community
effort's of the college." "Programs do not make the diffierence: attitude, com-
mitment to affirmative action programs is the key, and here the answer
is yes." Other comments on the question of affirmative action included:

When I applied for an assistant deanship at a New York college, they
were looking for someone to supewise their off campus learning cen-
ter, which had many Hispanic students enrolled. I was presented as
the 'bilingual dean.' During the period when I was moving up the ad-
ministrative ladder, there appeared to be an emphasis on hiring wom-
en and minorities. In point of fact, being a woman and Hispanic were
real plusses in being named to a prm.dency as well, which has just
happened.

All applicants have an equal chance. There were 122 applicants for
the position I am in now. No one can say I was giver: the position
solely bemuse I am Hispanic.

An Hispanic was desired for my position.

The president of the college was inclined to support affirmative ac-
tion. This, plus a timely political climate in the community, made my
candidacy much more pronounced and expedient. My credentials and
experience were solid. These, and the fact that I'm Hispanic, gave me
the edge over perhaps more published or nationally visible candidates.
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The chancellor and governing board had publicly committed t© affirm-
ative action. I am bilingual. In addition, I had worked in a communi-
ty action program with a Chicano organization. I was also knowledge-
able about the local community and schools and about the educational
problems Chicano students were experiencing.

In California, A.B. 1725 has a very strong affirmative action compo-
nent, and community colleges have been sensitive to the proposed legis-
lative support long before the law was even adopte4..

to

It's no secret that Chicanos/Latinos like me are few in number. With
all the recent `hoopla' about affirmative action, I have no problem
making the group of final candidates for CEO positions. This is now;
however, prior to the current affirmative action frenzy, I had difficul-
ty getting interviewed.

Three of the five who answered no, affirmative action did not aid
them in obtaining the deanship, had comments. From one: "My skill
as an administrator has always been a source of pride. Individuals have
helped in getting jobs, but without my reputation as a mover and shaker
and as a good manager, I would not have moved as fast as I have these
past 12 years." Another noted that he has spent his entire professional
career in education and that he hopes his "advancements have occurred
because I'm good at what I do and it's recognized." From the third one:
"No, I really feel qualified to do what I do. I just happen to be Hispanic."

MENTORS AND ROLE MODELS

A lack of Hispanic mentors and role models was a problem for some
Hispanic presidents (Vaughan, 1989b, p. 104). Ten of the Hispanic deans
responding to the survey stated that they had a mentor who aided them
in becoming a dean. With respect to ethnicity, three of the 10 had men-
tors who were Hispanic; two had mentors who were Black; one had a
mentor who was white; and the ethnicity of the mentors of the remain-
ing four respondents was not specified. In terms of gender, seven of the
ten mentors were male; two were female; and one dean stated that he
had more than one mentor, both female and male. The most popular
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mentors were individuals who occupied positions similar to the dean-
ship to which the current deans earlier aspired; the second most popular
mentor was the college president.

Mentors also serve as role models, but not always. Six of the 10 deans
who had influential role models pointed to their mentor as filling the
dual role of mentor-role model. One dean who stated that he had no
mentor or role model who influenced his movement into the deanship
illustrates the need for those in leadership positions to be sensitive to
the various roles they play, including serving as a mentor or role model.
His comment: "I was one of the 'first' and 'only'a pioneer."

Negative Role Models
While positive role models are important to minorities aspiring to

the presidency or deanship, negative reinforcement also can be a factor
in pushing one up the administrative hierarchy, if for no other reason
than to "show them" that one is more capable of performing than is the
other individual betng observed. In an attempt to find if "negative rein-
forcement" played a role in thecareers of Hispanic deans, the survey asked
these deans whether they had a "negative role model" who had built
in them a desire to become a dean in order to do things differently from
what they had observed. Twelve of the 14 Hispanic deans responding
to the survey stated that they had "negative role models."

One current dean's negative role model was a former dean who was
"paternalistic and patronizing." Another pointed to a former communi-
ty cokee president who "was extremely competent in the technical sense
but lacked the necessary human relations skills and empathy to gain wide
spread acceptance. This individual destroyed subordinates' dignity and
morale, which ultimately led to an overall erosion of his support base."
Another dean found his desire to succeed resulted from observing a presi-
dent who was lazy, lacked integrity and a sense of pride and understand-
ing in the community college mission. The president was, "in short, a
clown! I realized I could do the job and be more effective." A female dean
answered, yes, she had a negative role model: "He was my vice-president.
He was illiterate, authoritarian, and had no social or interpersonal skills.
He was an ineffective communicator and was threatened by me. He would
not let himself be influenced by outside information. He was unilateral
in his decision making. Have I said enough?" Another femaledean also
had her negative role models:

Yes, two: one Hispanic male president who was not student-oriented
and partiadarly did not attend to the needs of minorities, both students
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19896, p. 105). On the other hand, eight of the 14 deans responding to
the survey indicated that a peer network aided them in becoming a dean.
Two of the three female deans responding to the HS identified their peer
network as predominantly female, although one also identified a peer
group consisting of both males and females as influential in her
development.

Eleven of the Hispanic deans identified community contacts as be-
ing important to their movement into the deanship. Among theorgani-
zations identified were the Latino Democratic Club, local Hispanic and
other community organizations, and local Hispanic leaders. Only one
dean mentioned often predominantly white male "mainstream organi-
zations" such as the Chamber of Commerce, Rotary, and the Kiwanis
Club, types of service clubs that are popular among community college
presidents as a whole (Vaughan, 1986, pp. 24-25).

While peer networks and non-professional contacts appear to have
helped Hispanic deans achieve the deanship more than similar organiza-
tions aided Hispanic presidents in moving into the presidency, the exter-
nal contacts mentioned by the deans were overwhelmingly tied closely to
their ethnicity and are contacts that are not as easily transportable to the
national community college network as would be membership in nation-
al organizations such as the Rotary Club and Chamber of Commerce.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

Eight of the Hispanic deans listed professional associations that helped
them in becoming deans. Among the organizations listed (several of the
deans listed more than one organization) were the American Associa-
tion of Women in Community and Junior Colleges, which was mentioned
by two of the women who responded to the survey; the AACJC, with
two of the eight mentioning it; and the American Council on Educa-
tion, with one mentioning it. Six of the eight mentioned state organiza-
tions that aided them in their movement into the deanship. None men-
tioned the National Community College Hispanic Council.

Three of the Hispanic deans identified national leadership programs
that they had attended prior to becoming a dean. Two of the three, both
of whom are women, identified the all-female Leaders for the '80s pro-
gram as being significant in their development. (Indeed, one identified
its leaders, Carolyn Desjardins and Mildred Bulpitt, as the grand cham-
pions of women in the community college.) One was an ACE Fellow.
Two mentioned state workshops as helping their development.

1 :3 '1
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THE ARACIAL DEANSHIP

Of the 10 Hispanic presidents responding to the survey question, six
believed the presidency to be aracial once they assumed the position. The
four who do not feel that the position is aracial experienced some feeling
of being under greater pressure to perform better than their non-minority
counterparts (Vaughan, 1989b, pp. 106-107).

In contrast to the presidents, only two of the 14 Hispanic deans
responding to the survey find the position to be aracial. Of the remain-
ing 12, eight checked "no," the position is not (racial; one checked both
"yes" and "no" in answering the question and provided comments on
the question; two, both female, checked neither "yes" nor "no" but com-
mented on the question; and one had question marks in both the "yes"
and "no" boxes but commented on the question. Some of the comments
regarding this question are enlightening and help to understand some
of the frustrations experienced by Hispanic deans.

One of the deans who checked neither "yes" nor "no" Lad the fol-
io to say regarding the aracial nature of the dean's position: "It is

cult to assess. People do not .1.gpress racial attitudes directly to-
ward me. I learn about them via third party dialogue and cannot always
attest to their authenticity." The dean who checked both "yes" and "no"
made the following comment: "Basically, yes, it is oracle', but one can
never escape the inevitable scrutiny of coworkers who are ethnic minori-
ties to see how `you' will survive in a position traditionally not filled by
minorities or women. There is an unwritten and unspoken pressure to
succeed and to be even better than your predecessor." One of the three
female deans who did not answer "yes" or "no" and who recently moved
to a chief executive officer's position made the following comments that
help one to understand and appreciate the dilemmas and pressures faced
by a woman and ethnic minority dean.

It's an interesting dilemma. I cannot disassociate myself from my gen-
der or heritage just because I am a chief executive officer of a campus
now. However, I have to make sure that my decision making is not
perceived as 'pro-Hispanic' to the exclusion of others. I am so concerned
that this is not happening that I often wonder if I'm not overcompen-
sating at the expense of my Hispanic constituency. I have to watch
where I step. I have to do what is right for

se.
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A second female Hispanic dean, while believing the position to be
aracial, comments on being a female dean: "I really don't believe being
Hispanic has had an impact on my performat to reviews; however, be-
ing a woman has made me more vulnerable to politically motivated at-
tacks via my evaluations. I believe this very strongly."

Of the eight deans who answered, "no," the deanship is not aracial,
one is female. Her comments relate to being a minority dean rather than
to being a female dean, although she finds that being Hispanic often places
her in the middle between members of her own ethnic group and others.
Her response to the question of whether the dean's position is aracial,
once there, follows:

Absolutely not. We deal with resentment toward 'affirmative action,'
fear of racial differences, and constant questions about our abilities
and skills! On the other hand, we are questioned by our own people
to see if we've been co-opted or at other times are expected to be 'su-
per' human: role models, token board members, political activists, etc.,
in addition to our duties.

0

Another dean speak e pressure resulting from being in the middle:
"There's a large Hispaii,,; population in this community that is ever vigi-
lant of my position and the role-model responsibility that it carries. While
it is true that performance is the ultimate test, people are quick to resort
to an ethnic-blame if the decision or outcome is unfavorable." Another
dean speaks to the "superman syndrome." As a Hispanic, "You still have
to be twice as good to be at a par with your Anglo counterparts. In most
cases a Hispanic is not expected to succeed." Pressure from being Hispanic
resulted for one dean because "It is assumed that all Hispanic CEOs are
experts on what is bothering the Chicano community." One male Hispan-
ic dean believes that for most people, positions at the president-dean levels
are aracial, but he qualifies his response. He notes:

There are some, however, who will never be comfortable with a lead-
er who is not a white male. I have found that these people will usually
manifest themselves one way or another, and I deal with them on a
oase-by-case basis. I try to project an attitude to them that I am 'good'
and exactly where I should be. The problem is theirs, not mine. For

this latter group is a small minority and my hope is that
it's getting smaller.



Finally, one dean places the argument of whether his position is aracial
in the larger context of society. His observations:

This country has always had strong women in leadership podtions.
don't, however, feel that the United States has had enough experience
with minorities in leadership positions. I spent 10 years in Michigan
Prior to cooing to California. (I've been here eight years now.) While
in Michigan my administra tive miser path to higher positions was very
quick paced. I've not found that to be the case in California, although
I anticipate becoming a president within another year.

I believe the difference for the phenomenon is that while in Michi-
gan I was an anomalyI was the only Hispanic dean in all of the
29 community colleges in Michigan. That is not the case in Califor-
nia. :3 Michigan, the Hispanic population is rather small in compari-
son to Blacks. I believe I posed no political threat to those in power
in Michigan. In California, because of the heavy concentration of
Hispanics, I believe I'm 'perceived' as a political threat by those who
are responsible for decision making.

ONCE IN OFFICE

The deans also were asked about their current positions and whether
being Hispanic made their positions or some aspects of their positions
easier or more difficult.

Perceived Assets
Five of the Hispanic dc ms noted that there are aspects of the dean's

position that are easier because they are Hispanic. All five noted that
the major asset was in their ability to work with Hispanics. One dean
believes that he has "a much more broad-minded view of the world and
the many perspectives involved in analyzing situations and problems."
Another believes that because she is Hispanic she is "more sensitive to
some kinds of crass - cultural communications, and this has helped occa-
sionally with student and staff problems."

Perceived Liabilities
What difficulties did Hispanic deans experience once they assumed

their deanship? Several of the deans noted that those characteristics of
the position that keep it from being aracial are the same ones that cause
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difficulty in carrying out the duties associated with the position. Others
had additional comments. One dean feels that there is an initial shock
experienced by members of the college community who have never worked
with people from different cultures and races. From another: "Too often
college staff (faculty, in particular) cannot accept me as a Chicano ad-
ministrator. They think the only reason I have this dean's position is
because of my ancestry." One dean finds that being a dean makes it "more
difficult to forcibly advance Hispanic issues, especially when the issue con-
flicts with Black or Asian issues." Similarly, from another dean: "Hiring
of other minorities is scrutinized much more closely by all, including other
Hispanics. (There isj a burden to always be well prepared so as not to
gook bad' in the eyes of the people who support you." Another dean
finds the position more difficult because he :: expected to be an expert
on all Hispanic issues and because there are "expectations from Hispan-
ic students and employees that the Chicano dean is going to make things
'right' for them."

ADVICE FROM HISPANIC DEANS

The Hispanic deans responding to the survey were asked what ad-
vice they would offer other Hispanics who have the dean of instruction's
position as a career goal. All 14 of the deans who responded to the sur-
vey offered advice. Most was sound advice for anyone seeking to move
into a deanship and had little to do with being Hispanic and seeking
the position. For example, future deans were advised to work hard, get
the doctorate, be yourself, get a mentor, set goals, be honest and fair,
take advantage of leadership workshops such as those offered by the
League for Innovation and Harvard University, and know the instruc-
tional program. One dean, however, spoke directly to Hispanics aspir-
ing to the deanship. Her advice:

You must represent yourself as being broader than Hispaniq don't be
a one-issue person. At the same time, you must demonstrate that your
Hispanic background and language are added benefits. Don't reficse
a position just because they are using you as a token even as a token,
you can still gain power and achieve things.



THOSE WHO WANT TO BE PRESIDENT

Thirteen of the 14 Hispanic deans responding to the survey have the
community college presidency as a career goal, although one of the 13
is a provost at a branch of a four-year university and currently considers
himself a president; another former dean recently assumed a presidency.
With respect to obstacles on the pathway to the presidency resulting from
being Hispanic, three of the deans saw none. The other 10 saw some
obstacles on their pathway, although not all are related to being Hispanic.
For example, one dean sees being a single male as an obstacle; another
needs to finish a doctorate; another considers himself to be too young;
and another expresses uncertainty about how effective he vould be as
a president; all expressed concerns that apply to all inkiduals who seek
to move into the presidency.

On the other hand, some comments regarding being Hispanic and
seeking the presidency help to understand the deanship and the presiden-
cy. For example, one dean fears a lack of "acceptance of the idea of a
Hispanic in the key leadership role." From a male dean: "I'm now trying
to break into another exclusive club of old boys. Too often, I'm invited
as a final candidate because boards and chancellors need to show that
a brown face was considered. To obtain a CEO position I may have to
relocate. Relocation would be traumatic." Another believes racial bias
will hinder his movement into the presidency. Another believes the three
obstacles in his way are, "Being Hispanic; Being Hispanic; and Being
Hispanic."

Another dean fears "being seen as a single-issue person and facing
a search committee that is prejudiced against minorities and truly wants
the traditional white, middle-aged male." Further, he fears "seeking a
presidency in a state or system that has already 'placed' the 'tokens' and
really doesn't want any more minorities." Finally, a male dean fears that
his "view of the world might be inordinately ethnic" and "consideration
for a position could be limited to areas or searches heavily stressing minori-
ty representation." His conclusion: "[I fear] the perception that I might
carry an ethnic banner that could color decisionmaking. A 'damned-if-
you-do-and-damned-if-you-don't' dilemma."

THE FUTURE

Can the community college meet the challenge of bringing more
Hispanics into its top leadership positions? As is the case with Blacks,

i39
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the pathway to the presidency must be open to Hispanic deans of in-
struction, and more of the deans must be encouraged to become presi-
dents. The second challenge is assuring that more Hispanics are in the
pipeline that leads the dean of instruction's position. If community col-
leges cannot meet these challenges, much of the nation's population will
not be fully served by these colleges, for as one source notes, if current
demographic trends continue, "Hispanic students will become the na-
tion's largest minority group but at the same time will be highly disad-
vantaged educationally" (Orfield, 1989, p. 57). Certainly the challenge
to community colleges is clear and formidable.

SUMMARY

Hispanics, like Blacks, are grossly underrepresented in the com-
munity college's administrative ranks. Accounting for 7 percent of all
community college students nationwideand even greater proportions
in the Southwest and other portions of the countryHispanics made
up less than 2 percent of the respondents to my national survey of
deans of instruction. The seriousness of this underrepresentadon is made
even more uovious when one considers that 55 percent of a! clispan-
ic college students attend community colleges, compared to 43 percent
of all Black college students and 36 percent of all white college stu-
dents. Despite the importance of community colleges to Hispanics, the
survey results indicate that, as is the case with Blacks, a shockingly
low number (perhaps as few as 20 or 25) are on the traditional path
to the presidency.

The survey I conducted with 14 Hispanic deans provides grounds
for hope and for concern. Hispanic deans reported that race played a
sometimes negative role in their careers. Eleven of the 14 deans felt that
they had er countered obstaclesincluding "faculty racism" and
"institution-wide stereotyping"on the wa to the deanship as a result
of their ethnicity. Most felt that the deanship was not aracial, noting
that their status as minorities made them the target of resentment and
placed a heavy burden on them to prove themselves or serve as role
models. At the same time, however, the Hispanic deans were somewhat
more likely than the Black deans to feel that affirmative action had helped
in their careers and less likely to indicate that race played a negative role
during job interviews. In addition, five of the Hispanic deans indicated
that their ethnicity made at least some parts of their job easier, especially
in dealing with a multi-cultural student body.

IA
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part III of this volume is devoted to the more practical aspects of
the deanship. Chapter 7 discusses the results of a leadership sur-
vey completed by those deans from across the nation who were
identified by their peers as leaders within their respective states.

The deans rank those personal characteristics and skills that they be-
lieve contribute to an individual being successful as a dean. Do the deans
rank integrity above sound judgment? Is it more important to employ
capable personnel or to communicate effectively? Or can one rank such
basic aspects of leadership?

In Chapter 8 practical advice is offered on how future deans and
future presidents can keep from "shooting themselves in the foot" when
seeking to move up in the administrative hierarchy. This chapter is the
most practical one in the book and should also aid board members in
evalturing p .sidential candidates. This chapter contains advice from
presidents and current deans on the "do's and don'ts" of seeking a new
position.

The last chapter consists of a number of conclusions and recommen-
dations, all of which grew out of the preceding chapters, yet are not sim-
ply a summary of what has been said. Rather, many of the recommen-
dations are interpretative and may well cause some debate on the part
of deans and presidents.

The final chapter also contains some messages from deans to presi-
dents. What do deans want and expect from presidents? In thiscase, the
deans are presented with a very rare opportunity when offering advice



to presidents: they have the last word. A number of quotes by deans
are used, most of which presidents should find enlightening, useful, and
occasionally amusing.



Leadership

n an attempt to identify those deans of instruction who are viewed
as leaders by their peers, all deans receiving the CLS were asked to
name the two most effective deans in their state, excluding them-

yes. Any dean receiving three or more votes within a given state
was considered to be a leader in that state. The result was that 86 of
the 619 deans responding to the CLS met the minimum criteria and were
classified as leaders within their respective states. These 86 were then asked
to complete a dean's Leadership Survey (LS) [See Appendix 31. Sixty
three deans (73 percent response rate) from 31 different states responded
to the LS. The LS sent to the deans was almost identical to an earlier
survey sent to those community college presidents identified by their peers
as leaders within their respective states. The results of the presidential
LS provided the basis for the chapter on leadership in 'Tice Community
College Presidency (Vaughan, 1986, pp. 179-208). One reason for using
an almost identical survey for the deans and presidents was to be able
to compare the two groups in an attempt to understand both positions
more fully and to take a look at future community college presidents,
many of whom are currently deans of instruction.

i15
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SIZE OF THE INSTITUTION

The deans identified as leaders serve at institutions that are larger
(average size: 5,487 full-time enrollments [FM]) than the institutions
of all deans answering the CLS survey (average size: 3,051); the median
size of the institutions for the leaders is 3,725 Ms versus 1,800 Fits
for the CIS deans as a whole. Only 12 percent of the deans identified
as leaders are at institutions with fewer than 2,000 Fits. It is clear that
deans identified as leaders by their peers hold positions at the larger
institutions.

Certainly outstanding leadership is not an inherent characteristic of
serving in larger institutions; nevertheless, in many ,nstances, larger in-
stitutions are often looked upon as the leaders within their respective
states, commanding major amounts of the resources allocated to corn-
natality colleges (one president identified as a leader led an institution
that enrolled almost one-third of all community college students within
the state; another president's institution enrolled almost half of all of the
students in the state) resulting in greater visibility both within the state
and nationally for the deans and presidents of these institutions. For ex-
ample, those presidents identified as leaders by their peers also led larger
institutions, with an average of 4,501 Ms versus 2,030 for all presidents
answering the presidential CLS (Vaughan, 1986, p. 197). Finally, all other
things being equal, community colleges, like so much else in America,
are often seen as better if they are bigger.

NUMBER OF YEARS IN CURRENT POSITION

Size of the institution may be one factor in aiding a dean in achiev-
ing leadership status. Another factor is tenure in office. The deans iden-
tified as leaders had occupied their current position on the average of
8.7 years. The 8.7 years compares with an average tenure of 5.4 for all
deans responding to the CLS. This author found in an earlier study that
presidents identified as leaders by their peers also have been in their cur-
rent positions longer (9.4 years) than the presidents who responded to
the presidential CLS (5.3 years) (Vaughan, 1986, p. 198). Another study
found that those presidents identified by their peers as the most effective
presidents in the nation had held their positions approximately nine years
(Roueche, Baker, & Rose, 1989, p. 74).

In the case of both deans and presidents, t1 e tenure in office for those
individuals identified as leaders far exceeds te.e five to seven years often

1 4
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considered to be the maximum time one can provide effective leadership
in a given position. While one's effectiveness depends upon any number
of factors, these figures indicate that community college leaders should
evaluate many factors when considering how long is too long to remain
in one particular position, for there is no magic number of years for provid-
ing effective leadership.

AGE, SEX, RACE, AND ETHNICITY

The average age of the deans identified as leaders is 49.4 versus an
average age of 48.3 for the deans as a whole who responded to the CLS.
The median age for the deans identified as leaders is 49 years of age
versus a median age of 48 for all dean& Sixty-six percent of the deans
responding to the LS are between the ages of 46 and 55, with 1.6 percent
under 40 years of age and 3.2 percent between the ages of 61 and 64
years of age.

Almost 86 percent of the deans identified as leaders are men and
143 percent are women. These percentages compare with the 79 percent
of all deans responding to the CLS who are men and the 21 percent
who are women. No attempt was made to compare the number of years
female leaders had been in their current position with the number of
years male leaders had been in theirs; nevertheless, a factor contributing
to the smaller percentage of women identified as leaders versus the total
number of female deans may be a result of tenure in office: the average
number of years in current positions of the female deans responding
to the WS is 3.6 years, versus the 8.7 years for the deans identified as
leaders.

Of those deans identified as leaders by theirpeers, almost 97 percent
are white, 1.6 percent are Hispanic, and 1.6 percent are Asian.

MOBILITY

Fifty-seven percent of the deans identified as leaders live in the state
in which they finished high school, versus 49 percent of the deans as
a whole. The deans identified as leaders have held an average of 13 deans'
positions versus an average of 1.6 for the deans as a whole. In contrast
to the deans, presidents identified as leaders are more likely to have
changed positions more often than have the presidents as a whole
(Vaughan, 1986, p. 198).
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Of Extreme Importance 5.00

4.50

4.00

3.50

Of Considerable Importance 3.00

Of Little Importance 1.00

Integrity (4.92)
Judgment (4.92)

Courage (4.70)
Concern (4.60)

Flexibility (4.34)
Philosophy (4.30)
Loyalty (4.24)
Energy Level (4.14)
Optimism (4.10)
Excel (4.08)

Humor (3.84)
Health (3.72)

Ambiguity (3.36)
Intelligence (3.32)
Social Ease (3.28)
Curiosity (3.12)

Charisma (2.96)

Figure 1A: Relative mean ratings of personal attributes for presidents.
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4.00

3.50
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Integrity (4.83)
Judgment (4.68)
Philosophy (4.57)
Courage (4.56)

Loyalty (4.41)
Concern (4.40)
Flexibility (4.27)
Energy Level (4.02)

Risks (4.00)1
Humor (3.89)
Intelligence (3.36)
Optimism (3.86)
Excel (3.81)
Ambiguity (3.71)
Health (3.54)

Curiosity (3.48)
Social Ease (3.48)
Charism (3.06)

Figure 113. Relative mean ratings of personal attributes for deans.

'Not included on presidents survey.
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3.86; presidents, 3.32) it is clear that, relatively speaking, neither group
places high intelligence among the top personal attributes. One would
assume that both groups take a certain level of intelligence for granted
when evaluating the requisites for the top leaders in nn educational
institution.

Optimism. Ranking twelfth on the deans' scale was optimism, whereas
presidents ranked it ninth.

Desire to Excel. The deans gave the desire to excel a ranking of thir-
teenth, whereEs the presidents ranked it tenth.

Totem= for Ambiguity. Ranked fourteenth by the deans and thir-
teenth by the presidents, the tolerance for ambiguity received a relative-
ly low ranking considering the nature of the two positions. (Keep in mind,
as illustrated in Figures IA and IB, none of the personal attrtbutes received
low mean ratings.) Indeed, tolerance for ambiguity often makes the list
of leadership characteristics required of leaders in all walks of life.

Physically Healthy. The deans ranked physical health fifteenth and
the presidents ranked it twelfth. As with intelligence, it is likely that both
groups take for granted that the person occupying the position is healthy
enough to perform the requirements of that position.

Curiosity. Ranking sixteenth on the deans' list and sixteenth on the
presidents' list is intellectual curiosity, a low ranking relatively speaking
but a characteristic still considered to be important by both groups.

At Ease in Different Social Situations. Seventeenth on the deans' lilt
is the ability to be at ease in different social situations. The presidents
ranked this characteristic fifteenth, a relatively low ranking considering
the number of different social situations presidents find themselves in.
It is conceivable that by the time a person reaches the dean's or presi-
dent's level, he or she has faced any number of different social situations
and no longer find; new ones a challenge.

Charisma. On the bottom of both the deans' and presidents' lists as
a desirable personal characteristic is charisma. The low relative ranking
may be because charisma has become something of a cliche in American
society, conjuring images of WIC, white horses, and Camelot, images most
presidents and deans have difficulty identifying with. Even so, deans gave
charisma a 3.06 and presidents a 2.96 mean rating, thereby not discounting
it as a desirable characteristic for those occupying the positions.

In the "Other" category, deans listed personal characteristics that
tended to overlap with the ones discussed above. For example, nne listed
"be a self-starter;" another "common sense;" another "loyalty to the presi-
dent;" and another "ability to get along with others." Certainly any list
of personal characteristics would include many of the ones discussed
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above as well as others one might add. For example, if I were repeating
the survey for presidents, I would include the willingness to take risks
as a separate category on the presidents' list. The list, however, is not
intended to be all-inclusive; rather, it represents an attempt to determine
which personal characteristics community college deans and presidents
view as important in achieving success in their positions.

Developing a ranking of personal characteristics raises some
interesting questions. For example, can judgment be taught? If so, how
and by whom? Are values (integrity) formed largely during one's youth?
Or is there value in having a course on ethics included in graduate
programs designed to educate future community college leaders? Also,
there is certainly some cross-over between what is an innate characteristic
and an acquired skill. For example, is risk-taking something someone
does automatically or is it a skill one develops after learning when to
hedge one's bets, risking only what one can afford to lose? And how
many of the personal attributes discussed above should the outstanding
leader possess? All? The top 10? Certainly no one can say with certainty.
I do believe, however, that no community college leader can long succeed
unless he or she possesses the top-ranked personal attributes of integrity
and sound judgment. Without them, the foundation's weak and other
attributes lose much of their meaning. For example, a person who is
quite flexible but who has low integrity and poor judgment is doomed
to failure. The same case can be made for many of the other personal
attributes discussed above.

LEADERSHIP: SKILLS AND ABILITIES

Effective leadership in today's community colleges consists of more
than personal attributes. The effective dean or president must possess
a number of skills and abilities, of which the demand may change as one
changes positions or as circumstances change. For example, the ability
to process and manage information, while always important to those in
positions of leadership, continues to increase in importance as the na-
tion and the world move increasingly into the "information age."

Those presidents identified as leaders by their peers were asked to
rank the skills and abilities they consider to be most important to the
effective community college president. As was the case with personal at-
tributes, the results of the ranking of skills and abilities were reported
in The Community College Presidency (Vaughan, 1986, pp. 188-191). Using
the same listing of skills and attributes that were used in the presidential

1.3
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Perceive and Take Oppornmities. Deans ranked the ability to see and
take opportunities as they occur eleventh on their list; presidents ranked
it tenth.

Process and Manage Information. The deans ranked this skill twelfth;
presidents ranked it fifteenth. The relatively lower mean ranking given
by presidents might imply that they rely on others, including deans, to
process and manage much information before it reaches the president's
office.

Comnumity Understanding. Deans ranked understanding the commu-
nity and region the institution serves thirteenth. Presidents gave it an
identical ranking, which may be a bit surprising since one would think
presidents would place greater emphasis on understanding the commu-
nity than would deans, especially considering the external aspects of the
presidency.

Performing Independently. The deans ranked the ability to carry out
duties and develop programs without supervision fourteenth on their list
of skills and abilities; presidents ranked it fifteenth.

Delegation. Delegation of authority and responsibility was ranked fif-
teenth by the deans; the presidents ranked it eleventh, a lower ranking
than one might expect considering the chief executive officer's position.

Maintaining a Peer Network. Next to the bottom of the deans' list but
still considered important (3.26 mean rating) is establishing and main-
taining a network of peers. Presidents also ranked it next to last and gave
it a mean rating of 2.96, indicating that they feel it is relatively unimpor-
tant for presidents to maintain a network of peers. The low ranking of
the importance of peer networks enforces the provincial nature of the
community college, especially in the case of presidents.

Produce Scholarly Publications. At the bottom of both the deans' and
presidents' lists of desirable skills and abilities is the ability to produce
scholarly publications. The deans gave it a mean ranking of 2.21; the
presidents gave it one of 1.56. Their ranking, while not surprising to those
individuals who understand the community college's rejection of research
in favor of teaching, does little to enhance the image of the community
college as an institution of higher education devoted to the pursuit of
truth and knowledge through any number of avenues.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES OF SUBORDINATES

Both deans and presidents were asked to use the same list and the
same scale to rank those skills and abilities they see as important in their
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Produce Results (4.92)
Select People (4.86)
Resolve Conflicts (4.70)
Communications (4.68)
Motivate Others (4.58)
Analyze, Evaluate (4.54)
Articulation (4.54)
Relate (4.52)

Define Problems
and Solutions (4.38)

Take Risks (4.22)
Delegation (4.16)
Team Player (4.04)
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Figure 2A: Relative mean ratings of president's skills and abilities.
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Select People (4.58)

Communications Skills (4.50)
Analyze and Evaluate (4.42)
Produce Results (439)
Resolve Conflicts (4.36)
Motivate Others (4.36)
Team Player (4.32)
Relate (4.26)
Articulation (4.21)
Define Problems and

Solutions (4.19)

Take Risks (3.95)
Manage Information (3.94)
Know Community (3.89)
Independence (3.87)
Delegation (3.86)

Peer Network (3.26)

Publications (2.21)

Figure 23: Relative mean ratings of dean's skills and abilities.
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subordinates. Rather than deal with each item separately as was done
above, the following summary points out those areas that deans view
as more or less important for subordinates than for themselves. Figures
3A and 3B provide summaries of how deans and presidents rank the
desired skills and abilities of subordinates and may be used to compare
and contrast the various views.

Deans' Views of Subordinates
The deans' top-ranked ability for subordinates is to work as a team

member, whereas they ranked it number seven on their own list of desira-
ble abilities. Not surprisingly, presidents ranked the ability to work as
a team member high (second) on their list of abilities they desire in subor-
dinates (it was thirteenth on their own list of desirable abilities for presi-
dents), subordinates who include deans of instruction. The conclusion
is clean those in charge believe it is more important for subordinates to
participate as team members than it is for themselves to do so. This is
the case whether they are deans or presidents.

On the other hand, deans view the ability of subordinates to pro-
duce results, to select capable people and to communicate effectively in
the top five rankings for both themselves and their subordinates.

Interestingly, the deans rank the ability to define problems and pro-
duce solutions number four for subordinates and number 10 for them-
selves. Similarly, presidents also rank this ability fourth for subordinates
but ninth for themselves. As is the case with wanting subordinates who
are team members, both deans and presidents feel it is more important
to have subordinates who can define problems and offer solutions than
it is to be able to do so themselves.

Other minor differences can be seen from examining Table 1. It is
also worth noting that deans and presidents agree on the bottom two
skills and abilities desired in subordinates: both groups rank the ability
to establish and maintain a network of peers sixteenth and the ability
to produce scholarly publications seventeenth.

As is the case with personal attributes, any list of skills and abilities
required of the successful community college leader is somewhat arbitrary
and certainly incomplete. On the other hand, by ranking skills and abil-
ities for themselves and for their subordinates, deans and presidents of-
fer some signposts that might be useful in selecting community college
leaders in the future. Moreover, a ranking of skills and abilities provides
benchmarks for deans and presidents as they evaluate their own perfor-
mances and those of their subordinates.
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RELATIONSHIPS

The deans responding to the CLS were asked to describe their pri-
mary relationship with faculty, subordinates, and students. In each case,
the respondents were asked to check only the principal role, or if what
they considered to be the principal role was not listed, to list that role.
The responses provide yet another perspective on the dean's position.

Faculty
Two-thirds of the deans responding to the LS stated that their prin-

cipal role with the faculty is that of educational leader. Listed a far-distant
second, with 14 percent of the responses, was the role of articulating the
college's mission and serving as an advocate for that mission. Next was
that of overall faculty supervisor (nearly 8 percent);any number of "other"
roles (nearly 5 percent); symbol of the college (nearly 5 percent); and role
model (nearly 2 percent). Not a single dean listed colleague as the prin-
cipal role they play in relationship to the faculty, nor did any dean list
the role of mentor to the faculty as the principal role, certainly putting
to rest the myth that deans are really faculty members at heart.

Subordinates
Over 24 percent of the deans identify their principal role in relation-

ship to those individuals who report to them as that of articulating the
college's mission and serving as an advocate for that mission. A close
second is serving the role of motivating subordinates (almost 23 percent);
the next principal role is that of colleague (16 percent); next, supervisor
(13 percent); mentor (almost 10 percent); role model (6.5 percent); and
"other" (6.5 percent). An encouraging sign for future community college
leadership is that over 16 percent of the deans view their principal role
in relationship to their subordinates as that of mentor or role model and
another 16 percent identify it as colleague, which, in the best of all worlds,
takes on many of the characteristics ofmentor and role model. The differ-
ences in the way the deans view their roles in relationship to faculty ver-
sus subordinates indicates that deans may not have as close a relation-
ship with faculty as might be the case in the highly romantic version of
academia where administrators are considered "first among equals." More-
over, considering the number of deans and presidents who have degrees
in education and who have built their careers on moving through the
administrative ranks rather than on scholarship in a discipline, it is not
only idealistic but unrealistic to view administrators ea "faculty members
on temporary assignments." Indeed, I argued in The Community College
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Of Extreme Importance 5.00
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4.00

3.50

Of Considerable Importance 3.00

Of Little Importance 1.00

Produce Results (4.92)
Team Member (4.74)
Resolve Conflicts (4.70)
Define Problems

and Solutions (4.58)

Analyze, Evaluate (4.48)
Motivate Others (4.48)
Select People (4.48)
Communications (4.36)
Manage Information (4.10)
Relate (4.10)
Articulation (4.00)

Take Risks (3.84)
Delegation (3.66)
Know Community (3.62)
Independence (3.60)

Peer Network (2.96)

Publications (1.50)

Figure 3A: Relative mean ratings of president's subordinate, skills and
abilities.
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Team Member (4.57)

Produce Results (4.32)
Select People (4.24)
Define Problems and

Solutions (4.19)
Communications Skills (4.16)
Resolve Conflicts (4.16)
Analyze and Evaluate (4.15)
Motivate Others (4.15)
Relate (4.11)

Take Risks (3.94)
Independence (3.94)
Articulation (3.90)
Manage Information (3.84)
Know Community (3.66)

Delegation (3.45)
Peer Network (3.13)

Publications (2.11)

Figure 3B: Relative mean ratings of skills and abilities for dean
subordinates.
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81(111/Ability

Analyze and Evaluate 4.42
Articulation 4.21
Communications Skills 4.50
Define Problems and

Solutions 4.19
Delegation 3.86
Independence 3.87
Know Community 3.89
Manage Information 3.94
Motivate Others 4.36
Peer Network 3.26
Produce Results 4.39
Publications 2.21
Relate 4.26
Resolve Conflicts 4.36
Select People 4.58
Take Risks 3.95
Team Player 4.32

For Deans For Subordinates

4.15
3.90
4.16

4.19
3.45
3.94
3.66
3.84
4.15
3.13
4.32
2.11
4.11
4.16
4.24
3.94
4.52

Table 1: Comparison of mean ratings of skills and abilities o deans
and their subordinates

Presidency (Vaughan, 1986) that once most individuals assume their first
administrative position-division chair, for example-they change profes-
sions as well as job assignments (p. 45).

Students
As discussed earlier, a number of deans take great pride and satisfac-

tion in helping students achieve their goals. At the same time, the deans
admit that they rarely work directly with students. What, then, are the
principal roles of the deans of instruction in relationship to students? Over
36 percent of the deans view their major role as being the individual who
communicates the college's mission and standards to the students. Thir-
ty percent of the deans see their principal role as demonstrating to the
students that they, as deans, are interested, concerned adults devoted
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to the welfare of students. Nineteen percent view their role as a symbol
of authority; and over 14 percent listed a number of "other" roles as their
major role in relationship to students, including providing inspiration
and serving as ombudsman for students in academic matters. Not one
of the deans listed "role model" as the principal role of the dean in rela-
tion to students. Based upon their perceived relationships with students,
deans are correct in recognizing that their satisfactions obtained from
student achievement, must, for the most part, be gained vicariously.

RISKS AND WORKLOAD OF THE DEANSHIP

The deans were asked on the survey about the risks involved in serving
in a deanship and the workload that deans face. Their responses should
help to answer questions that those interested in securing a deanship might
have.

Risks
Those presidents identified as leaders by their peers were asked if they

considered the presidency to be a low-risk, moderate-risk, or high-risk
position. Thirty percent of the presidents responded that they feel the
presidency is a high-risk position; 68 percent view it as a moderate-risk
position; and only one president of the 63 presidents answering the ques-
tion views the position as low-risk (Vaughan, 1986, p. 211).2

Of the 62 deans responding to the question on the LS, almost 52
percent view the deanship as a high-risk position; over 43 percent view
it as a moderate-risk position; and almost 5 percent view it as low-risk.

While the deans were not asked to comment on the risks inherent
in the deanship, a few did. One veteran dean's comments (this individu-
al has served as dean under seven different presidents, in each case report-
ing directly to the president) help in understanding why he views the
position as high-risk.

In most cases, the dean fills the "second-in-command" role within the
commonly college. By that nature alone, the individual occupies a high-
risk position for two major and contrasting reasons. One reason is

Mte spouses of the presidents identified as leaders were asked for their perceptions of the risk as-
sociated with the presidency. Forty-two percent of the spouses returning the survey view the presidency
as a high-risk position; 55 percent view it as a moderate-risk position; and 3 percent as a low-risk
position (Vaughan, 1965, p. 2I2). The spouses of deans of instruction were not surveyed for this study.
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because of the threat implied to the president. The dean is the target
for problems within the college even mote so than the president, even
more so today than yesterday. Yet the dean does not enjoy any security
within the organization. Add to this the need to handle problems and
issues with only the implied power of the presidency rather than the
actual power, and the role becomes extremely creative and high-risk.
The second reason is also because of the threat to the president. The
deanship is high risk because of the visibility of the role of internal
leader, or at least leader of the faculty. If successful in a transform

leadership role, that am be a serious threat to the perceived im-
age and fragile ego of the president. Very few presidents can handle
a stroig dean in a leadership role, particularly at the community col-
lege. As a result, the dean may back off from the transformational
or even symbolic leadership role within the college, emphasize the trans-
actional role, or seek other employment. Of significance too is the fact
t h a t m o s t d e a n s a r e u p w a r d l y mo b i l e and d e s i r e a p r e s i d e n t i a l o p p o r -

t u n i t y at some point in their careers. The president of the college wherein
the dean is now employed holds the reins on that individual's future.
The president am be of enormous help in placement of the dean for
a presidency, or can ruin the individual's professional career and pm-
foundly affect that person's life.

0 0 0

Workload
Almost 94 percent of the deans responding to the LS view the dean's

workload as heavy. The remaining deans view it as average, with none
of the deans responding that their workload is light. One dean believes
that the workload is "much heavier than the president's." Mother feels
that the workload is "almost beyond the point of endurance"; another
considers it "very heavy, but that it seems light when you enjoy your work."

Without doubt, most effective deans of instruction work hard and
long hours. When the heavy workload is coupled with the risks inherent
in ,6e position, the deanship seems an unlikely position for the lazy or
timid. On the other hand, the position is at the crossroads of much that
is happening at the institution. So, in spite of the risks and work associated
with the position, most deans seem to enjoy their roles immensely. In
the next chapter, a number of deans comment on why they would recom-
mend the deanship to others, in spite of what some people might see
as negative aspects of the position. Before moving to the next chapter,
however, a challenge is issued to those deans who expect to lead the na-
tion's community colleges into the future.

f, 4
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SCHOLARSHIP: LEADERSHIP'S UNANSWERED CHALLENGE

Anyone reading this volume who is unfamiliar with the community
college will surely be puzzled and perhaps even shocked by the deans'
bottom-of-the-scale ranking of the ability to produce scholarly publica-
tions, both for themselves and their subordinates. How, the stranger at
the community college's door will ask, can an institution's chief academ-
ic officer fail to place a higher value upon scholarship? Even those in-
dividuals who understand and are devoted to the community college may
question the low ranking assigned scholarly publications by the deans.

Do deans place little value on scholarship, or just view publications
resulting from scholarly activities as relatively unimportant? If commu-
nity colleges have failed to emphasize scholarship, why has this been the
case? Are there new and pressing reasons why deans should pay more
attention to scholarship in the future than they have done in the past?
What can deans, as leaders, do to enhance their image as academic lead-
ers? Is scholarship the leadership challenge deans have failed to answer?
The following examines these questions and makes recommendations
regarding the dean's role as scholar and promoter of scholarship.

Scholarship and the Community College
The IS survey contained the following statement "Historically, com-

tr,r.tf:',. allege professionals (faculty and administrators) have devoted
li t. . to scholarship." The deans were then asked if they agreed or
cLiag :td with the statement and why they agreed or asagreed. Over
95 potent of the deans responding to the LS either fully or partially agreed
with the statement. The answers as to why community college profes-
sionals devote so little dine and energy to scholarship varied, although
most of the comments revolved around the following four themes.

The Community College as a Teaching Institution. A major themecen-
tered around the feeling that since the community college is a teaching
institution, community college professionals are not expected to devote
any great amount of energy or time to scholarship. One dean who be-
lieves that scholarship has been neglected in favor of teachingwarns that
"The danger is that community college professionals will not stay in touch
with the world around them, especially their discipline." Another dean,
failing to make the connection between scholarship and teaching, sug-
gests that scholarship has been neglected "because we are primarily prac-
titioners and doers and have little time for the research and reflection
necessary for scholarship." Another dean echoes a similar theme: "Our
focus has been on teaching and learning and on creating an atmosphere



in which the interaction between student and teacher is maximized." Fi-
nally, "Historically, we have created a dichotomy between time spent
on scholarship and time spent on teaching and have focused our efforts
on time spent on teaching. Given the choice between expending efforts
on teaching or doing scholarly research, we have opted for teaching,"
one dean said. The teaching versus scholarship theme has definitely played
a major role in the attitudes of community college professionals toward
scholarship.

Lack of Rewards. A second theme expressed by the deans was that
since faculty and administrators are not required to engage in scholar-
ship, there have been very few rewards for doing so. As one dean notes,
"It [scholarship] is not often a consideration in job performance evalua-
tions." Another dean states bluntly that whether one engages in scholar-
ship or not has no effect on gaining tenure. Yet another dean expresses
the lack of incentives for doing scholarly work. His comments: "The com-
munity college reward systems do not recognize scholarly contributions
as a significant aspect of faculty and staff remuneration." Finally, scholar-
ship "hasn't been valued and rewarded organizationally; indeed, it has
been suspect!" Most busy professionals expect to be rewarded for the time
and energy they devote to their professions. In the case of scholarship,
a number of deans responding to the LS do not perceive any great num-
ber of external rewards resulting from engaging in scholarship, either for
themselves or for the faculty.

Lack of Time. Time, or the lack of it, was the third theme that emerged
as hindering the community college professional's willingness and abili-
ty to engage in scholarship. Indeed, a lack of time resulting from heavy
workloads was given as the single most dominant reason why communi-
ty college professionals neglect scholarship. As one dean notes: "[There
is] not enough time to devote to scholarship. There are just too many
responsibilities, so scholarship takes a low priority." Another dean ac-
knowledges that the "12-15-credit teaching load" leaves little time for
scholarship. Several other deans refer to the heavy workloads for both
faculty and administrators and to the lack of resources available for
scholarship. A lack of time, coupled with a lack of rewards, can certainly
impede scholarly activities and must be seen as major obstacles to the
community college devoting more time to scholarship in the future.

The Historical Setting. The last theme to be discussed is perhaps the
most important: the historical development of the community college.
This theme, in many ways, encompasses the other themes, for a lack of
emphasis on scholarship in its historical development would cause com-
munity colleges to fail to devote time, energy, resources, and rewards to

166
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scholarship; and, certainly the historical theme encompasses the com-
mitment to teaching. One dean notes that "the community college in
its infancy had and some continue to have an identity crisis. Unlike univer-
sities with their long-standing traditions and formal rituals, the commu-
nity college sought a unique identity and many rejected the traditions
research universities hand out." The dean does not endorse the commu-
nity college's approach, however, for he notes that "scholarship is the
core of our profession. Not to encourage it is to intellectually starve and
wither away. The problem is to find ways to fund the paradigm shift."
Another dean, noting the neglect of scholarship in the community col-
lege's past, refers to the lack of a historical commitment to scholarship:
"Community colleges have spent their early years defining their roles,
accommodating growth, and little focus has been given to the number
one quality control in community colleges: top quality faculty in every
position." Yet another notes that "as community colleges were established
the focus was on buildings, staffing, curriculum development and rapid-
ly growing enrollments" and not on scholarship. From another: "The
teaching, service, and results-oriented approach that is a part of the in-
stitutional culture does not promote a value for scholarship . . " Another
dean notes that community colleges have historically focusedon the day-
to-day management of the institution and on "putting out brush fires."
As a result, community colleges have put "less focus on academic leader-
ship." One dean believes that "the real reason for a lack of emphasis [on
scholarship] was that the community college movement was not recog-
nized as a separate profession but as an extension of either the public
school or university systems." And from another dean comes the follow-
ing observation: "Historically, our institutions placed greater emphasis
on processing students through the institution toward or into a career.
Greater emphasis was placed upon skills than upon creative or intellec-
tual pursuits." And from another comes the observation that "Much of
this attitude [toward scholarship] is derived from the old two-year col-
lege philosophy which said that two-year colleges are teaching institu-
tions, not research institutions. This attitude has (and is) costing us dearly."
The community college's youth, rapid growth, search for identity, inde-
pendence, and pragmatic nature all contributed to a history that did not
lend itself to Scholarship in the traditional sense of the term.

Changes in the Wind
Does the lack of emphasis on scholarship accurately describe the sit-

uation today and in the future? Not necessarily, according to a number
of the deans responding to the LS. Forty-nine of the deans responding
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to the LS believe that there are forces interacting with the community
college that are calling attention to the need for more scholarship. Nine
deans do not agree that there is a new awareness of the role of scholarship
in relationship to the community college. The remaining respondents (5
deans) either did not respond to the question or gave a "maybe" answer.
The new awareness of scholarship comes from a number of sources but,
as is the case with the reasons for a lack of emphasis on scholarship in
the past, can be grouped around central themes. I have identified three.

Manning of the Community College. A major theme indicating that
community colleges should devote more time and energy to scholarship
is the maturing of the community college. One dean captures the essence
of this argument well: "The new awareness comes with maturity of the
community college. We can now look back and see that there are classic
academic traditions that transcend time and [Institutional] culture. This
does not mean a biology professor in a community college needs to con-
duct basic research. It does require that every professional keep up with
his discipline and engage in appropriate scholarship that will make him
a better classroom teacher." Another dean notes that "as the communi-
ty colleges mature there is less emphasis on accommodating growth and
more on improving quality; scholarship and quality go hand in hand."
Similarly, f..nn another dean, "Community colleges are now on their
feet, and they have recognized that the world changes. We need to change
also, but more important, lead change." Another dean points to a "new
confidence" because "community college professionals no longer have a
sense of themselves as second-class citizens. There is now a sense of be-
ing full partners in the higher education enterprise, partners who have
something to say to their colleagues." On the same theme, one dean notes
that today "Community colleges are more clearly considered a part of
higher education, and we are beginning to 'imitate' our senior colleges!"
Other comments refer to the need for the community college to ac-
knowledge more fully its role as an institution of higher education.

Evaluation and Accountability. Especially important in the thinking
of those deans who would like to see more emphasis placed on schola
ship is the concept of linking research to classroom activities, or "class-
room research," as the concept is popularly known. "Classroom research"
is seen by a number of deans as a means of improving teaching and mak-
ing community college professionals more responsible for the teaching
and learning process.

One dean, who agrees that there is a new awareness on the role of
scholarship in the community college but who does not feel that it has
been neglected in the past, offers his views on the subject: "I agree that

13
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there is a new awareness. The focus on scholarship has simply been in-
tensified in the recent past. This intensity I view as a natural result of
nationwide concern for reform in education and of nationwide ac-
knowledgement that the community college is the vanguard and most
effective mechanism to date for bringing true positive effects urged by
education reform." Another dean notes that "various external and in-
ternal factors" are causing considerable discussion on the effectiveness
of community colleges; therefore, "the need for scholarship is more criti-
cal and more apparent." Another dean notes the "shifting from quanti-
ty to quality" and that the "increased accountability for student outcomes"
has increased the need for scholarship in the community college.

The pragmatic nature of the community college, which some deans
feel has been an impediment to scholarship, is viewed by others as a rea-
son for engaging in scholarship. From one dean: "The rise of 'applied
research' generally and its increased legitimization in the academic com-
munity has helped community college folks feel that it may be appropri-
ate even in the pragmatic, non-esoteric culture" of the community col-
lege to engage in scholarship. Another dean, drawing on the community
college's programmatic nature, refers to the "strong perception that good
decisions, planning, futuring, are based on sound data and sound under-
standings. Scholarship is one means to knowing, theorizing, projecting,
and testing hypotheses." Similarly, another dean notes that "As a prac-
titioner, I am interested in how problems are solved and challenges met
in other institutions." Another dean combines the pragmatic with the
philosophical: he believes that community colleges now have "the need
to have some solid base for what we do, a scholarly basis rather than
it just feels right; community colleges are coming of age. Of a more nega-
tive nature, community colleges are imperiencing more criticism and must
be able to respond, to defend." Similarly, a dean suggests that "some defen-
siveness has arisen [on the part of community colleges] as 'outsiders' have
begun to study community college education." He offers the most prag-
matic argument of all: "If we don't take responsibility for scholarship,
someone will do it for us."

Faculty Renewal. A third theme, though less pronounced than the
other two, is the need for an aging faculty and administration to find
new avenues of renewal, of which scholarship may be one. One dean
observes that "leaders of the 1980s and 1990s have spent most, if not
all, of their professional careers at community colleges. These education-
al leaders do not expect to 'move up' to four-year colleges. When they
do research it will often be on what they know best: the community col-
lege." From another dean: "Ignoring scholarship has helped to lead to
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burnout and stagnation." Another dean points to the "graying of the
professorate" and the resulting need for "personal and professional revitali-
zation." Another dean sees scholarship as a means of "motivating teachers
who have been at it for over 20 years." Finally, one dean believes that
there is "a higher level of individual now working at the community col-
lege" and that this type of individual is aware of the connection between
the scholar and the community college educator. Moreover, he contends
that faculty are exploring a variety of ways to present their subject mat-
ter, resulting in an increased emphasis on professional development
through scholarship. Finally, one dean believes that community college
faculty "cannot remain on the cutting edge of their profession unless they
maintain an active interest in .-:holarship."

Answering the Challenge: Bringing Scholarship to the Forefront
Many deans who are viewed as leaders in their field endorse placing

more emphasis upon scholarship. As the institution's academic leader,
no one on campus is in a better position than are deans of instruction
to make scholarship an integral part of the community college's philoso-
phy and ultimately its mission. As the leader of the faculty, no one on
campus is in a better position than are deans of instruction to provide
the leadership in creating a climate on campus that includes a renewed
commitment to scholarship. In essence, no one on campus is in a better
position to answer leadership's unanswered challenge of making the con-
nection between scholarship and outstanding teaching, thereby increas-
ing the effectiveness of the community college in serving its students.

Defining Scholarship
Scholarship on the community college campus (and on most other

campuses, for that matter) is a concept in search of a definition, for rare-
ly have deans, presidents, and others within the community college ranks
even discussed a definition of scholarship, much less agreed on one. One
result is that answers to a question regarding scholarship rely too heavi-
ly on the respondent's concept of what constitutes scholarly activities.
One of the deans responding to the LS discusses the lack ofa definition:
"The difficulty, however, in responding to this question is caused by the
fact that 'scholarship' can mean Ifferent things to different people. Are
we talking about scholarship as applied to faculty, students, others! I hope
that in the community colleges we never give up our interaction with
students or our involvement with the learning process, so that we can
have time to produce 'useless' research that might enhance our careers
but not add much to our knowledge and understanding."
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A first step in making scholarship an integral part of the community
alllege philosophy is for deans and others to agree upon a definition of
what they mean when they refer to scholarship. After much consulta-
tion with scholars in a number of fields, I developed the following defini-
tion of scholarship which, I believe, offers a good starting point for defining
the term in a way that is in concert with the community college
philosophy.

Scholarship is the systematic pursuit of a topic, an objective, ra-
tional inquiry that involves critical analysis. It requires the pre-
cise observation, organization, and recording of information in
the search for truth and order. Scholarship is the umbrella under
which research falls, for research is but one form of scholarship.
Scholarship results in a product that is shared with others and
that is subject to the criticism of individuals qualified to judge
the product. This product may take the form of a book review,
an annotated bibliography, a lecture, a review of existing research
on a topic, a speech that is a synthesis of the thinking on a top-
ic. Scholarship requires that one have a solid foundation in one's
professional field and that one keep up with the developments
in that field (Vaughan, 1988, p. 27).

Implied, but not stated in the above definition, is that scholarship
can also take the form of any number of traditional publications, includ-
ing books and articles, that results from one's scholarship but not neces-
sarily one's research. The definition is compatible with the community
college as an institution devoted primarily to teaching and fits well with
the community college philosophy, I believe.

A second step the deans of instruction can take is to have their na-
tional organization, the National Council of Instructional Adrninistra-
tors, endorse the pursuit of scholarship as a worthy and necessary under-
taking for the nation's community colleges. Included as a part of the
endorsement should be the recognition that the institution's chief aca-
demic officer will provide the leadership locally and nationally that will
result in scholarship being included as a part of the community college
mission. The time is right for the deans of instruction to make such a
move, for they can build upon the strong call for scholarship contained
in the 1988 report of the AACJC Commission on the Future of Com-
munity Colleges entitled Building Communities: A Vision for a New Cen-
tury (pp. 25-28). For the deans to fail to capitalize on the Commission's
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report is to miss a rare opportunity that IP co tailor-made for any group
of community college leaders below the president's level to make a sig.
nificant and lasting impact on the community college's philosophy at both
the local and national levels.

Third, the deans of instruction, through their national organizations,
should publicize what they are doing on the local campus to recognize
and promote scholarship. Those deans responding to the LS provided
outstanding examples of how scholarship is recognized on their own cam-
puses, with deans taking the leadership role.

Finally, and most importantly, deans of instruction should assume
the leadership on their own campuses to help the college community de-
fine scholarship, to have the college community endorse the definition
and the activities required to accomplish the definition, and to recce
the and promote scholarship on their own campus. Included as a part
of the leadership role is demonstrating in any number of ways the vital
link between scholarship and outstanding teaching.

By assuming the leadership role in making scholarship an integral
part of the community college mission, the deans will emerge as truly
academic leaders. The result will be that the unanswered challenge will
have been answered: scholarship will fin occupy a place of prominence
in the community college's philosophy aid on each campus. The most
logical group among the nation's community college leaders to answer
the unanswered challenge would be the deans of instruction. To ignore
the challenge is to fail to grasp that rare moment in history when a group
of leaders can make a significant and long-lasting difference in how the
community college views itself and how it is viewed by others.
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Advice for Those Who
Would be Deans and Presidents

' f the 619 deans responding to the CLS, almost 55 percent stated
that becoming a community college president was their career
goal. Assuming deans responding to the CLS are representa-
tive of deans as a whole, one can conclude that of the approxi-

mately 1,169 chief academic officers serving the nation's community
colleges, well over 500 of them aspire to become community college presi-
dent& The number of individuals aspiring to the deanship is not known,
but one would assume that the number is equally as impressive. The fol-
lowing advice is based upon personal judgment and the judgment of deans
and presidents, upon my own experiences as a dean and as a president,
upon my studies of the community college presidency, and upon the fore-
going discussion of the dean of instruction.'

Torsions of the following were published In Leadership in Transition: The Community Coke Assam
by George B. Vaughan. @1989 in the ACE/Macmillan Series on Higher Education by Macmillan
Publishing Co., reproduced by permission of the publisher. The material has been altered some.
what and adapted to the current discussion.
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PREPARATION

Anyone who has read this far should have a good indication of some
of the requirements for the dean of instruction's position. Chapters 2
and 3 discuss the backgrounds of current deans, backgrounds that should
enlighten anyone interested in becoming a dean. The chapters on women,
Blacks, and Hispanics discuss some special problems and opportunities
faced by members of these groups as they move up the administrative
ladder. These chapters also make a number of points that all potential
presidents and deans should take to heart.

In addition to the material already covered, a number of deans were
asked what advice they would give those individuals who aspire to the
deanship. The following quotes make some points that are best made
by someone currently serving as a dean. They also provide the basis for
my own advice for those wilo aspire to the deanship and to the presidency.

Deans' Advice on Preparing for the Deanship
One veteran dean who has held three successful deanships offers the

following advice: "First of all, get some training for the job. By that I
mean a good, sound academic background. Second, I think the person
ought to serve a journeymanship in the classroom, know what teaching
and learning is about, and be able to carry that flavor into the relation-
ship with the faculty before aspiring to a leadership role. Now I'm as-
suming some leadership ability, the ability to relate to people well, and
all of that." From another dean: "I think the individual should gain as
much experience as possible, taking on a variety of different tasks and
volunteering for those tasks. I would advise that you get some academic
preparation in educational administration, for while I do not think there
is any substitute for learning on the job, I think there are some shortcuts
that can be achieved by academic work. I think that [those who wish
to become a dean] need to really consider how they work with other people
on campus, establishing relationships, and to understand that every rela-
tionship is going to have some impact on the future of the deanship."

A female dean suggests, "Be visible. Make a speech every chance you
get; it is wonderful for increasing confidence." Similarly, from another
female dean: "Prepare well. Complete the appropriate degree (earn the
doctorate) and serve as the leader of campus-wide committees; partici-
pate widely in leadership of professional organizations." Another dean,
who had only been in the position for two years at the time of the inter-
view, offers his advice to aspiring deans: "I think the young person who's
interested in eventually being a dean of instruction needs to understand
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that the primary pathand I think it's the best pathto the deanship
is through the academic ranks. I recommend that the individual get a
master's degree in a teaching discipline and spend some time teaching
in the community college; spend some time as an assistant division chair
or department head until an opportunity arises to move into the divi-
sion chair's position. Do that for three to five years, and I think the per-
son is ready."

One dean who has served in every administrative position on cam-
pus but "college business manager and president," [nor has any desire
to serve in either position] believes that basic to any preparation for the
deanship is the desire to become a dean. Once that is decided, individu-
als must realize that they build upon "the skills they learned in the last
job." He notes that the future dean taws: communicate well, both in writ-
ing and verbally. Finally, "The other piece of advice is never to under-
estimate the value of any person you have out there. Use them, not in
the fact of using them, but use them as a part of the institution to make
it better."

One female dean whose husband supported her as she moved up the
career ladder, even to the extent of being a househusband for an extended
period of time, offers this advice: "I believe very strongly that we should
not be consumed by the mental challenges of a position and that our
health, spirituality, and social needs are equally important, and I don't
think you function well unless you keep that balance well." One dean
admonishes those who have the deanship as a career goal to take advan-
tage of every opportunity available, including those "not normally at the
campus level but at the regional and national levels. I 'think developing
a network of colleagues is absolutely critical for a variety of reasons. That
network can help you deal with problems, come up with solutions, give
you the names of individuals who can help you. Get to know more in-
dividuals outside of your sector, outside of your region even, and utilize
that talent that's out there." One chief academic officer, who was a director
of continuing education prior to assuming the deanship, advises the fu-
ture dean to become familiar with the literature on leadership and manage-
ment in higher education, while at the same time keeping abreast of the
national trends affecting the academic scene. As he states it: "Know what
the trends are so that you can provide direction on campus."

One female dean believes that many community college leaders view
the community college's comprehensive mission too narrowly. Her ad-
vice to the future dean: "Don't be narrow. Look at the issues from a va-
riety of perspectives. Get involved in the community. Continue with your
interests. Be a whole person; don't get too focused on the job." She has



taken her own advice, for she relates the following: "I've taken a lot of
time in the last couple of years to think about leadership and to avail
myself of every opportunity to talk with other people from around the
country and from a variety of institutionscommunity organizations
and to really think about the issues. I urge all deans to do the same thing,
to think about leadership as an issue, to grapple with it on a personal
and a professional level. Engage in the struggle that would be my advice."

One veteran dean keeps his advice short and to the point: "Find a
successful dean and try to model after him/her. Understand what it takes
to function as a leader and a manager and understand the difference be-
tween leading and managing." Similarly, from another dean: "Study in
detail the way your president makes decisions and work to gain his/her
trust in your assessment of proposed actions." Finally, from another dean:
"Know that the 'best' person doesn't exist among candidates in a pool,
only the `right' person at a particular moment."

Commonsense Approach to Preparing for the Deanship and the
Presidency

Much of the advice offered by deans and presidents can be summa-
rized under a number of categories, most of them based upon experience
and common sense. The following actions and considerations, while in
no way guaranteeing anyone a deanship or a presidency, should aid in-
terested individuals in evaluating their potential and making prepara-
tion for joining the ranks of community college top leaders. With the
caveat that not all of the advice and observations apply equally to those
aspiring to the deanship and the presidency (for example, those who as-
pire to the deanship should ignore much of the advice relating to governing
boards, at least until they are successful deans and aspire to the presidency),
the advice is nevertheless a common sense approach to applying for most
professional positions, including the deanship and the presidency.

Earn a Doctorate. This is basic advice offered by practically every presi-
dent and dean with whom I have discussed the subject. Without the doc-
torate, a candidate's chances of becoming a president or dean will be great-
ly diminished and indeed eliminated in many cases. One president, when
asked about the pathway to the presidency, responded that the "doc-
torate is, in many cases, the key to the executive washroom. It's consid-
ered minimum." A dean suggests that if you want to be a dean, "Oct
the terminal degree (even if it means making sacrifices) so you will be
taken seriously." While it is not a universal rule that one must have the
doctorate to become a dean or even a president, the fact remains that
most presidencies and many deanships today require the doctorate.
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Nevertheless, some would-be presidents and deans continue to dream
that they will be the exception to the rule. For example, in a state with
over 20 community colleges and a community college system with a 25-year
history during which no one ever served as a president who did not have
the earned doctorate, a dean without the doctorate was deeply hurt be-
cause he was not even considered for a recent presidential vacancy. With
an increasing number of doctorates granted each year, governing boards
do not have to, and few will, consider candidates without the doctorate.
In many cases, the same applies to deans. In any event, the person with
the doctorate will likely be selected for a deanship or presidency, all other
things being Null

Secure a Position in a Community College. The primary audience for
which much of this volume is intended is already "playing in the right
game," for approximately 90 percent of the community college presidents
come from within the community college ranks, a percentage that has
increased over the years and may become even higher in the future. The
number of deans coming from outside the community college field is so
small that it is not even worthwhile for most individuals to contemplate
moving directly into the deanship from outside the community college
field. The point is that it is very difficult to obtain one of the community
college's top positions from outside the community college field.

Get into the Academic Pipeline. While one can make it to the presidency
and deanship (as pointed out earlier, deans have followed any number
of pathways to the deanship) through routes other than the academic
one, the odds of becoming a dean and especially a president (the path-
way to the presidency narrows considerably and focuses upon the aca-
demic dean's position as the jumping off point) increase if the academic
path is followed, a point that is emphasized a number of times in the
advice offered by deans for future deans and in The Community College
Pntsidency (Vaughan, 1986) in relationship to the presidency. Future deans
and presidents should note that more and more search committees and
governing boards require that presidents possess teaching experience. A
successful president of a large community college in the East provides
a useful perspective on teaching, the deanship, and the presidency. His
advice: "I know that the short-cut has been not to bother to teach for
many younger presidents. I think that's a mistake. I really would encourage
some teaching experience, full-time, not just part-time. I think my 9 years
of teaching before I became a dean were critical to my development."
A dean suggests that if your goal is to become a dean, it is best to "move
up through the ranksteacher, division chair, deanfor the best under-
standing of the role. And remain in a line position, not staff." The
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academic pipeline, then, is from the classroom, to division chair, to dean
of instruction, to president.

View the College from a Broad Perspective. Never say "It isn't my prob-
lem because rm only concerned with instructional matters or financial
matters or student services." As one dean observes above, "Don't be nar.
row" in your thinking. For example, many student services professionals
make the mistake of saying over and over that they are "student-oriented."
Who isn't? Be college-oriented while at the same time presenting the per-
spective of your division. Future deans especially need to think in terms
of the college as a whole for, as was pointed out in Chapter 3, many
deans found their perspective too narrow upon assuming the deanship.

Find a Good Mentor. In an interview I conducted with Edmund J.
Oleazer, Jr., former president of the AACJC, he offered the following
advice. "Find two or three good mentors. You will find that there are
some key people in the field; make it a point to get to know them. Try
to get into the network; go to work for well-known and competent peo-
ple if you can A good president will employ good people and will pro-
vide the opportunity for those people to achieve their own visibility."
While most potential deans and presidents will have difficulty finding
even one good mentor, Gleazer's advice is nevertheless sound. Deans
should be sensitive to their own roles as mentors, as well. If the dean
needs a mentor to become president, it is just as likely that the division
chair needs a mentor to become a dean. Having a mentor seems to be
especially important to Hispanics, women, Blacks, and others who are
currently making their way to the top of the administrative ladder. Deans
from these groups :Scald build upon their own experiences in order to
fulfill the mentor's role more effectively and more often. A female dean
reminds future deans not to "forget those other women coming behind
you. They need the same help you got." Another dean offers a word of
caution in relationship to your mentor: "Find a mentor who will sup-
port you, but do not sell your soul to that person." If you feel you have
outgrown a mentor, find an advocate who has the influence to help you
and who is willing to be your advocate.

Establish a Peer Network. Gleazer's advice that you get into the net-
work is important. Indeed, his concept of mentoring, as outlined above,
is more concerned with becoming a part of a professional network than
it is with finding a single mentor, although mentoring in the classical
sense is important to some individuals. The effective leader establishes
and maintains a network of peers who can offer valuable advice, suggest
professional opportunities, and serve as professional contacts and refer-
ences. Community colleges are by definition somewhat provincial;
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therefore, establishing a peer network requires a great deal of time and
energy, but the pay-off for those who want to be a dean or president
is worth the effort. Me ranking given peer networks by deans and presi-
dents was a relative ranking and may reflect the thinking of members
of these groups in terms of performing in their current role rather than
in terms of someone who wants to move into a presidency or deanship.)

Leadership Begins at Home. Be visible on your own campus. Never
miss an opportunity to address the faculty, but be sure you have some-
thing worth saying and are well prepared. Serve as the chair of impor-
tant committees. As one dean suggests, volunteer for any number of as-
signments. Indeed, one of the nation's leading community college
presidents places involvement in campus activities at the top of his list
of advice for those who want to become a president: "More than any-
thing else, people need to become visit le and demonstrate that they are
workers and creative and willing to do things. Volunteer to serve on com-
mittees, put, in extra time, do the extra work without griping about it
or asking if you are to be compensated. You will be quickly recognized,
and you will be put into the channels to begin to move up." Certainly
the same advice would apply to those who want to be deans of instruc-
tion. Take stands on important issues, especially those relating to the
instructional program. Deans should address thegoverning board when-
ever poseole, remembering to give plenty of credit to the president. Be
friendly with the board, but not familiar. Develop a reputation for get-
ting things done well and on time. Put your name on the reports and
papers you produce. Serving as the author of a major campus study can
quickly place a future dean in the spotlight, as many faculty members
who have chaired an institutional self-study have di ;covered. Moreover,
you never know when a document will be picked up and quoted both
on and off campus, thereby increasing your visibility and reputation.

Never, Ever, Base Your Career Upon What Someone Else Might Do. While
generalizations are dangerous when dealing with anything as complex
as moving into the community college deanship or presidency (recall that
one female dean had been waiting for several years for the deanship to
become vacant at her institution before she successfully moved into the
position), I believe it is safe to say that far too many chairs have missed
their chance to become deans and too many deans have missed their
opportunity to become presidents because they have waited around for
the current dean or president to leave or retire. People have a nasty hab-
it of not retiring when they say they will. In the case of deans, most ef-
fective ones have made about as many enemies on campus as friends;
therefore, it often does not happen that the dean assumes the presidency
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Finally, a piece of advise from a dean that may well deserve to stand
alone: "Retain tenure and the right to return to the faculty."

APPLYING FOR THE POSITION: THE FIRST OFFICIAL ACT

William H. Meardy, former director of the Association of Commu-
nity College Trustees (ACCT), offers sound advice to presidential appli-
cants; his advice applies equally as well for aspirants to the deanship.
The following appeared in his editorial, "A Shot in the Foot: Advice
for Presidential Applicants."

An El II too common mistake, made by all toomany applicants, is that
they either do not know how to, or will not follow directions, as given
in the advertisement. In nearly every ACCT-sponsored presidential
search advertisement, there appears, IN BOLD PRINT, the follow-
ing (or words to that edict): 'Applicants should state in writing how
they meet the following criteria. COMPLIANCE WILL ENHANCE
CONSIDERATION.' This directive does not say, 'A response to the
following criteria must be found in the candidate's resume.' It has be.
come apparent to me that many candidates read our
request as, lit is found in my resume, I don't need to respond.' That
is not at all what the advertisement requests. Thus the candidate fol-
lowing this line of reasoning has already shot himselfor herself in the
foot. Other candidates put themselves at an immediate disadvantage
with typographical errors, poor grammar, or by leaving some criteria
without a response. The lack ofa response will necessarily raise ques-
tions in the reader's mind. Remember that in most cases, the team
of trades have never metyou and do not know of your abilities. There-
fore, your application must be letter perfect. Almost perfect will not
carry the day for you. What board wants to employ a president who
cannot follow directions or is sloppy in production? [Nor does any
pre want to employ a dean of instruction who cannot follow
dire 0- 2r is sloppy in producdonei The ccnnpetition is just too keen
to take ) ?ranee on an applicant who has already exposed potential
flaws (quoted in Vaughan, 1989b, pp. 128-129).

What to Do
While keeping Meardy's excellent advice 'n mind, the followingsug-

gestions, some of which seem elementary but all of which are drawn from
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actual situations, may further enhance one's chances of being seriously
considered for the deanship or the presidency.

Have Your Letter and Application Typed. It is amazing that someone
who is seeking a position with an annual salary of $50,000 to $80,000
will not spend the few dollars it costs to have an application typed, for
it is well worth the cost. It becomes even more amazing when one knows
that the person making an application (especially if he or she is a dean)
has rejected any number of applicants because of a sloppy application.
Make a copy of the application and complete it before completing the
original. By completing the copy, you can make sure that the informa-
tion will fit into the spaces provided. One consultant states: "As simple
as it may seem, not developing a 'professional-looking' application pack-
et is a common error made by individuals applying for the presidency."
While there is no consensus on the topic, you probably should not use
your current institution's stationery when applying for a position out-
side of your own institution.

Be Careful About Listing Professional Organizations. List only those or-
ganizations to which you currently belong. Some member of the dean's
selection committee or a member of the governing board's presidential
screening committee is likely to belong to the organization you list and
to which you have not paid your dues for years. The question you might
get about *tie organization may embarrass you, at the least, and lose you
the position at the worst. Do not list institutional memberships under
your own professional membership. For example, membership in the
AACJC, an organization in which most memberships are institutional,
often shows up on resumes. There are some legitimate crossovers, how-
ever. The affiliate councils of the AACJC, NACUBO, and its regional
branches and other organizations often offer individual memberships as
a part of the institutional membership package.

Sign Your Application and Covering Letter. As elementary as it may
seem, individuals sometimes forget to sign their letters of application (one
of the inherent dangers of having someone else type the application),
an error that in many cases invalidates the application and, in any event,
shows a lack of attention to important details. To ensure that you have
signed your application, prepare a check-list which includes, among other
things, checking for your signature. Also, have someone else review the
application for you.

Write the Letter of Application for the Position for Which You Are Ap-
plying. A quote from a consultant who has reviewed literally thousands
of applications serves to make this point. "I have seen the same letter
used to apply for the presidency of a small rural college with an enrollment
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of under 1,000 and to an urban community college with thousands and
thousands of students and very complex dynamics." Another consultant
sees a common error as "sending the same application (no matter how
good) to every opening across the country. Develop 'original' applica-
tions for each situation." No matter how good the application package
is, consultants soon recognize the same package and an "Oh no, not again"
syndrome develops. For example, I have seen exactly the same package
go to four different colleges in one state.

Pay Careful Attention to the "Profile" Developed for the Position. The
criteria published in the position announcement should be read careful-
ly and each point should be addressed specifically. As pointed out rather
dramatically in the Meardy quote, today more and more governing boards
and college search committees are developing a rather specific list of charac-
teristics and qualifications they are seeking in deans and presidents. Some
candidates fail to understand that governing boards and consultants put
a lot of effort and money into developing the profile for the position and
consider it to be very important. To quote a consultant: "It is almost
as if some applicants can't read, even though they may possess a Ph.D.
degree. The other conclusion would be that there is no concern for the
request for information, which is equally as damaging."

Have Someone Check Your Grammar. Spelling errors should not ap-
pear on applications for employment in any segment of society; they are
especially damaging when found or. applications for the deanship and
presidency. While some search committees tend to be generous with spell-
ing errors, often passing them off as ty pographical errors, the same is not
true of grammatical mistakes, such as subject-verb agreement. Although
faulty subject-verb agreements and other mistakes are less common than
"typos," they are more deadly when made. Although community col-
lege deans and presidents may not be scholars in the traditional sense
of the term, they should be able to write a letter of application that is
free of grammatical errors.

Follow the Directions Given on the Application. If the application asks
for your academic degrees and requests that you list the last one first,
then list the last one first, even if your resume follows a different format.
Be dear. A consultant notes that "candidates make it difficult to find
dates, e.g., degrees received, where and when; places worked, etc. You
have to hunt for these 'nuggets' in a very disorganized resume."

Meet the Deadline for the Application. You may think, "So I missed
the deadline, so what." Unfortunately, you have sent a signal that the
position was not that important to you anyway. This message can be
especially deadly to an internal candidate who seeks to move into the
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deanship or presidency on his or her own campus. Late applications also
show an insensitivity to the search process, which costs thousands of dol
lars and consumes many hours of time for a number of individuals. More-
over, although your application is late, it may still be seen by the search
committee or a consultant who will remember seeing it, and if it shows
up in a different applicant pool at a later date, the consultant will have
a negative image associated with your application. If you cannot make
the deadline for a particular position, forget it, foryour application will
not be considered. Instead of wasting everyone's time, wait until a posi-
tion comes along in which you are interested enough to meet the appli-
cation deadline.

Fill in All Spaces on the Application. A "not applicable" might be ap-
propriate, but put something in the blank. If your current salary is asked
for, give the salary you currently earn and not what you project to earn
next year, even if you are only one month away from a new salary. Do
not fudge here, for you are likely to get caught. Even if you are not caught
at the moment, you have acted unprofessionally; moreover, you have
falsified your application, and no one wants to employ someone who lies
on an application.

Do Not Leave Gaps in Your Employment History Without a Proper Ex-
planation. If you spent two years in military service, list the two years;
if you took three years off to concentrate on raising a family, list the time
off and explain what you were doing. If you returned to graduate school,
let the search committee know this. Search committees should not be
expected to guess what someone did for a couple of years. Indeed, most
search committees will not guess; they will simply eliminate an applica-
tion that is incomplete or confusing. Internal candidates cannot assume
the search committee knows one's qualifications and employment history;
therefore, internal candidates must have a complete and current resume
for the committee's review. Most resumes contain a number of surprises,
even for the colleague down the hall.

Either List Your Current Supervisor as a Reference or Explain Why You
Do Not. The fact that you may view the supervisor as incompetent is
not a good-enough reason for not listing the person. Most careful search
processes demand that a check be made with one's current supervisor.
The reference check of the supervisor may be delayed, upon request, penci-
ing your making the "final cut" for the interviews. Ifyou desire that the
reference check of the immediate supervisor be delayed, make the request
at the time you submit your application, but be prepared to have the
immediate supervisor contacted if you become a serious candidate for
a position.
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Do Not Try to Incorporaee Your Life's History into Your Letter of Appli-
cation. If you wish to include a statement of your educational philoso-
phy, do so in an attachment or as specified in the directions outlined
in the position announcement. Remember that literally everyone has a
philosophy of education and that most people will likely disagree with
parts of yours, therefore likely opening up the wrong debate in the inter-
view. If you include a statement on your educational philosophy, be brief,
be general, and be careful. The statement should be well-written andgram-
matically correct. Avoid what one consultant calls "high- school -level es-
says about your philosophy of education." Another consultant warns
against including a photograph taken for another purpose. For example,
the picture taken for the college yearbook, no matter how attractive, just
might not be appropriate for your application some 20 years later. The
best advice is not to include a photo unless one is requested.

Do Not Include Irrelevant Material with the Application. Everyone I have
ever talked with on the subject of presidential selection, including faculty,
administrators, and board members, resents getting a lot of attachments
that are only indirectly (if at all) related to the position applied for. As
one consukant notes: "Candidates inundate you with extraneous mate-
rial, i.e., copies of articles they have written, their district's long-range
plan," and other material that has title to do with the position at hand.

Give an Indication That You Understand the Nature of the Position for
Which You Are Applying. Governing boards and faculty want pr-siden-
dal applicants who not only understand the deanship or presidency at
the particular college to which they are applying, but who also under-
stand it as a professional position with universal characteristics. Talk with
friends and colleagues who understand the position. Ask your mentor
for advice.

Do Not List People as References Who Hardly Know You. Do not make
amateurish attempts to use political influence. If you list someone as a
reference, make sure the person knows your ability to perform in the
position for which you have applied and be reasonably sure your refer-
ence will support your candidacy. L o not list more references than re-
quested. (I recall one unsuccessful applicant who listed 21 references.) If
no set number of references is requested, you should probably list three
and no more than five.

Watch the Word Processor. Make sure you include only the name of
the college to which you are applying, eliminating all references to the
last college to which you sent your letter of application. This advice may
sound amusing; however, cases exist where letters of application name
one college in one paragraph and another college in another place in
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the same letter. If you use a form letter, and remember that one of the
consultants cited above warns against this practice, make sure you re-
move the name of the previous college to which you applied.

Do Not Send Too Many "25-Centers." The practice of sending out mul-
tiple applications by rationalizing that they only cost the 25 cents spent
on a postage stamp is a poor one. That is, be careful about flooding the
market with applications for positions in which you have little interest.
As is true in being late with your application, word gets around when
you casually apply for practically every position that comes along. On
the other hand, do not be bashful about applying for positions if you
feel they are professionally correct for you. Some deans have been inter-
viewed as many as seven, eight, nine, or 10 times before obtaining a
presidency, and certainly many division chairs and others fail to be selected
as a dean the first time they apply.

Send the Application to the Person Who is Supposed to Receive It. For
example, if it is to go to the personnel director or the chair of the search
committee, send it to the correct person, not to the chairperson of the
governing board, even if the chair lives next door. This advice is espe-
cially important if you are an internal candidate, even though you may
know where the application will ultimately go. Do not send the applica-
tion to the current president of the college unless you are directed to
do so, no matter how well you may know the individual. You are almost
guaranteed to turn off the search committee and others by bypassing the
established process.

THE INTERVIEW PROCESS: AVOID THE COMMON MISTAKES

While getting the interview is noteworthy, it hardly guarantees that
you will be offered the position. The way you conduct yourself before,
during, and after the interview is as important, if not more so, as how
you complete your application materials. The following suggestions should
assist you in planning for the interview process.

Be On Time for the Interview. This is so basic that nothing else needs
to be said about it here, yet I know of one applicant for a dean's position
who lost the position because the was late for her most important
appointment.

Prepare for the Interview. You should be familiar with the institution
to which you apply. Preparing for the interview includes knowing about
the college's enrollment, programs of study, composition of faculty and
staff, budget, service region, results of recent self-studies, assets, liabilities,
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and other relevant information. One consultant advises presidential can-
didates to "study the auditor's report and don't hesitate to ask penetrat-
ing questions" (Weintraub, 1987, p. 5). Write the institution for infor-
mation on the college; write the Chamber of Commerce or similar
organizations for information on the area. A good approach is to sub-
scribe to the local newspapers as far in advance of the interview as possi-
ble. You should also subscribe to weekly or semiweekly newspapers, if
you are applying to a college located in a rural area, and to newspapers
that cater primarily to minorities, if such papers exist in the college's ser-
vice region. Know the names and po-Ations of the trustees in advance,
and if possible know the constituency each trustee represents. For exam-
ple, if you have a Black trustee from a Black section of the city, you should
not be shocked when you are asked a question related to how the com-
munity college should serve Blacks. (It may be doing quite well; you should
know this, however.) Know the local, state, and national political lead-
ers and their relationship to the college.

Arrive in Town a Day or Two Early. For out-of-town interviews, the
entire family should accompany you (to the citynot the interview) if
you are married and if possible. At the very least, your spouse should
accompany you. Checkout the cost of housing (you should have obtained
information on housing from the Chamber of Commerce; if not, obtain
it from a real estate agent), the reputation ofthe public schools, and the
types and availability of churches, as well as service, social, recreational
and cultural organizations. Get a general feeling for the community. You
should also take a "straw poll" of the citizens (hotel clerks, waitresses,
cabdrivers, real estate agents, school principals, and the "person on the
street") to see how the college is viewed by members of the community.

Dress for the Occasion. Candidates should dress in a style that is suitable
for the area in which the college is located. A suit with a western flair
might be a big hit in west Texas but will likely lose you the position in
Boston or Key West. Shoes are important: boots are out. I recall an inci-
dent some years ago when a male applicant for a public school superin-
tendency (he was a superintendent at the time he applied but wanted
to move to a larger system) was told by the board members that he lost
a position in their city because he wore dress boots to the interview. A
male dean of instruction was eliminated from consideration for a presider:-
cy because he wore Western boots to the interview. Many governing
boards have a cocktail party and dinner for presidential applicants the
night before or after the interview. Male candidates should wear a dark
suit, a white non-button-down shirt, and an appropriate necktie. Female
candidates should dress accordingly, keeping accessories unobtrusive and
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to a minimum. The spouse of the candidate also should dress appropri-
ately. Internal candidates for the deanship or presidency should not ig-
nore these suggestions; rather, if anything, the internal candidate should
be extra sensitive to presenting an image in concert with the deanship
or presidency, taking nothing for granted.

Wait to Be Asked. Do not assume anything, including taking a seat,
until you are invited to do so. Sit up straight; talk plainly and at a level
that is appropriate for the room and the situation. Exercise common sense,
including good manners.

To Drink or Not to Drink is Not the Question: The Question is What
to Drink and How Muck The question of whether to drink alcohol at
a board reception is a touchy c ne. Certainly, if a board has a r.:-)cktail
party and if the candidate uses alcohol (never have a drink ..-ontaining
alcohol if its use is against your beliefs), one drink will do no harm and
may help the mood of the evening. On the other hand, neither the can-
didate nor the spouse should ever have enough alcohol during the eve-
ning to "feel it" The board may well be in a partying mood; however,
neither the candidate nor the spouse of the candidate can afford to be
sucked into the party, no matter how much fun the board chair is hav-
ing. The board will not still love you tomorrow unless your actions are
beyond reproach the night before. On the other hand, the candidate
and spouse should drink something (not necessarily alcohol) at the cocktail
party. Nothing is more disquieting at a cocktail party than to have the
guests of honor stand around, arms folded, while others enjoy their drinks.
Drinking, or at least h aiding a glass of mineral water with a twist of lime,
occupies the hands and permits the candidate to be a part of the group
rather than a bystandtc.

Do Not Criticize Your Current Dean or President. Word gets around
if you criticize those with whom you work; moreover, criticisms of the
person for whom you work may be taken as a sign of disloyalty and even
incompetency on your part. If something is wrong at your current col-
lege, you should be playing a major role in correcting the problem rather
than criticizing the current dean or president.

Do Not Give the Impression That You Are Trying to Leave a Place.
Rather than giving the impression that you want to leave your current
position, convey the message that you are interested in furthering your
professional career by moving into a position with more responsibility
and perhaps more rewards. State why you are seeking the position. Most
colleges do not want a person as a dean or president who is running
away from his or her current position and see the new position as an
escape route.
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Be Yourself During the Interview, But Do Not Work Too Hard at Being
Just "One of the Guys or One of the Gals." Relaxsome, but not too much.
Do not take off your coat or loosen your tie if you are a male, or other-
wise make yourself comfortable, no matter what invitation is extended
to you by those doing the interviewing. Do not smoke unless it is a very,
very informal situation and unless several others present are smoking.

Be a Good Listener. Respond to the questions you are asked and shut
up. For example, if you are asked how you would handle a potential le-
gal problem, give a brief answer, do not respond with briefs on all of
the cases dealing with the question at hand. As one well-known former
chancellor and present consultant for presidential searches observes: 'Too
many candidates work at being profound, too profound."

Be Honest. Do not equivocate. If you are caught in a lie, you have
probably lost the position. For example, when asked how many people
you currently supervise, do not list a number equal to the total faculty.
(Moreover, many faculty committees resent the implication that they are
being "supervised" by anyone and certainly do not want a dean or presi-
dent coming into a position to supervise them.) Ifyou do not know some-
thing, say so and move on. On the other hand, you cannot afford too
many "I don't knows," a situation that is unlikely to exist if you prepare
for the interview.

Never Talk Down to An Interviewer. This advice is especially true when
you talk with your colleagues within an institution if you are an internal
candidate for the deanship; of course, presidential candidates should never
talk down to the governing board. Remember, you have the primary
re swnsibility to adapt to the into rviewer and not vice versa. On the other
hand, be subtle in controlling how the interview progresses. Do not play
up to one particular committee member, even if the person is a friend.
You may win one vote but lose a dozen. Ideally, the interview should
be a conversation with the focus of the conversation on you, the candidate.

If You Are Married, Discuss the Role of the Spouse. This advice applies
more to presidential applicants than to those applying for the deanship;
nevertheless, as illustrated earlier, some search committee members have
some rather strange concepts about the role of the spouse, especially if
you are a female candidate for the deanship. If you are selected presi-
dent ''..,es the governing board expec the spouse to entertain at home?
If so, are funds and support services available? Is the spouse a profession-
al person in his or her own right/ If so, let the board know this during
the interview, for some boards still think that when they employ a mar-
ried president (especially if the president is male), they are getting "two
for the price of one," although this belief is not as common today as it
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was in the past. Most dean's searches give scant attention to the role
of the spouse. On the other hand, ideally, the spouse of presidential ap-
plicants should be interviewed by the board if the board has any expec-
tations of the spouse or if the spouse has any expectations of the board.

Ask Questions About Salary, Fringe Benefits, Expectations, Anything and
Everything, During the Interview. If you wait until after you sign a con-
tract to discuss salary and similar issues, it is too late. Discuss your "com-
promise line," and you must have one. For example, applicants for the
deanship should let the president and members of the college communi-
ty know the practices they will follow in employing college personnel and
that they will not compromise on personnel practices, no matter who
recommends whom for employment at the college. Presidential applicants
should be just as careful in informing the governing board of their views
on employment and other relevant matters. However, do not be argumen-
tative during the interview. Make your point as clearly as possible, but
do not go to war with the person asking the question, especially over
trivial points that have little or nothing to do with how you would func.
tion as dean or president. StateJ another way, the interview is neither
the time nor place to have a showdown with the chair of the faculty sen-
ate, the board chair, or anyone else for that matter. If the salary is unace
ceptable, say so and tell why. But do not alienate members of the college
community or the board, for even if your salary demands are met, you
may well be off to a bad start in your new position.

When considering negotiations during the interview, keep in mind
the advice offered by Ruth O. Weintraub, senior vice president of the
Academy for Educational Development and director of its Executive
Search Division. She cautions: "Don't do any negotiating until you have
a clear sense that you are the preferred candidate" (Weintraub, 1987, p.
5). That is, do not make too many demands for salary, fringe benefits,
and other items that might be negotiable until you have a good idea that
you are the one the board is interested in negotiating with.

Be Careful About How You Use Personal Pronouns. You want to give
yourself credit for what you have done, but do not appear to take total
credit. No one does it alone. For example, I recommend that you never
refer to "my faculty" or "my administrators." It is just as easy and cer-
tainly more realistic to talk about our faculty or the college's faculty.

Make Sure You Are Prepared to Take the Position if It is Offered, As-
suming It is Professionally Right for You and the Institution. This suggestion
does not imply that every position you apply for is the right one for you
and should be accepted if oftired. But if you reject the position, do it
for professional reasons, not because you cannot take the children out
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of school, sell your house, afford the current mortgage rate, or leave your
aging parents. You are already aware that these situations represent poten-
tial problems; deal with them before you apply for a position. Again,
word gets around from cc lege to college and from consultants, so if you
drop out of one deanship or presidential race because of existing per-
sonal reasons, you may be hurt when you apply for future positions. If
you are not willing to move unless your spouse can find a suitable posi-
tion in the new community, state this in your application and during
the interview, not after the position is offered.

When All Else Is Considered
Following the above suggestions will in no way guarantee that you

will obtain a community college deanship or presidency; however, these
suggestions may well help you avoid "shooting yourself in the foot," to
use William Meardy's descriptive phrase. By avoiding needless errors,
using good judgment in preparing for positions, working hard, having
the right experience and degrees, being in the right place at the right
time, and having a bit of luck, you can likely obtain the community
college deanship or presidency, assuming of curse that the interview
indicates that the "chemistry," or "fit," is right between you, the search
committee, the college president in the case of the deanship, the college
board in case of the presidency, the college community, and the
community at large.

WHAT TO EXPECT UPON BECOMING PRESIDENT

This volume is devoted, in part, to describing what one can expect
upon becoming a dean of instruction. Future deans are presented with
a profile of the current deans, as well as obstacles the aspiring dean may
face on the pathway to the deanship.

What can current deans expect (other than the unexpected) upon
assuming the presidency? A well-known former chancellor of a major com-
munity college system sets the stage for this discussion with the follow-
ing advm.e. "As president, expect to work a hell of a lot. Do not go into
the presidency because it is going to be prestigious, because you'll have
some cards that say president, because you will have a big desk and peo-
ple will call you president. Go in for the right reasons, and I think the
right reasons are commitment, and the belief that your presence is going
to make a difference. And you are going to make a difference by work-
ing hard, by giving whatever talents you have, and by causing good things
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to happen. If you plan to go in for other reasons, you shouldn't go in.
And if you do you should be kicked out."

A president admonishes those deans who would be president "to real-
ize that the president's role has changed dramatically from one of an aca-
demic role to one of almost a manager of the institution." This advice
is especially relevant for those deans of instruction who will be tempted
to continue to "play dean" once they become president. Whereas the
dean of instruction's position is by definition concerned almost totally
with faculty concerns and the instructional program, the president must
be concerned with students, staff, the other deans (some of whom may
have been viewed as "the enemy" if one assumes the presidency on the
campus where he or she is dean), and literally every member of the col-
lege community.

Expect to devote what may appear to be an inordinate amount of
time and energy to the political process, especially to those political enti-
ties that provide funding for the college. Most deans and others who move
into the presidency have almost no experience in the political realm; how-
ever, if they are to be effective presidents, they must master the process
quickly and often with little help, especially in the smaller community
colleges.

Another area in which the new president can expect to find frustra-
tions and rewards is in working with the governing board. As is the case
with the political process, most individuals new to the presidency have
little concept of the time, energy, and skillful planning that goes into
the "care and feeding" of the board.

Although the new president can expect to have many of the latest
management tools available, this in no way replaces the necessity of dealing
with people. Indeed, as society has become more impersonalas more
and more members of the academic community spend more and more
time hunched over computersthe presidency requires a better use of
interpersonal skills than ever before in the history of the community col-
lege. New presidents, as has always been true, must realize that people
still need people and act accordingly. Intuition, not computer printouts,
may be the most valuable tool a president possesses. At any rate, the
successful president must relate well with members of the college com-
munity and with external constituents.

The president can expect the governance process to be mot e compli-
cated at the presidential level than at other levels within the college. If
the new presidency is to be on a unionized campus; and the candidate
has never worked in a unionized situation, the governance process will
take on an important new dimension. The dean of instruction who has
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spent a career promoting the academic point of view in the governance
of the institution must, as president, have a broader view, a view that
may conflict with some views held as a dean.

Upon assuming the presidency, one can expect to spend more time
not only with political leaders, but with other external constituents as
well. The external role of the president is very demanding, and there never
seems to be enough time to spend with local business and labor leaders,
the Chamber of Commerce, or any number of various clubs and organi-
zations that expect the president to join them, work with them, speak
to them, or otherwise support them.

Expect to feel pressure to raise funds from private sources. The col-
lege foundation continues to assume importance on many campuses, and
the president is expected to provide leadership for the foundation, in-
eluding calling on potential donors.

The president can expect to deal with pressure groups that, prior to
assuming the presidency, he or she did not even know existed. The pres-
sure groups will make demands that are impossible to meet but nevertheler
cannot be ignored.

The new president can expect to lose some friends and can expect
some feelings of alienation to occur from all segments of the college com-
munity. If one assumes the presidency on one's own campus, even old
and dear friends on the faculty and staff often become distant. The phrase
"lonely at the top" takes on new meaning once the "top" is reached. On
the other hand, the president can expect to make new friends, many of
whom will be presidential colleagues.

The new president needs to understand the traditions of the institu-
tion and work to preserve them. Just as important, perhaps, is the need
to establish new traditions, for most community colleges are short on
tradition. The traditions must enhance the institution's standing in the
academic community and the community at large and must not be viewed
as idiosyncrasies of the president.

The president can expect to be called upon to exercise good judg-
ment, to communicate effectively in writing and speaking, to maintain
institutional and personal integrity, to act and think courageously, and
to exercise other accepted characteristics of good leadership that have
been around for thousands of years.

Finally, as a community college president, you can expect to occupy
the most exciting position on campus and perhaps in all of higher edu-
cation. As one president describes the presidency, "When it is good, it
is very, very good."
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Conclusions and
Recommendations

he book began with the question: "What is a dean of instruc-
tion?" It was new; anticipated that answering the question would
be easy, and it was not. Indeed, much of what is discussed here
is subjective, for no attempt was made to produce a scientific

study with a statistical base. Moreover, anytime a white man talks sub-
jectively about women, Blacks, and Hispanics, there are bound to be gaps
in the conversation. Nevertheless, the foregoing chapters provide some
answers to the question, while recognizing that many questions remain
to be answered regarding the dean of instruction's position.

As anyone who has ever attempted to write about any aspect of the
community college realizes, it is difficult and somewhat dangerous to gener-
alize about anything as complex as the nation's community colleges. The
complexities multiply when one generalizes about the dean of instruc-
tion's position, for in the final analysis you are not talking about some
generic position, but rather about more than 1,100 individuals who serve
as their institution's chief academic officers and who see their role from
a perspective unavailable to anyone else. But generalize we must.

Generalizations also bring some disagreements from almost every-
one, which is not a bad thing for institutions devoted to the search for
truth and knowledge. Generalizations aside, I believe most of the chief
academic officers in the nation's community colleges will recognize
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themselves and their colleagues throughout much of the preceding
discussion.

The following conclusions and recommendations provide an ending
for the current study. If the book is successful, they will serve, in part,
as the starting point for others interested in studying the dean of instruc-
tion's position. If this happens, the book will have been an overwhelm-
ing success.

CONCLUSION 1 AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion
The overwhelming conclusion reached in this Indy is that current

deans of instruction are almost mirror images of current presidents, with
the exception that more of the current deans are women than are cur-
rent presidents. Even in the case of women, the backgrounds of current
deans is quite similar to the backgrounds of presidents. Further, with
the exception of more women now waiting in the presidential pipeline,
future presidents will resemble current presidents in almost every aspect.
There are negative and positive aspects to the .current deans being mir-
ror images of current presidents. From a positive point of view, commu-
nity colleges are now mature enough to produce their own leaders, with-
out turning to four-year institutions or the public schools for these leaders,
as was often the case in the 1960s, thereby ensuring continuity in leader-
ship. On the negative side, if the profile of the community college's top
leaders does not change and if the pathway to the presidency remains
the traditional one, the pool of minority leaders in the presidential pipe-
line is so small that community college presidents of the future will be
largely white, with white men continuing to occupy an inordinate num-
ber of the presidencies. (In Leadership in Transition [Vaughan, 1989b),
I concluded that there would likely be more minority community college
presidents in the future. Based on this study of the deans, I no longer
feel that this will be the case.) This situation will exist at a time when
more and more of the students enrolled in the community colleges are
racial and ethnic minorities, especially Blacks and Hispanics.

Recommendations
Recommendisuon. The community college should continue and in-

crease its efforts to move women into the chief academic officer's posi-
tion, thereby assuring that in the future the supply of potential women
presidents is adequate to meet the needs of the future.
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Recommendation. Female deans should view the presidency as within
their reach and make it a career goal, assuluing that they desire the
position.

Recommendation. More minority faculty members must be recruited,
and more minority faculty members must be encouraged to enter com-
munity college administration.

Recommendation. Minority deans must be encouraged to become com-
munity college presidents, and vacant deanships should be filled with
a minority, when possible. Affirmative action policies should be strictly
adhered to both in spirit as well as legally.

Recommendation. Current presidents and deans of instruction must
diminish the image and the reality of the all-white, all-male, "old boys'
club" (possibly a remnant from their blue-collar past) and welcome minori-
ties and women into every professional activity expected of top commu-
nity college leaders. Minority professionals must be made to feel welcome
at predominantly white institutions as well as at those with large minori-
ty populations.

Recommendation. If minorities are to make any major inroads into
the top two ranks of community college administration, they must have
role models and mentors. Until the time that enough minorities enter
the top ranks of community college leadership, white presidents and deans
must put forth a special effort to serve as mentors for minorities.

Recommendation. Women should continue and expand their efforts
at providing professional networks for other women. Included in the net-
work of professional contacts should be women who are willing to serve
as mentors to other women. Women on individual campuses should also
make every effort possible to serve as mentors for other women.

Recommendation. Minorities need to strengthen their peer networks
and make it possible for more minorities to take advantage of the networks.

Recommendation. Minority groups other than Blacks and Hispanics
should establish affiliate councils of the AACJC. For example, Asian com-
munity college professionals would be one group that could profit from
its own council. The same might be true for community college profes-
sionals who are Americans Indians.

Recommendation. The AACJC must begin to collect data on the race,
ethnicity, and sex of community college leaders. This emphasis on data
collection on minorities should be apart of AACJC's new Minority Edu-
cation Initiative.
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CONCLUSION 2 AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion
The statement is made early in the volume that the dean of instruc-

tion has the responsibility to ensure that the college does not stray from
its central mission of teaching and learning. This statement raises a number
of questions, many of which go to the very heart of the community col-
lege's mission. For example, is the dean of instruction to be held respon-
uble for the teaching and learning that takes place in community ser-
vices divisions, many of which operate independently of the regular
instructional program? Is the dean of instruction to be responsible for
the many different types of programs community colleges conduct with
business and industry? The conclusion reached after completing this study
is that the dean of instruction should be responsible for all teaching and
learning that takes place through the college's instructional program for
which college credit or continuing education units are awarded, regard-
less of the nature or location of the instruction.

Recommendations
Recommendation. As the institution's chief academic officer, the dean

of instruction should have the responsibility for all academic programs
and courses, including community services, if the community services di-
vision awards credit for its instruction.

Recommendation. In those situations where the college has a dean of
community services who is equal on the organizational chart to the dean
of instruction, the organization should be changed in a way that causes
the person in charge of community services to report to the chief aca-
demic officer, assuming the community services division offers courses
for credit.

CONCLUSION 3 AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion
The majority of the deans of instruction, as is true with the majority

of the community college presidents, come from blue collar backgrounds.
The conclusion is that the blue-collar background of deans of instruc-
tion make them more empathic with the backgrounds of the majority
tithe community college's students. Moreover, the blue-collar background
makes the deans more willing to accept and promote the community col-
lege's comprehensive mission, especially technical education. Finally, and
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this conclusion is tentative, part of the defensiveness community college
leaders exhibit when criticized is due to their blue-collar background, resulting
in the community college suffering from an image of anti-intellectualism.

Recommendations
Recommendation. Community college leaders should communicate

to the public that for many of the students served by the community
college, technical education is a vehicle for social advancement and is
not, as some critics claim, a means of repressing student ambitions or
of cooling out students,

Recommendation. Community college leaders should react to criticism
of the community college unemotionally, basing their responses to the
critics on research. Moreover, when criticized, community college lead-
ers should use the opportunity to enlighten the public to the mission
of the community college and to how the mission is be fulfilled.

CONCLUSION 4 AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion
The deans of instruction are concerned about and interested in

promoting scholarship in the community college. They feel, however,
that due to the workload of faculty and administrators, scholarship must
occupy a low priority among community college professionals.

Recommendations
Recommendation. Deans must resist the temptation to become bogged

down in bureaucratic chores that leave little or no time for thinking and
engaging in scholarship. Deans need to realize that a point of diminish-
ing returns occurs well before the day-to-day tasks are completed; there-
fore, by stepping back from the daily tasks, efficiency may well be in-
creased in all aspects of the dean's position.

Recommendation. Deans should make faculty and other administra-
tors aware of the dean's interest in and commitment to scholarship and
establish mechanisms for recognizing and rewarding scholarship.

Recommendation. Deans should devote some time each day to keep-
ing up with the scholarly work being done in higher education, with special
emphasis on the community college, and commit themselves to produc-
ing scholarly work that is in concert with the definition of scholarship
presented in Chapter 7 of this volume, or a definition that is accepted
by the college community.
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Reammendation. Deans should encourage presidents to join them in
promoting scholarship on the individual campus and nationally.

CONCLUSION 5 AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusion
Deans of instruction occupy that middle ground between the presi-

dent and the faculty and must constantly and effectively represent the
views of the college's top administration and faculty. Yet, as noted, only
approodmately 33 percent of the deans view the president as their chief
confidant, and none of the deans view their primary relationship with
the faculty as that of colleague. The dean's position, then, is somewhat
isolated in spite of being at the crossroads of much of what happens at
the college.

Recommendations
Recommendation. Presidents should be sensitive to the dean's role as

the institution's chief advocate of teaching and learning and should open
the door to their office to the dean at all times, providing support for
the dean, and serving as the dean's confidant at all times. Presidents should
realize that the dean's position, as is true with the president's position,
is a lonely one.

Recommendation. The faculty should be sensitive to the dean's posi-
tion and explore avenues for including the dean in discussions that go
beyond the normal duties of the dean's office. Mutual ground might be
a discussion of the role of scholarship among community college
professionals.

Recommendation. Deans should take advantage of their place in the
middle and use it to enhance communications between the faculty and
the president by illustrating to both that mutual respect and mutual in-
terests must be a part of the culture of the effective community college.
Deans can enhance their own image and effectiveness by bringing issues
that are of concern to all community college professionals to the fore-
fitnt and seeing that the issues are discussed in a professional manner.

A FINAL WORD

It seems only fitting that the deans ec qtruction have the final word
in a book devoted to understanding e A number of deans were
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asked during the interview where they feel presidents fail in their rela-
tionship with chief academic officers and what advice they, the deans,
would offer community college presidents in order that presidents can
utilize deans more effectively.

Deans on Presidents
The president-dean of instruction relationship is second only to the

president-board relationship in charting the course of the individual com-
munity college. Based upon my conversations with deans and presidents,
most deans and presidents realize this and work well together. Deans do,
however, have some concerns and advice for presidents. They can be
summarized as follows:

Deans want presidents to listen and to be open with them, sharing
all information that will help them do their job more effectively.

Deans want to share in the glory and the accomplishments of the
institution.

Deans especially want presidents who are former chief academic
officers to "let go" and not continue to "play dean" once they be-
come president.

Deans want clear direction from the president, including knowing
what the president's vision for the institution's future is and what
is expected of the deal. in accomplishing that vision.

Deans want the president to support their decisions, for as one dean
notes, "When I take the risk, when I go out and put it on the line,
I warn to know that the rug's not going to be pulled from under
me. And if it ever once is, you can guarantee the dean's not going
to take any more risks."

Deans want to be given direction and then left alone to perform
their work without undue interference from the president.

Deans want to know how the president views their performance,
with the president providing deans with constant "feedback."

Deans want to be able to disagree with the president, when ap-
propriate, and to propose alternate courses of action to those pro-
posed by the president, assuming that a number of the alternatives
will be accepted.
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Deans want the freedom and encouragement to grow and develop
to their full potential, including gaining more knowledge and as-
suming increasing responsibility in areas that extend beyond the
instructional program.

Deans want the president to serve as their mentor, including serv-
ing as their advocate should the dean seek a presidency or any other
position.

Deans who want to become a president want presidents to teach
them more about the external aspects of the presidency, including
legislative work, working with the board, and fund raising.

a Deans want to be accepted and acknowledged by the president as
important members of the college's leadership team, a team devoted
to enhancing the educational 'process for all who teach and learn
at the nation's community colleges.

Finally, deans want presidents to slow down, to develop patience,
to realize that community colleges are not built in a day.

In order to get a better understanding of what deans want, the fol-
lowing quotes let the deans speak for themseIv.s.

From a dean who traveled the traditional pathway to the presiden-
cy, maintaining close ties with the faculty:

I expect the president to be open. I expect him to share information
about either state or local funding openly with the deans. I expect him
to provide a very dear definition of where he believes the institution
ought to be going, the kinds of policies and programs he would like
to see instituted, and provide opportunities for us to discuss those ideas
openly, and for me to be able to pose alternatives if I believe there
ought to be some, to object when I feel they're inappropriate, and then,
ultimately, to allow me to carry out the day-to-day instructional oper-
ations without interference.

From a female dean: "You need to turn that off [the tape recorder]
and let me think about it . . . . O.K. If presidents come from the role of
deans, they think that the president should be the chief instructional
leader on campus, and I think that's a mistake. Sometimes I think it's
a little hard for them to turn loose of the things that they did as dean
and to let the dean go out and do the things he or she needs to do."

201
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Another dean thinks that presidents fail because they never share
enough information with the dean and because they do not make their
expectations clear. Another dean believes that presidents:

Take too much ownership in the organization, personally, where they
become the father of the organization, and they take on the authorita-
tive role of that father or mother of the organization. I think a failure
is not allowing individuals to take risks, to make decisions. I think
it's a very critical role of presidents to develop future leaders, for the
whole community college movement is based upon evolution, and evo-
lution means that at every generation there's a new set of leaders that
needs to be developed. I think the president needs to take on that role
and responsibility, and I think in some cases, because of discomfort,
uncomfortableness with a strong person at their right hand or left hand,
that they in effect have kept that person under their thumb, not allow-
ing them to grow, not allowing them to mature, not allowing them
to experiment, not allowing them to take some of the glory or success.

Another dean believes that many presidents fail when they do not
support the decisions of the dean and permit members of the college com-
munity to circumvent the orgatlizadonal structure by going around the
dean: "I think that if a president allows other groups to come around
the vice president or dean and responds directly to them, that under-
mines the role of the dean or vice president. And I think you can fail
that way."

Advice from Deans to Presidents
Some advice from the deans of instruction serve to remind presidents

that deans have their own opinions of how things should be done. From
one dean comes the advice that presidents should support deans and let
the deans "share some of the glory. I think they need to be mentors to
the dean and to do what they can to develop a kind of close personal
relationship." From another dean: "Well, make it a team. To really go
after it in terms of the way you would go after winning a game, being
a successful team. I think that if the president can lead by bringing along
the other staff members, they will all work together to succeed." Similar-
ly, from another dean:

I think I would encourage Presidents to take the academic deans strongly
into a partnership when it comes to leadership of the institution, to
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find a very significant role, side-kick role, right alongside the president
when it coma to laying out strategic plans for the college. In my own
way of thinking, the academic dean is probably the most critical per-
son aside from the president in developing an effective instructional
Prognam

Presidents are known for their impatience. One dean suggests that
presidents "move too quickly. I think, as a vice president, the one thing
I've learned is to slow down and to be more patient and [know) that there
are many processes I could set in place. I could make them up in one
night, but when you have to bring the others along and do it by com-
mittee, you learn to go slowly. The president has to understand that the
process takes time also, and be patient." Similarly from a I5 -year veter-
an dean:

Sometimes [the president] does not understand how difficult it may
be working with people who do not have those same priorities [as the
president] or the same speed in mind. Faculty in particular. There has
to be an understanding that there are the vested interest groups. There
are people at the institution who have their little areas that need to
be protected. The faculty, in particular, I'm talking about, have tremen-
dous anxieties about change, and I think [presidents) have to under-
stand that change sometimes cannot come as quickly as presidents would
like. I think that not understanding this is a major failure of presidents.

From a former dean who is now a president comes the following advice.
He acknowledges that the president's role is in running the institution
and dealing with external relationships, but he asks:

What about the morale of the organization, the implementation of poli-
cy, or the implementation of specific goals, [all of which are] tied to
the ability of the dean to provide leadership to the division chairs, and
of division chairs to lead the faculty. It's a multi-tiered process, and
I think presidents have to recognize that, have to adtivate growth and
leadership, not only from the deans, but all the way down to the divi-
sion chairs and to faculty, who could, in turn, take on the role of divi-
sion chair.
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Finally, one dean advises presidents to look to the dean for leadership
beyond the instructional program and realize that "the sharing of infor-
mation and discussions that ought to go on within the president's office
need to be open, clear, and *calve, and that disagreements can occur.
But ultimately, when everyone walks out of that office, there is some clear
understanding of what needs to be done."

The Future
Based upon this quick look at the dean of instruction's position, it

is clear that those deans interviewed and surveyed are competent, devoted
individuals whose priorities are teaching and learning. It is also clear that
an effective dean can increase the effectiveness of both the faculty and
the top administration. Based upon this study, the future of the commu-
nity college is a bright one if the current deans are indicative of what
that future is to be.
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Appendix I

Questionnaire Used in
National Survey of Deans

WU)

DIRECTIONS: In each section, please provide the information or
check the spaces as appropriate.

L INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION:
a. State:
b. Number of FFE studentsfall 1986 quarter/semester:

IL PERSONAL INFORMATION:
a. Number of years in present position:
b. Marital Status: ( ) Single ( ) Divorced

( ) Married ( ) Widowed
( ) Separated

c. Age: Sex; ( ) Male ( ) Female
Race: ( ) Black ( ) Caucasian

( ) Hispanic ( ) Other
d. Do you now live in the state where you finished high school?

( ) Yes ( ) No
e. Including your current position, how many community college

deanship have you held?
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f. Position held prior to becoming a community college academic
dean:
( ) Div Sion chair ( ) Dean of Student Services
( ) Faculty member ( ) Dean of Community Services
( ) Other

g. Highest degree held:
( ) Bachelor's ( ) Ph.D. ( ) Ed. Specialist
( ) Master's ( ) Ed.D. ( ) Other _

h. Major field of study in your highest degree:
( ) Higher Education ( ) Other Education
( ) Other

1. Check the following organizations you belong to:
( ) Kiwanis ( ) Jaycees ( ) Masons ( ) Rotary
( ) Lions ( ) Ruritan ( ) Other
Do you belong to a country club? ( ) Yes ( ) No
If 'Yes,' do you use it for professional entertaining?
( ) Yes ( ) No

k. Time permitting, which of the following sports do you partici-
pate in on a regular basis?
( ) Fishing ( ) Golf
( ) Bowling ( Siding
( ) Other
Have you used sports for work-related entertaining in the last
12 months? ( ) Yes ( ) No

I. Father's most recent full -time occupation:
m. Father's highest degree:

( ) None ( ) Master's
( ) High School ( ) Doctorate
( ) Associate ( ) Other
( ) Bachelor's

n. Mother's most recent full-time occupation:
o. Mother's highest degree:

( ) None ( ) Master's
( ) High School ( ) Doctorate
( ) Associate ( ) Other
( ) Bachelor's

p. Check the following organizations you belong to:
( ) AAHE ( ) AERA ( ) NASTA ( ) ASHE ( ) APCA
( ) PDK ( ) NACUBO ( ) Other

q. State the most recent year you conducted research:

( ) Hunting ( ) Jogging
( } Swimming ( ) Tennis
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r. State the year of your most recent publication.
Check the type of publication it was:
( ) book ( ) book review
( ) article ( ) book chapter
( ) other
If it was in a journal, which one?

s. Who is your chief confidantthat is, if you have a major prob-
lem on campus to whom do you first turn?

t. Excluding yourself, whom would you consider the top two com-
munity college academic deans in your state?

NAME COLLEGE

u. Does the chief student services administrator report directly to
you? ( ) Yes ( ) No

v. How likely are you to move to another position within the nen
five years?
( ) Very likely ( ) Somewhat likely ( ) Not likely

w. Is your career goal to be a community college president?
( ) Yes ( ) No
If "Yes," within how many years do you think you will achieve
your goal of becoming a president?

111. SPOUSE: (Skip to Section IV if you are not currently
married.)
a. Age
b. Highest degree held: ( ) None ( ) Master's

( ) High School ( ) Doctorate
( ) Associate ( ) Other
( ) Bachelor's

c. Does your spouse work for pay outside the home? ( ) Yes ( ) No
If your answer is 'Yes,' is the position

full-time part-time
d. Occupation:
e. Has he/she ever obtained a community college degree?

( ) Yes ( ) No
f. How many years of your married life, while you have been dean,

has your spouse worked outside the home?
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IV. CHILDREN: (Skip to Section V if you do not have any
children.)

a. Number of children under 18 years old: ; 18 and over:

b. Of those under 18, how many plan to receive a degree at a
community college 4-year public institution
4-year private institution Uncertain

c. Of those 18 and over, how many currently attend or received
a degree at a

community college 4-year public institution
4-year private institution

V. LIFESTYLE:
We are interested in how many waking hours you and your spouse,
if married, average in several activities. Because it is difficult to remem-
ber exactly how much time was spent in any one activity, ten-hour
blocks of time have been listed below. Place one of these estimates
in each of the blanks in Questions a and b. For example, if you
work 40 hours per week, put "31-40" beside "Work" in Question a.

0-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 50+

a. How many hours are spent weekly in the following activities?
' You Spouse

Work (Include profes- Work (Include profes-
sional entertaining) sional entertaining)
Family Family
Community Service Community Service

b. If married, how many hours per week do you and your spouse
spend alone together outside of sleeping?
(Skip if unmarried)

c. Check the types of friends you see socially (at least 30 minutes
per week) outside of work.
( ) childhood friends ( ) colleagues ( ) neighbors
( ) club associates ( ) church ( ) other

d. If married, check the types of friends your spouse sees socially
(at least 30 minutes per week) outside of work. (Skip if unmarried)
( ) childhood friends ( ) colleagues ( ) neighbors
( ) club associates ( ) church ( ) other

2



e. How many days of annual leave do you earn each year?_
f. How many days of annual leave did you take last year?
g. Did your family (or you, if unmarried) rake a vacation together

last year which lasted 4 or more days? ( ) Yes ( ) No
h. If you took a vacation, did you take any work with you?

( ) Yes ( ) No



Questionnaire Used in
Survey of Female, Black, and

Hispanic Deans

DIRECTIONS: Please provide the information or check the spaces as
appropriate.

1. State:
2. Number of FTE studentsfall, 1988, quarter/semester:
3. Number of years in present position:
4. Sex ( ) Male ( ) Female
5. Marital Status: ( ) Single ( ) Divorced

( ) Married ( ) Widowed
( ) Separated

6. Race:
7. Age;
8. Do you now live in the state where you finished high school?

( ) Yes ( )No
9. Position held immediately prior to becoming a dean of instruction:

( ) Dean or director of community services
( ) Dean of administration-finance
( ) Dean of student services
( ) Division chair
( ) Faculty member
( ) Other

205
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10. Highest degree held: ( ) Bachelor's ( ) Ph.D.
( ) Master's ( ) Ed.D.
( ) Education Specialist
( ) Other

11. Major field of study in your highest degree:
( ) Higher Education
( ) Other Education
( ) Other (what field)

12. Father's most recent full-time occupation:
13. Father's highest degree or diploma:

( ) None ( ) Master's
( ) High School ( ) Doctor's
( ) Associate ( ) Other
( ) Bachelor's

14. Mother's most recent full-time occupation:
15. Mother's highest degree:

( ) None ( ) Master's
( ) High School ( ) Doctor's
( ) Associate ( 1 Other
( ) Bachelor's

16. What major obstacles did you encounter on your pathway to the
dean of instruction's position that you feel resulted from being a wom-
an (Black, Hispanic)? Please list the obstacles in order of their im-
portance, with the most difficult one first.

17. Did being a woman (Black, Hispanic) help you in obtaining an in-
terview(s) for the deanship? That is, were you included in the pool
of applicants because those conducting the search process wanted
a woman (Black, Hispanic) applicant? Please explain.
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18. Do you feel that affirmative action programs aided you in becoming
a dean? _ yes; no. If yes, please explain.

19. Was the fact that you area woman (Black, Hispanic) an asset in ob-
taining your first deanship/ yes; no. If yes, please explain.

20. Did you have a mentor who aided you in becoming a dean? If so,
was the mentor _ male; _ female; _ Black; Hispanic;

white; other?

21. If you had a mentor, what position did he or she hold at the time
of the greatest influence over you?

22. Did you have a role model who influenced your career? (Your role
model and mentor may have been the same person; however, you
may have had a role model who took very little interest in your ca-
reer yet was someone you looked to as an example.)..._._.. yes; my
mentor; -- no; yes, someone other than my mentor.

If you had a role model other than your mentor, was this person
female; male;_Black;_Hispanic; white;

other. What position did the role model occupy?

23. Did you have a "negative role model" who built in you a desire to
become a dean in order that you could do things differently from
how the "negative role model" had done them? _ yes; no.
Was the "negative role model" _ Black; Hispanic;
white? If yes, what position did the person occupy and what were
the negative characteristics which caused you to want to be dean
in order to correct some of the wrongs this individual maw have
committed?

24. Were you a member of a peer group (peer network) that aided you
in becoming a dean? yes; __no.
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25. If the answer to No. 24 was yes, was the peer group predominantly
female; _ male; Black; _ Hispanic; _ white;
other.

26. What were your most important non-professional contacts external
to the campus which helped you to become a dean? (E.g., the Cham-
ber of Commerce, etc.) Please list the most important first.

27. What were the most important professional associations and organi-
zations that aided you to become a than? (E.g., AAUW, AAHE,
AACJC, etc.)

28. Did you participate in a program designed to develop leaders (or at
least enhance leadership skills) prior to becoming a dean? yes;

no. If yes, which of the following did you attend?
ACE Fellows Program_ Harvard's IEM;_ Bryn Mawr's HERS;_ ACM; National Identification Program;_ Executive Leadership Institute (League for Innovation and
University of Texas);_ Leaders for the BOs;
Other(F.); please list.

29. During the interview for the dean's position (the one resulting in your
current position) were you asked any questions that were related to
your being a woman (Black, Hispanic)? _ yes; _ no. If so, please
give as many examples of the type of questions you were asked that
you can recall. Who asked the questions? (faculty, trustees, etc.)

2
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30. Were you asked any questions related to your being a woman (Black,
Hispanic) in any interviews in which you either were not offered the
position, or you did not accept the position if offered? _ yes;

no. If so, please give examples of the type of questions you were
asked. Who asked the questions? (faculty, trustees, etc.)

31. Prior to becoming a dean, were you ever turned down for a dean's
position? _ yes; _ no.

32. If yes, did you feel that being a woman (Black, Hispanic) candidate
was part of the reason you were turned down? Explain.

33. During the interview process, did you find being a woman (Black,
Hispanic) an asset or a liability? yes; _ no. Please explain
either position, or both, if that was the case.

34. Was the role of the spouse of the dean discussed with you during
the interview? _ yes; _ no. If yes, please describe the discussion.

35. Did you have any particular job assignment that you feel prepared
you for the dean's position? _ yes; _ no. (Not position, but
a specific role; e.g., selling an idea, building a major budget, etc.).

Now that you are dean:
1. Clark Kerr suggests that once a woman becomes a college or

university president, she 1.. evaluated on how well she performs
and no. on the fact that she is a female president. In essence, once
someone assumes the presidency, the assessment of performance
becomes asexual. Using Kerr's analysis, one might conclude that
once someone assumes the presidency, the position is asexual eara-
che). Do you feel that once you became a dean, the position is asex-
ual ("araciall? _ yes; _ no. If no, please explain how the
assessment of the position is different for you because you are a
woman (Black, Hispanic).

213
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2. In line with the above, are there certain aspects of the dean's po-
sition that are more difficult because you are a woman (Black,
Hispanic)? yes; no. If yes, please explain.

Are certain aspects of the dean's position easier because you are
a woman (Black, Hispanic)? yes; _ no. If yes, please
explain.

3. Including your current position, how many cleans of instruction's
positions have you held? _.

4. What three most important pieces of advice do you offer to other
women (Blacks, Hispanics) who have the dean of instruction's po-
sition as a career goal?
(I)

(2)

(3)

5. Is your goal to become a community college president?_ yes;
no. If yes, list the three major obstacles you see facing you

resulting from being a woman (Black, Hispanic) in moving into a
presidency.
(I)

(2)

(3)

OPTIONAL. I will be calling some of the respondents for a very short
(5-10 minutes) interview. If you would be willing to talk with me for a
few minutes, please print your name and telephone number. Thank you.

Name:

Day Phone (
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wire Used in Suney of
Deans Identified by Their

Peers as Outstanding

DIRECTIONS: In sections I and II, please provide the information or
check the space as appropriate.

I. INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION
a. State:
b. Number of FTE studentsfall, 1989, quarter /semester:.

IL PERSONAL INFORMATION
a. Number of years in present position:
b. Marital Status: ( ) Single ( ) Divorced

( ) Married ( ) Widowed
( ) Separated

c. Age:
d. Sex: ( ) Female ( ) Male
e. Race: ( ) white; ( ) Black; ( ) Hispanic; ( ) other:_
f. Do you now live in the state where you finished high school?

( ) Yes ( ) No
g. Including your present position, how many community college

dean of instruction positions hsve you held?

2.1
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III. PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES
DIRECroNS: Please rate responses according to the following
scale:

I = of no importance
2 = of little importance
3 = of considerable importance
4 = of extreme importance
5 = absolutely mandatory

Please rate attributes in terms of their importance to being a suc-
cessful community college dean of instruction.

a. tolerance for I. drive or high energy
ambiguity level

b. courage to make tn. commitment to the
tough decisions community college

c. physically healthy philosophy
d. sense of humor n. desire to excel
e. good judgment
f-. high intelligence
g. loyalty to your college
h. concern for others
i. flexibility
j. charisma
k. integrity

W SKILLS AND ABILITIES
DIRECTIONS: Please rate responses according to the following
scale:

I = of no importance
2 = of little importance
3 = of considerable importance
4 = of extreme importance
5 = absolutely mandatory

Please rate skills and abilities in terms of their importance to being
a successful community college dean of instruction.

a. effective communication skills
b. delegation of responsibilities
c. processing and management of information
d. relating well to a broad range of people
e. ability to resolve conflicts effectively
f-. ability to see and take opportunities as they occur
g. ability to define problems and offer solutions

o. curiosity
p. optimism
q. at ease in different so-

cial situations
r. willing to take risks
s. other, please state:

2 s
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h. an understanding of the community /region served
i. effective articulation of the college's mission and needs
j. establishing and maintaining a peer network
k. ability to produce scholarly publications
L ability to produce results
m. ability to work as a team member
n. independence in carrying out programs and duties
o. ability to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate
p. ability to motivate others
q. ability to select capable people
r. other, please state

V. SKILLS AND ABILITIES OF SUBORDINATES
DIRECTIONS: Please rate responses according to the following scale

1 = of no importance
2 = of little importance
3 = of considerable importance
4 = of extreme importance
5 = absolutely mandatory

Please rate skills and abilities that you generally look for in those
who report directly to you.

a. effective communication skills
b. delegation of responsibilities
c. processing and management of information
d. relating well to a broad range of people
e. ability to resolve conflicts effectively
f. ability to see and take opportunities as they occur
g. ability to define problems and offer solutions_ h. an understanding of the community/region served
i. effective articulation of the college's mission and needs

_1. establishing and maintaining a peer network
k. ability to produce scholarly publications_ I. ability to produce results
m. ability to work as a team member
n. independence in carrying out programs and duties
o. ability to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate
p. ability to nv,dvate others
q. ability to -ct capable people
r. other, please state
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DIRECTIONS: This next section will attempt to identify the vari-
ous roles that community college deans of irsfruction perceive them-
selves as having. Please check the response that describes the major
role you play for each question. (Check one:)
I. Your principal role with faculty is that of

a. colleague
b. overall supervisor
c. symbol of the college
d-. articulator and advocate of college's mission and goa's
e. educational leader
f-. motivator
g. mentor
h. role model
L other, please state:

2. Your prindpal role with those who report directly to you is that of
a. colleague
b. supervisor

symbol of the college
d. articulator and advocate of college's mission and goals
e. motivator
f. role model
g. mentor
h. other, please state:

3. Your principal role with students is that of
a. symbol of authority
br articulator of the college's mission and standards
c. role model
d. interested, concerned adult
e. other, please state:

DIRECTIONS: Below are two questions of a general nature. Please
check the appropriate response. (Check ow)
1. Do you consider the community college dean of instruction po-

sition to be a:_ low-risk position
moderate-risk position_ high-risk position

2. Do you feel that your workload is:
heavy average __Ugh

2 0
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DIRECTIONS: Please provide a short written response to the fol-
lowing four questions. Feel free to use another sheet of paper for
your answers.

I. Historically, community college professionals (faculty and adminis-
trators) have devoted little time to scholarship. If you agree, why
do you think this has been true?

2. Based upon my own observations, it seems to me as if there is
a new awareness of the role scholarship can and should play in
carrying out the community college mission. If you agree with
this statement, what is creating this new awareness?

3. If you do not agree with the above statement, why do you think
I am wrong?

4. What are you, as your institution's academic leader, doing to pro-
mote scholarship on yc campus?

Name

Address

Day Phone ( )

THANK YOU VERY MUCH
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